




































Task 1 : Public Involvement 
Task 2: Data Collection 

Northeast Miami Dade Traffic Flow Study 

Introduction 
The Northeast area ofMiami-Dade County, as ajoint effort with its participating communities is being studied to help 
reduce the ever growing problem of traffic flow in the area. These municipalities are interested in the development of 
a sub-regional plan to identi@ short, mid and longterm multi-modal solutions to transportation isues.Agoal is that by 
working as a whole, these communities can better resolve traffic issues than if working alone. 

This study has been conceptualized as a result of the Northeast Miami-Dade Mayors' Joint Task Force, which was 
formed as a regional transportation/traffic evaluation committee. The study area consists of the boundaries of 
Aventura, Bal Harbour, Bay Harbor Islands, Golden Beach, North Miami, North Miami Beach, Sunny Isles Beach 
and Surfside (See Figure 1-1). 
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Figure 1-1 

The purpose is to provide the information needed by local, county and state governments to improve trac flow along 
the Miami-Dade NoItheast Comdor. The objective is to help define improvements that would accommodate fume 
growth while protecting and enhancing mobility, economic prosperity and quality of life, through the examination of 
traff~c flow within the study area, in the hopes of anaininga free-flowingtmflk system and minimal congestion. This 
will help the municipalities identify areas of congestion and provide viable options to relieve the congestion now and in 
the fMure.AIl aspects ofthe mobility system wereexamined, including the pedestrian and bicycle network, transit, the 
physical capacity of the roadway system and policy initiatives. 
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This project was focused on studying the sub-regional transportation network. In its preparation existing studies and 
plans to assess future conditions were examined and additional data was collected in order to develop acoordinated 
multi-modal list of projects designed to address identified needs. The planning level cost of these projects was 
quantified, relative to their planning, design and construction. The list ofprojects will be prioritized into an Implementable 
10 year North-East Area Transportation Master Plan. 

This effort strives to set an example as a targeted sub-regional attempt at transportation planning which is multi-modal 
in nature. Issues arrived through accepted methodologies are being supported through an extensive public involve- 
ment process. The study will portray existing conditions and project conditions in the future, and will provide a clear 
picture of the movement of traffic affecting the northleast area and the coastal communities. Recommendations that 
will focus coordinated improvements will be made. The study has involved local decision makers in the process, 
through the following tasks: 

Task 1 : Public Involvement 
Task 2: Data Collection and Analysis 
Task 3: Needs Assessment 
Task 4: Development of Potential Projects 
Task 5: Implementation Plan 

Efforts to Date 
At this time several initial stakeholder meetings have been held with interested parties in each city to set the param- 
eters of the study. Previous planning documents from each and relevant county and state agencies have been 
reviewed, and new data has been collected and analyzed relative to: 

W MPO Long Range Transportation Plan Model, 
W Traffic Counts 

OriginlDestination Study 
W Transit Ridership 

It is clear from a review of previous planning efforts, conversations with the communities, and a thorough data 
collection and analysis effort, that we live in a series of diverse communities, all linked by the transportation network, 
yet all independent with differingdefinitions ofquality of life. These complexities are exacerbated by our position at 
the edge of the county, bound by the Atlantic Ocean and split by Biscayne Bay. Traffic congestion is getting worse, 
and will continue to do so over the planning horizon. By 2030 few roads on the system will be functioning below the 
appropriate level of service. Each community has realized that the way we address transportation should change to 
have maximum impact. 

The roadway system is capacity constrained, as there are limited opportunities to expand horizontally. Additions of 
physical capacity are expensive, time consuming and often politically unpalatable. As a result, they are often not 
worth their cost in these respects if they are simply to carry single occupancy vehicles. Therefore it becomes 
important to utilize the existing capacity in a more efficient and effective manner. This effort helps define the 
parameters of this new transportation program. 

Next Steps 
The intensive research, analysis and public out reach, in the first two tasks have been concluded according to the 
schedule. This report details those efforts. Further conversations regarding this analysis shall result in the develop- 
ment of a multimodal mobility plan focused on three main project areas. These include: 
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Roadway 
The enhancement of operations and physical capacity of the roadway system. 
Transit 
The existing bus transit routing, operations and amenities. Focused on developing a viable system 
that attracts choice riders and can be built on to achieve more substantial transit in the future 
Policy 
Strategies to effect the way that travelers use the mobility system, and the way the system interacts 
with the travelers. 

These projects will be costed and prioritized into various planning horizons, including: short term (1-5 years); mid term 
(6-10 years); and long term (1 1-15 years). 

The plan may be used as a tool for the Cities to seek funding from State and Federal sources including the Metropoli- 
tan Planning Organization and Federal Transit Administration, in order to implement the policies and projects. This 
will demonstrate that the Cities have joined together in a sub regional manner to present comprehensive vision toward 
providing multimodal transportation opportunities. The Traffic Flow Study is a document to be used over the long 
term. As with any planning tool, it should be evaluated and updated to determine the status of its implementation. 
Most importantly, it is believed that as the strain on the transportation increases, the mitigation of the existing issues 
and the implementation of future multi-modal projects and policies are integral in maintaining the quality of life in the 
region. 
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It has been noted that continued growth in the region, particularly the area east of 1-95, which has been heavily 
incentivized by state and local policy since the mid 1980's is placing a strain on each cities, the county and state 
transportation systems, which are all completely integrated, yet managed by the various jurisdictions. Most in the 
study area, feel that the rapidly degenerating service levels and ability to move through the community by automobile, 
are resulting in a deteriorated quality of life. There is a definite desire to understand the transportation problems on a 
system wide level, and to work not only locally, but as a sub regional group to mitigate those issues that are within the 
sub regions control, and to further advocate for projects or policies that must be taken to the higher level. 

Roadway 
The roadway network in the study area is characterized as over capacity. Most communities strive to achieve a 
Level of Service E. This is greatly surpassed in the existing condition and almost totally surpassed in the future. 
Limited opportunities exist to return the roadway network to the operating characteristics it enjoyed 30,20 or even 10 
years ago. To do so the physical disruption to the community and the cost would be comparable to Urban Renewal 
policies of the 1950's and destroy the fabric ofthe community. Therefore roadway capacity projects will be chosen 
on a selective basis, mainly looking at opportunities to mitigate the effect of bottlenecks in the existing system, 
enhance flow throughthe optimization of traff~c signals and intersection operations, as well as undertake coordinated 
corridor wide efforts. 

Transit 
While limited opportunities exist to substantially bolster physical capacity, it is acknowledged that the existing bus 
transit system must more adequately service the transit dependant population and be made more desirable to the 
choice rider. This is a basic yet interim step of system development and necessary before the implementation of more 
costly, dedicated rail projects. Doing so is integral to the development of an attractive and usable transit system that 
provides capacity to the transportation network. At its most elementary the transit routes in the area should be 
examined and reformed of necessary to operate at peak efficiency, with appropriate headways and linkages to key 
origins, Intermodal facilities and destinations. Physical aspects of the system such as the buses and stops need to 
include reliable schedules, convenient headways, and comfortable facilities to attract the choice riders. Basic bus 
stops should include shelters, benches, trash cans, and schedules. More substantial transfer stops should include 
transfer route schedules and headway information. Intermodal facilities should also include water fountains, bike 
racks, restrooms and even commercial facilities. Overall, the facilities, including the bus stops and the buses, should 
be clean and comfortable. A public transit service will be successful when it has the necessary amenities and services 
to attract a diverse population of riders. 

The main premise of this concept is to attract choice riders to utilize transit instead of their vehicles. The burgeoning 
density of some of the neighborhoods in the study area shows that the area is appropriate for that type of use. Choice 
transit riders are sensitive to the operational efficiency of the system, and will tend to opt for the most convenient, 
least expensive, more attractive mobility option. 

In the near term, rail modes in the study area may not be practical or prioritized. It is suggested that an interim step 
be considered. Bus Ravid Transit (BRT) is a mode of transit that utilizes an enhanced or seoarated roadway. matches - .  
with new technologies, and sophisticated buses to operate like rail, at a fractionofthe cost, thereby making it realistic. 
Further efforts can then be pursued with the County and MPO relative to the implementation of rail transit in the area. 

Policy 
Physical capacity limitations, traffic congesting and a lack of attractive transit options are major concerns within the 
community. This, coupled with the unintended consequences of past growth management policies, have served to 
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push development further west in our community. An attempt to ameliorate this condition was tried through the 
implementation of the Transportation Concurrency Exception Area, which covers much of the County Southand East 
of the Palmetto Expressway. This policy, incentivized development, yet did not require additional capacity to be built 
into the system to service the development. Today the study area has to react to that situation, and efforts to relieve 
traffic congestion have been mainly focused on building new roadways. The opportunity to increase roadway capac- 
ity is limited due to the lack of physical space, and the cost for right-of-way and construction. The solution of 
wideningthe roadways to provide for additional capacity needs to be used selectively as it is not necessarily appropri- 
ate or practical. Often further widening would be particularly disruptive to the surrounding community, and would not 
furnish the impact to warrant it. It is acknowledged that the existing right-of-way and remaining roadway network 
capacities need to be more adequately utilized through improved management and operations of the system, in order 
to make the most efficient use of infrastructure already in place. These Transportation Demand Management strat- 
egies, (TDM) and Transportation Systems Management strategies (TSM) are less expensive and quicker to imple- 
ment than new inhtructure projects and can be very effective in relieving traffic congestion and improving system 
performance. It is important to balance these strategies that affect demand and ultimately achieve more efficient use 
of the system, with the roadway and transit efforts. The existing conditions in the area indicate that several of the 
major roadways experience significaut congestion during peak hours. 
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Task 1 : Public Involvement 
Engaging the public and incorporating public input is a multi-level process that takes place consistently throughout the 
duration of the plan development. The goal shall be community consensus, resulting in approval from each of the 
governing bodies involved. Consistent involvement and direction will be supplied by a project steering committee. 
Inuut will be collected through stakeholders meetings. Potential solutions will be develoued and discussed as vart of - - 
more formal workshops. Approvals will be gained from local governments. Sixty eight meetings are scheduled as 
part of this project. Additional meetings will be provided on an hourly basis. The following are key aspects to this 
task. 

H Steering Committee 
W Stakeholders 
H Community Workshops 

Agency Meetings 

Steering Committee 
It is anticipated that this body consisting of managers or mayors from each participating northleast area municipality, 
which will meet as milestones dictate to review study activity and approve future direction. 

Stakeholders 
This group of meetings is designed to solicit initial input, inh.oduce the study and be the first step in solid consensus 
building and communication. Meetings will be scheduled for participants from each of the governments. This can 
include council members, mayors, county commissioners, or other local decision makers. Other meetings will be held 
with individuals or groups as necessary during the process, includiigprivate citizens, community activists, homeowners 
groups or any other interested parties. Each meeting addressed the particular interests of the local municipality, and 
the stakeholder. 

Community Workshops 
Workshops will he held at different locations in the Study Area. These will be designed to present initial findings and 
refine alternatives, and will be scheduled afterwards, as the potential project list is being developed. 

Approvals and Agency Presentations 
One meeting will be held with each municipal government to gain formal approval or denial ofthe study. In addition 
three meetings will be held with the MPO and its various committees. 
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Task 2: Data Collection and Analysis 
Recently there was an originldestination study completed for the Coastal Communities Transportation Master Plan. 
Though this study could not be repeated or redone, the results of this study were evaluated within this project to assist 
with the technical decisions analysis regarding traffic in the region. The original study was undertaken to determine 
the magnitude oftrip movements between the barrier islands and the mainland of Miami-Dade County. Some of the 
participating communities are also involved in this study, and therefore will make the results very useful. 

Prior to new data collection, previous reports and technical documents were reviewed and incorporated into the data 
collection and analysis process. Previous work was used as a background to the assignment of data collection 
efforts. Other technical documents and surveys at the county and regional level will be used to justify presumptions 
and conclusions, and to confirm that gaps in current plans are addressed. Further, planning work will be done in 
conjunction with currently ongoing studies and projects that will have both direct and indirect impacts on the perti- 
nence and effectiveness of the Master Plans recommendations. 

What Plans Were Reviewed: 

Coastal Communities TMP 
Aventura Comprehensive Plan~Transportation Element 
Bal Harbour Comprehensive Plan /Transportation Element 
Golden Beach Evaluation and Appraisal Report 
City of North Miami TMP and Transportation Element 
Miami-Dade LRTP 
Several Traffic Studies in Aventura 
Bal Harbour Transportation element 
Sunny Isles Beach Comprehensive PlanKransportation Element 
Surfside Comprehensive Plan/Transportation Element 
North Miami Beach TMP and Transportation Element 
Miami-Dade County Comprehensive Development Master Plan 

- Evaluation and Appraisal Report 
- Mass Public Transit Sub-element 
- Traff~c Circulation Sub-element 

People's Transportation Plan 
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Existing Conditions - City Plans 

Aventura 

The City ofAventura is roughly 3 square miles in area and has a population slightly under 30,000. Thus, making the 
population density ofthe community, at or near 10,000 people per square mile. The population is generally of middle 
age. More than half of all people in Aventura are between the ages of 18 and 65. Another 35 percent of the people are 
over the age of 65, makingAventurats median age Approximately 53 years old. 

Aventura has an average household size of approximately 1.8 people. With an average household income of around 
$45,000. That number is more than $5,000 above the state of Floridaaverage. Still though, slightly below 10 percent 
of the people still live at or below the poverty threshold. 

The population ofAventura is almost entirely white or Caucasian, about 95 percent of all citizens are Caucasian. This 
does not however, mean that they are all natural born citizens. Actually close to 37 percent of the total population of 
the city is foreign born. The city is also well educated as nearly 40 percent -of the residents have a bachelor's degree 
or higher level degree. The citizens drive, on average, 28.3 minutes to work every morning. Which, is also very close 
to the time it would take to get from Aventura to downtown Miami. 

Most of what is now the City of Aventura was initially developed during the late 1970's and into the 1980's as a high- 
rise residential area. This was done when the area was still mostly swampland known as Biscayne Gardens. Some of 
the regions tallest and most prestigious condominium towers are now stationed there. 

Aventura is home to the Aventura Mall, a high-end regional mall. The enormous success of the mall facilitated 
explosive growth in the area and saw the closure of stores at the competing mall at 163rd Street, which only recently 
has been revitalized. 
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On November 7, 1995, the City of Aventura was incorporated. The city is bound on the east by the Inaacoastal 
Waterway and on the west by US-I. The southern limits extend to meet the northern boundary of North Miami Beach 
which is approximately NE 174th Terrace. The northern limits end at the Broward County Line. In total Aventura has 
3.5 square miles of boundary, 0.8 square miles of which is water. The total population is around 25,000 (See Figure 2- 
1). 

Figure 2-1 
City of Aventura 
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The City ofAventura supports five circulator routes that cover all areas of the city. The Blue route generally serves 
the north portion of the city. It travels as far west as US-1 and goes to the eastern edge of the city on the intercoastal 
waterway. The Red route services the central western areaofAventura. It travels on West Country Club Drive up to 
Delvista Court. It has several stops on the western side of the Turnberry Isle Golf Course. The Green route is 
generally the other half of the golf course. It travels on East Country Club Drive and goes south all the way down 
Mystic Point Drive. It serves the central eastern part of the city. The Yellow route travels along US-1 in the south- 
western portion ofAventura. It eventually turns east bound on both Point East Drive and Marcos Drive. The Purple 
route serves the southeastern portion of the city. It travels on roads such as Marina Del Ray Boulevard, NE 
Street, and Williams Island Boulevard. All five of the routes have stops at the Aventura mall as it is both a central 
location for the city, but also its transit system. The system however, does not cross into any other municipality or into 
Broward County to the North. 

Figure 2-2 
Aventura Express 

--.Blue Express Route 

--.Green Express Route 

---Red Express Route 

---Purple Express Route 

a --.Yellow Express Rovta 
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Broward County Transit has three routes that enter Miami-Dade County in the City of Aventura. Routes 1 and 28 
come into the city from the north on US- 1 and have stops at the county border as well as at the Aventura Mall, where 
both mutes end. Broward County Transit, Route 4 also enters Aventura. It travels along NE 192" Street / William 
Lehman Causeway. Just like the other two routes in this network, Route 4 also ends at the Aventura Mall. Route 4 is 
also called the Aventura Mall Breeze. 

- 
HOUYWOOD BLV 

Ym8HNmON ST. I 

Aventura's Comprehensive Plan focuses on providing a safe, efficient multi-modal transportation system. They strive 
to promote all modes of transit and encourage pedestrian and bicycle fkiendly facilities, as well as public transit. The 
transportation and land use elements are coordinated so as to become more effective. The city seeks to maintain a 
comparable level of sewice with Miami Dade County and surrounding communities. It supports a LOS E where no 
mass transit exists, LOS E+120 percent where mass transit headways are 20 minutes, and LOS E +I50 percent 
where extraordinary transit exists. The entire city is within the Transportation Concurrency Exception Area, and is 
therefore under no obligation to mitigate transportation deficiencies, as some areas in Miami-Dade County are. 

All new development goes through the access management review procedures as specified by the Florida Depart- 
ment of Transportation. The city is highly focused on the provision ofTrarsportationManagement Strategies, relative 
to traffic calming, traditional neighborhood development and safety for bicycles and pedestrians. 

Aventura is also interested in developing parking strategies and bicycle and pedestrian amenities. The City wants to 
reduce the number of vehicle miles traveled by modifying travel demands, and increasing transit ridership by 10 
percent from the writing of the comprehensive plan. Their shuttle is integral in achieving this policy. They have 
encouraged public transit we in their town center area, and lid local streets to provide residents with alternative 
routes of travel, while they assist in protecting the functionality of the States highway system. Additionally the 
sidewalk network has been designed to link residential developments with the transit stops. 

In achieving these goals, Aventura has coordinated with Miami Dade County, the he and FDOT. 
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In 2006 the Aventura Traffic Advisory Board recommended 13 Biscayne Boulevard Corridor Projects. These in- 
cluded projects between NE 180 Street and NE 213 Street, and suggested projects related to signal timing, new 
approach lanes, dual right turn lanes, intersection operational improvements, direct access to Aventura Mall, raised 
curbs, re-striping, and additional signage. 

In discussing the concerns ofAventura, the City would be most satisfied if it could refocus regional priorities to include 
funding for regional transit along Biscayne Boulevard, had a direct connection to William Lehman Causeway to 
Aventura Mall, and could alleviate congestion caused by school loading both on Miami Gardens Drive, and Ives Dairy 
Road. 
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I I 

Bal Harbour has a population of approximately 3,500 residents. It has a land mass of less than half of a square mile, 
giving it a population density of amund 6,000 per square mile. The average household size is 1.73 persons per 
household, and the median family size is 2.49 persons per family. 

The residents of the village have a mean age of 55.2 years old, making it the oldest relative community in the study 
area Amund 90 percent of the population is above the age of 18. Nearly half of that 90 percent is also above the age 
of 65. The population is about 95 percent white or Caucasian. 40 percent of the population is foreign born. Most of 
which is Hispanic in origin. 

The local citizens are well educated. Close to half of all residents have a college degree, bachelor's or higher. Near 
90 percent of all citizens of working age have a professional level occupation or office type job. The average income 
of a household in Bal Harbour is almost $48,000. This still leaves 9.2 percent of the people at or below the poverty 
threshold for the area. Roughly 92 percent of the residents are of legal age to get married, and around 55 percent of 
those, are currently married. Mean travel time to work for citizens is about 27 minutes. 

Bal Harbour Village, situated on the Barrier Islands covers about 30 percent of a square mile, and is home to 3,300 
people. Founded in 1946, by Robert C. Graham, the city needed 25 male voters to become incorporated. So Graham 
had 25 families move in to an apartment building he had constructed in order to get corporation status. The original 
name chosen for Bal Harbour was Bay Harbour. However, the planning committee didn't think that was pmper for 
a city that was on the beach and not just on the bay. A name was created to describe a community that ran h m  the 
bay to the Atlantic Ocean. Hence the word Bal was chosen. 

THE CORRADINO GROUP 
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The City boundaries are 96"' Street 1 Broad Causeway on the south, and Haulover Beach County Park to the north, 
Biicayne Bay on the west and the Atlantic Ocean to the east. The Village has focused on strict managed growth, with 
aphilosophy based on quality not quantity. 

Figure 2-4 
BaI Harbour 

As such Bal Harbour's Express Bus is operated exclusively for its residents with ridership, averaging 280 riders 
weekly. The Express operates on 90-minute headways between Monday and Saturday. 

Monday-Thursday, 900 am. - 5:00 p.m. 
Friday-Saturday, 900 am. - 900 p.m. 

The route includes stops along Bay Harbor, Surfside, Sunny Isles and Aventura. Sundays, the Express takes residents 
to South Beach's Lincoln Road 900 am. - 5:00 p.m. 
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Figure2-5 

Bol Harbour Exoren Bus Schedule 
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The Village'stransportation goal is to preserve and maintain its existing transportation network, and its lighting, signing 
and marking. 

To do so they have identified several objectives including: 

To provide for a safe and efficient motorized system 
To coordinate traffic circulation with future land uses 
To coordinate with other agencies 
To protect rights of way from building encroachment 
To coordinate with Miami-Dade County for the provision of transit 

The Village has two main thoroughfares, Collins Avenue and 96m Street. Access in and out is limited to these. 
Several local roads enable internal circulation to the residential area north of Bal Harbour Shops. There are three 
access points from those neighborhoods to Collins Avenue, and only one on to 96h Street. Congestion on these State 
facilities has a definite affect on the ability for citizens to ingress and egress from the community. 
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Bay Harbor Islands 

In 1947, the Town of Bay Harbor Islands was incorporated. In 1953, the Florida Legislature chartered the present 
municipality. Bay Harbor Islands has a population density ofjust over 10,000 people per square mile. The actual size 
is just under half of a square mile, with a population of 5,146 people. 55 percent of the people being female and 45 
percent being male. 80 percent of the population is over the age of 21, with almost 24 percent being over 65 years of 
age. The median age for Bay Harbor Islands is around 42 years old. 

There are 2 islands that make up the town. The western island is almost completely single family homes while the 
eastern island has more high density development along with commercial development. Average household population 
is 1.97 persons per household, while the average family size is 2.71 persons per family. 

The town mostly consists of White or Caucasian residents. 92 percent approximately are white or Caucasian. It also 
has 39.3 percent of its population ffom foreign born citizens. Of this 39.3 percent, nearly three quartem ofthem were 
born in Latin America, and another 20 percent being born in Europe. 

Bay Harbor Islands has one third of its residents with a bachelor's degree or higher level of education. This leads to 
a median income level of $38,514. That number is slightly higher than the state average. The poverty level residents 
are made up of 13.1 percent ofthe towns population. The town's residents travel an average of 26.6 minutes on the 
daily commute to work (one way). 

The Town is operated under a Council-Manager form of government with seven elected Council members each 
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serving for $1 a year. Shepard Broad was elected the fmt mayor of the Town and served in that position for 26 
consecutive years until his retirement from office in 1973. The municipality consists of two islands both between the 
mainland and the barrier islands. Bay Harbor Islands has a total area of 1 square mile, less than half of which is land. 
The current population of the town is just over 5,000 people. 

The Town has owned Broad Causeway since it opened in the 1950's. A toll of $1.00 is charged either with cash or 
through the electronic "Bay Pass" system. It does not, however, accept the more widely used "SunPass" system. 
The revenues 6om the tolls are used to pay for the 1989 bond and for causeway maintenance. It is the only way to 
enter or exit the islands. 

Figure 2-6 
Boy Harbor Islands 
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MDT buses have a number of stops along Kane Concourse (96'" Street). These stops are on Route G of the MDT 
network. Route G connects Bay Harbor Islands, as well as the barrier islands, with the mainland. It also allows Bay 
Harbor Islands residents to travel south bound on the barrier islands directly, or if a transfer is made, to travel 
northbound on the barrier islands as well. Route G also connects to several other MDT routes on the mainland. 

The Town of Bay Harbor Islands also provides a mini-bus service, which acts as a shuffle between the East Island, 
the Town of Surtlide, and North Miami. The mini-bus travels from Bay Harbor Islands to Surfside daily Monday 
throughFriday, withan additional stop in North Miami on Mondays and Thursdays before traveling to Surfside. The 
mini-bus operates Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. Additionally, there are several municipal 
parking lots located around Town. Decals for these lots are sold at the Town Hall office on the first day ofthe Month. 

BAY HARl R 
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The ocean front Town of Golden Beach sits on 1.8 miles along the northernmost portion of State Road AlA. The 
town is bounded by the Atlantic Ocean to the East, the lntracoastal Waterway to the West, and the coastal municipali- 
ties of Hallandale Beach @ m w d  County) to the North and Sunny Isles Beach to the South. 

With apopulation just under 1,000 residents, Golden Beach is the smallest community in the study area in terms of 
population. The town has avery low population density, because of its town policies which prohibit any form of high 
rise construction as well as any form of commercial development. 

The median age of the community is 38.6.65 percent of its residents are above the age of 18. The average household 
has 3.26 persons in it, while the average family size is just over three and a half. Almost 96 percent of the residents are 
white or -hcasian, with around 20 percent of those being Hispanic in origin. Almost one-third of the GoldenBeach 
residents are also foreign born. 

Sixty percent ofthe population that is 25 or older holds some form of a college degree that is either a bachelors degree 
or higher. This leads to an average household income that is more than three times the state average. Keeping in mind - - 
that the average income ($136,686) does not take into account all of the wealth of Bid1 Gates & he owns multiple 
homes and his income can only be reported at his primary place of residency for Census purposes. The citizens enjoy 
a 24 minute average commute to work Making Golden Beach not only the shortest average commute in the study 
area, but also the only one in the study area below the state average commute. 

Since its incorporation in 1929, Golden Beach has become one of the most desirable places to live in all of South 
Florida. This small community has maintained its single-family appeal in a mile-long sanctuary of 370 single-family 
homes that are generally located on the Intracoastal and its watenvays or right on the Atlantic Ocean. The Town 
Charter protects the Town from commercial activity of any kind and refuses to allow the construction of high-rise 
condominiums. 
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Figure2-7 

Golden Beach 

ihe City of Golden ~ l ; a c h  does not have its own transit system. It is however serviced by other local transit systems 
including the MDT system and the BCT System (see Aventura map for Broward County). 

The MDT routes K and V both service the Golden Beach Community. Route K travels along AlA I Collins Avenue. 
It links Golden Beach with all of the other barrier island communities as well as with Broward County. Route V also 
travels alongA1AI Collins Avenue. It also connects with the surrounding communities and Broward County. Both 
routes also have stops at the Diplomat Mall, and they both tie in to the Broward County Transit Systems. Route V 
Ilowever, does not operate on weekends, nor does it have wheelchair accessibility. 
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The Broward County Transit system has a single route that operates in Golden Beach. Route 4 or the Aventura Mall 
Breeze, moves along the same AlA / Collins Avenue corridor that the MDT routes do. It allows residents to have 
easy access to the Aventura Mall as well as Young Circle in Broward County. 
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Nonh M~arn~ 

On February 5, 1926, 38 out of the 47 registered voters showed up and voted to incorporate into the City of North 
Miami. Between 1926 and 193 1, the city was named "Town of Miami Shores". Late in 1926 a bond issue of $287,000 
was passed to build streets, sidewalks, a town hall, a water system, and fire protection. It is bordered on the East by 
the Biscayne Bay. The Southern boundary stretches down to approximately 119'" Street, to the North it is bound by 
both North Miami Beach and an unincorporated area most commonly known as Golden Glades. And the Western 
edge is 17" Avenue. 

The City of North Miami has a population of near 60,000. It also has an area of 8 square miles. Thus, making it the 
largest in both terms of population as well as land mass, of all the municipalities in this study. It has a relatively mixed 
population in terms of race. 55 percent Black or African American, 35 percent White or Caucasian, and 2 percent 
Asian. Also, of the 35 percent white or Caucasian population, more than half are of Hispanic origin. 48.5 percent of 
the citizens are foreign born. 

North Miami is a relatively young community. In fact it is the youngest city in terms of average age of all cities within 
the study boundaries. It's citizens have an average age currently of around 32 years old. It has almost two thirds of 
the residents being between the ages of 18 and 65, and with less than 10 percent of all the citizens of North Miami 
over the age of 65. 

Approximately 16 percent of the residents over the age of twenty five have a bachelor's degree or higher level of 
education. This is below the state average of near 22 percent of college educated citizens per municipality. The 
median household income is $29,778 which is also significantly lower than the state average. Thus, causing almost a 
quarter of its residents to be living at or below the poverty level as defined by the US Census Bureau. Citizens have 
an average work commute of 3 1.1 minutes. 

THE CORRADINO GROUP 
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Figure 2-8 

North Miami 

The Cif, ~roactively implemented the North Miami Exvress in Julv 2004 with fundim assistance from FDOT. The - .  
North ~ i k i  Express service area includes areas not currently se&d by ~iami-~ade-  ran sit with limited destina- 
tions outside of the City limits. The service consists of four circulator routes that divide the City into four districts. The 
North MiamiExpress operates during the weekdays from 700 am. to 9:00 p.m. The major destinations of this service 
include schools, community centers, shopping centers, and public parks. 

Route 1 serves the western portions of the City and runs along NW 13 1" Street, NW 135th Street, NW North Miami 
Boulevard, NW 119th Street, NW 13thAvenue, NW 10th Avenue, and NW 2ndAvenue. The maior destinations along 
the route include Claude Pepper Park, NW 13 1st fire station, Sunkist Grove Community center, Thomas Sasso pool, 
St. James Catholic School, Benjamin Franklin Elementary School, Premiere Elgise Baptiste School, and the Gratigny 
Post Office. Route 1 operates with headways of 30 minutes. 

Route 2 runs to the east of Route 1 along NW 2nd Avenue, NE 119th Street, West Dixie Highway, NE 135th Street, 
Griffing Boulevard, NE 13 1st Street, NE 6thAvenue, and NE 8thAvenue. The major destinations along the route are 
North Miami Elementary School, NorthMiami Senior High School, Thomas Jefferson Middle School, North Miami 
Community Center, Breeze Swept Tot-Lot, Griffing Adult Center, North Miami Librq,  and Gratigny Elementary 
School. Route 2 has 45- minute headways and overlaps Route 1 along NW 2nd Avenue. 

Route 3 runs to the east of Route 2 along NE 7thAvenue, NE 8th Avenue, NE 9h Avenue, NE 139th Street, NE 14th 
Avenue, NE 16th Avenue, and NE 125th Street. The major destinations along the route include North Miami Senior 
High School, Publix Supermarket on Biscayne Boulevard, Johnson& Wales University, W~lliam J. Bryan Elementary, 
Villa Maria Nursing & Rehab, City Hall PlazaMoCA, and North Miami Library. Route 3 operates with 45- minute 
headways and overlaps Route 2 along NE 7th, NE Sth, and NE 9thAvenues. 

Route 4 runs on the eastern portions of the City along NE 16th Avenue, Biscayne Boulevard&JS-I, Natural Bridge 
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Road, Sans Souci Boulevard, NE 146th Street, and NE 12thAvenue. The major destinations along the route include 
Target on Biscayne Boulevard, Publix Supermarket on Biscayne Boulevard, Johnson & Wales University, Walgreens/ 
Offi Max on NE 125th Street, Home Depot on Biscayne Boulevard, Penny SugamanTennis Center, and the Sans 
Souci Neighborhood. Route 4 operates with 60-minute headways and overlaps Route 3 along NE 16thAvenue. The 
City currently contracts with a private company to provide the service. The contract covers all aspects of the service 
including vehicles, personnel, and operations. 

Miami-Dade T m i t  also has routes running through North Miami. Route 28 is a major east west link in the MDT 
network. It runs along NE 1356 Street. It connects North Miami to both the barrier islands and to the communities on 
the west side of 1-95. Routes 22,9, and 10 are similarly important links in the MDT network, exceptthey are north and 
south connectors. They link the city to both Downtown Miami and to Broward County and its transit network. 
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The main purpose of the North Miami Transportation Master Plan (TMP) is to set the vision for the City's future 
transportation system and to establish the framework to guide the transportation system investments for the future. It 
establishes the strategies and priorities for short- and long-term transportation decisions and investments by the City. 

The plan recommends a multimodal transportation system that provides more transportation choices for all residents 
of North Miami. It calls for investing in more non-automobile transportation systems as a means to address travel and 
mobility issues in the City. Providing viable strategies which do not require expansion of the street network or expen- 
sive roadway widening will maintain the City's quality of life, preserve the existing community, and manage the 
existing transportation system. 

On September 22,2003, the City of North Miami adopted a Transportation Concurrency Exception Area (TCEA) to 
ensure that the City's redevelopment efforts were not hindered by transportation concurrency. As part of the TCEA, 
the City adopted several policies in the Transportation Element of its Comprehensive Plan to address the mitigation of 
traffic issues associated with the concurrency exception. Specifically, Policy 1.3.6 of the Transportation Element 
states the City's commitment to developing a Transportation Master Plan (TMP) and to integrate the plan into the 
City's Comprehensive Plan. The City has also designated the North Miami Community Redevelopment Area (CRA) 
and adopted a Community Redevelopment Plan to guide future redevelopment within the CRA. The transportation 
goals of both the Transportation Element, including the TCEA, and the CRARedevelopment Plan include increasing 
the transportation choices for residents and visitors, addressing the City's traffic issues, and enhancing the streets for 
all users. In addition, growth in the region continues to place a strain on the City of North Miami's transportation 
system, resulting in recurring periods of automobile traffic congestion compromising the quality of life for residents 
and adversely impacting the residents and business communities. The TMP is a response to the TCEA requirements 
as well as an increased need to evaluate existing conditions and better coordinate land use and transportation plans to 
address local mobility issues. 

The main objective of this Transportation Master Plan is to set the framework for the transportation system that will 
address future travel and mobility challenges with an approach that strives to manage traffic congestion with a 
multimodal transportation system. This framework is proposed to be achieved by providing more travel options while 
investing wisely in its existing transportation system. The plan aims to provide a multimodal system of transportation 
that will reduce the impact of automobile traffic congestion within the City. The future transportation conditions will 
be addressed by a set of transportation demand and multimodal strategies. The approach presented in the TMP to 
manage the transportation system involves the following: 

H Provision of a wider range of travel choices 
H Investment in public transit 
H Adoption of measures that manage traffic demand rather than a continued supply of transportation 

infrastructure 
W Operational improvements and traffic management on the existing roadway network 
H Selective improvements to the roadway network that efficiently utilize the existing infrastructure to 

its fullest potential 

This study recommended providing multiple transit hubs and a higher level of transit amenities to attract more choice 
riders, as well as to just boost overall ridership. 

The Transportation Element of the City's Comprehensive Plan was adopted in September 2003 and establishes North 
Miami's goals, objectives, and policies toward meeting the community's transportation system needs. The main 
purpose of the Transportation Element is to plan for a multimodal transportation system that emphasizes multiple 
transportation mode choices, including walking, bicycling, and public transit. As part of the new Transportation Ele- 
ment, the City of North Miami adopted a Transportation Concurrency Exception Area (TCEA). The intent of the 
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TCEA is to reduce the adverse impact bansportation concurrency may have on potential urban infill and redevelop- 
ment within the City, particularly the recent Community Redevelopment Plan (discussed in the next section). In 
exchange for eliminating the concurrency requirements, the City agreed to actively pursue transportation strategies 
aimed at increasing transportation choices. Specifically, the Transportation Element states that the City should de- 
velop atransportation master plan to accommodate local mobility needs as stated in Policy 1.3.6. This policy is being 
achieved through development of this master plan. The Element also includes several other objectives and policies to 
support a multimodal transportation system including: 

W Complete a citywide pedestrian facilities study 
W Complete a citywide bicycle facilities study 
W Work with Miami-Dade Transit (MDT) to increase the number of MDT routes in North Miami that 

accommodate bicycles 
W Provide incentives for inclusion of public transit facilities in future development 
W Perform a public transit oriented development feasibility study (completed May 2005) 

The City's Future Land Use Element was adopted in April 1991. It is expected to change significantly by the end of 
2005. The changes are primarily to incorporate the Community Redevelopment Plan created by the Community 
Redevelopment Agency (CRA). A summary of the CRA Redevelopment Plan is included in the next section. The 
current Future Land Use Element and its development potential are part of the 2025 traffic projections discussed 
earlier. The traffic analysis for the CRA Redevelopment Plan will be completed as part of the amendment to the 
Future Land Use Element and the updates to the Transportation Element. 

Generally, people in North Miami are concerned with traffic on 7' Avenue. This facility appears to be the main 
alternative for 1-95 traffic through the City, and its flow is limited. Of particular concern is the ability to coordinate 
with FDOT, so the City has avoice and an awareness of those projects within their boundaries, or as they peripherally 
affect the community. Additionally North Miami Avenue is becoming very congested as it moves through Miami 
Shores, where the typical section is 4 lanes south of 105* Street and 2 lanes north of 105' Street. The City desires 
that this facility be 4 lanes in its entirety. Constant congestion has been noted on 125" Street between 1-95 and the 
Intercoastal Waterway, particularly at the intersection of 6'h Avenue. This City suffers from a lack of east-west 
corridors, because only two streets (1 25 Street 1 135 Street) move across the canals. NorthISouth traffic is hampered 
by the diagonal flow ofWest Dixie Highway. The City would like to see 135Ih Street opened up from 1-95 to Biscayne 
Boulevard. General consensus is that higher quality transit service needs to be provided in the area. Biscayne 
Boulevard is a key location for that service whether it is Bus Rapid Transit and or eventually rail improvements. 
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Originally named "Fulford" in 1926 after Captain William H. Fulford ofthe United States Coast Guard. The city was 
incorporated in 1927 as Fulford and the city changed its name to North Miami Beach in 193 1. Although the North 
Miami Beach boundaries once stretched to the Atlantic Ocean, this city is now on the Intracoastal Waterway, and no 
longer has any beaches within its city limits, although it is just a short distance away across the inlet. 

The City of North Miami Beach is located just north of North Miami. It has a population of over 40,000. It also has a 
land mass of around 5 square miles and a density of around 8,250 people per square mile. It has a median age of 34.5 
years old, with over 60 percent of its citizens being between the ages of 18 and 65. More than a quarter of its residents 
are under the age of 18. Making the City's residents fairly young when compared to state averages. 

The community is relatively diverse when it comes to race. 46 percent of the people are White or Caucasian, 39 
percent are Black or AWcan American, 4 percent are Asian, and of the 46 percent White or Caucasian, two thirds are 
Hispanic or Latino in origin. Nearly half of all residents are foreign born. 

The City has an average household number of 2.89 persons per household. The average household has an income of 
$31,377, which is well below the state average. More than one fifth of the citizens live at or below the poverty 
threshold. The citizens have an average travel time to work ofjust over half an hour. 
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Today the boundaries are roughly, NW 178' Street to the north, and NW 151st Street to the south. 1-95 to the west 
and the intercoastal watenvav to the east. These are general boundaries as the cif, is. for the most vart. surmunded . . 
by unincorporated areas withn Miami-Dade county: It also completely surrounds area of unincorporated land. 
Overall 5 of the cities 5.3 square miles are land, and the city has a population nearly 40,000. 

The City of North Miami Beach has both its own transit system as well as a substantial portion of the MDT network. 
Together it makes the city one of the most convenient places in all of south Floridato navigate without the use of acar. 

The NMB-LINE is a free transportation service in the North Miami Beach Community that operates on weekdays, 
weekends and evenings. It is for North Miami Beach residents only. It has both a scheduled route that connects to all 
areas of the city, as well as to the Aventura Mall, and it also has acall and ride system. The scheduled route travels 
mostlv along North Miami Beach Boulevard. and NE 35' Avenue. It has stovs at such vlaces as Wal-Mart the 
lib&, and nde Intercoastal Mall. The stop at the mall also allows for connections to both tie MDT network askell 
as many other municipal circulators l i e  Sunny Isles Beach's. The stop at Wal-Mart allows connections to MDT and 
BCT sistems.   he +-LINE runs on a 60-kinute headway, with some stops actually being shorter than 60 Minute 
Headways. 

Figure 2-10 

Miami-Dade Transit's northeast Miami-Dade County transit hub forbus wn,i@ is loc@ed atthe Mall at 163rd Street. 
This allows the city to be well covered by bus routes, both local and c~mtywiderouta. 

Because of the hub being in North Miami Beach, a large number of MDTroutes go through Ule area. Many of the 
largest mutes in the system, such as 95 Express, the Night Owl, and 183 %MAX, pass through thecity. Thereare 
appmximately 10 east-west routes and just as many north-south routes. Just about every main thoroughfare in North 
Miami Beach has an MDT mute on it. 
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year of the original schedule; The necessary facilities and services for the adopted LOS are guaranteed in an en- 
forceable development agreement. 

The concurrency management system only allows a development order or permit to be issued when a roadway 
exceeds its adopted level of service standard only if one of those conditions are met. 

Safety and efficiency are very important to the City, which is focused on coordinating and cooperating with other 
government agencies. Additionally the City supports the implementation of Transportation System Management 
(TSM) and Transportation Demand Management (TDM) strategies. They continue to protect existing and future 
street rights-of-way from encroachment by new development and redevelopment. 

The City strives to coordinate with the County and private transit providers to ensure the availability of adequate 
service to meet the needs of the City's residents, including the transportation disadvantaged and in the development of 
multi-modal transit facilities along the Biscayne BoulevardlUS-I. To that end they will not allow a development order 
to be issued for development within a transit corridor, which will negatively affect the adopted Miami-Dade County 
peak-hour mass transit level-of-service. 

Transportation and land use are inextricably linked. North Miami Beach makes sure that its Transportation Element 
is compatible with the Future Land Use Element and other elements of its Comprehensive Plan, ensuring that the 
transportation system meets the current and future needs ofthe population and land use patterns. To do this the City 
promotes sufficient densities along major roadway comdors to support transit where appropriate. The City will 
cooperate with Miami-Dade County in the development of multimodal transit facilities along the Biscayne Boulevard1 
US-1 Corridor. The City also provides conditions that are conducive to redevelopment of the area around these transit 
facilities that will enhance and encourage transit usage. 

Like most cities in the study, North Miami Beach feels that traffic flow is becoming more sluggish with each passing 
year. They have recognized the necessity to look at issues from a regional perspective, and have been a leader in this 
respect. They feel their most dangerous intersection is the one at Biscayne Boulevard and 163" Street, and with the 
many ongoing developments this may only get worse. Ideas for this intersection involve a potential grade separation, 
and further out the location of an Intermodal facility, as it is seen as a central transit users location. Additionally the 
intersection of Biscayne Boulevard and Miami Gardens Drive is an issue. Several other intersections and streets 
have been recognized by the Police and other departments as problematic areas. These included: Miami Gardens 
Drive, west bound at 6hAvenue to the 1-95 ramp, where only two lanes exist. Ives Dairy Road at Biscayne Boule- 
vard has no north bound movement. Both Ives Dairy Road and Miami Gardens Drive have schools located on them, 
which create congestion at various times of the day. 163rd Street is perceived to need coordinated signalization. The 
intersection of 163" Street at West Dixie Highway is said to have a left turn lane that is not long enough, both east and 
west bound. 

As with the other cities, more east west access is desired, particularly on 1518' Street and 1591h Street. Currently the 
lack of connectivity on local streets forces drivers to use the major corridors. Because most traffic must use a few 
roads, congestion on these roads is exacerbated. Officials feel that a connected grid would provide shorter trips and 
the ability to move within the city without having to use the major corridors. This may relieve congestion on the more 
regional corridors. The general congestion and lack of adequate connectivity at the Golden Glades intersection is 
frustrating to many drivers. It is widely held, that traditional physical capacity is going to be difficult to attain. 
Progressive measures to achieve capacity are advocated for, such as the concept of grade-separated intersections or 
the use of reversible lanes. The City strongly desires Bus Rapid Transit amenities along Biscayne Boulevard, and in 
general a higher level of transit is desired. 
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Sunny Isles Beach has a current population of over 15,000 residents. This number is expected to dramatically in- 
crease with all of the new high rise development going on in the area. It has aland area of 1 square mile, making it the 
most densely populated city in the study area. 

The residents are much like that of the communities just to the south. They have an average age of 50.4 years old. 87 
percent of its citizens are above the age of 18, and one thud of the citizens are over the age of 65. White or Caucasian 
people make up the vast majority of the population at 92 percent. With 36 percent of those being Hispanic or Latino 
in origin Black or African American also makes up 2 percent of the population. Nearly 57 percent of the total 
population is foreign born. 

The median household income is $31,627. This is below the state average. The average household size is 1.87 
persons, while the average family size is 2.55 persons. Approximately 30 percent of the citizens have a bachelor's 
degree or higher level of education, and the residents drive an average of 34 minutes one way in daily commute to 
work. 

In 1920 a private investor purchased a 2.26-square mile tract of land for development as a tourist resort. He named 
it Sunny Isles - "The Venice of America" When the Haulover Bridge was completed in 1925, the area became 
accessible fmm Miami Beach, thus attracting developers who began widening streams, digging canals and inlets and 
creating islands and peninsulas for building waterfront properties on Biscayne Bay. In 1936 the Sunny Isles Pier was 
built and soon became a popular destination. In 1982 the %- mile-long pier was designated a historic site. It is still used 
by fishing enthusiasts and sightseers today. Sunny Isles developed slowly until the 1950's when the first single-family 
homes were built in the Golden Shores area. During the 1950's and 1960's more than 30 motels sprang up along 
Collins Avenue including the Ocean Palm, the first two-story motel in the U.S. 
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Incorporated in June of 199 I ,  Sunny Isles Beach boasts a population of nearly 18,000 residents in an area of less than 
two square miles. The population has been slowly increasing over the last several years, and with the construction of 
many new high-rise units, this intensification is expected to continue. Sunny Isles Beach is located on a barrier island 
in northeast Miami-Dade County. The City is bounded by the Atlantic Ocean on the east and the lntracoastal Water- 
way on the west. With two and one-half miles ofbeach, the City attracts nearly one million vacationers annually. The 
City also has a large number of transient or seasonal residents. 

Figure 2-1 1 
Sunny Isles Beach 

THE CORRADINO GROUP 
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Sunny Isles Beach has a municipal circulator, which operates on three routes, the Orange, Blue and Green. The 
Orange line operates Monday through Friday, between 7:30am and 230 pm. It connects various locatiom between 
the Aventura Mall and Arlen House. The Green L i e  closely mirrors the orange Line Route, yet operates Monday 
through Sunday, 7:30 am through 7:30 pm. The Blue Line operates strictly on the barrier island and never crosses the 
intercoastal waterway. It operates Monday through Saturday behveen 8:00 am and 4:00 pm between The Ocean 
View Apartments and Arlen House. This is a free community shuttle that makes frequent stops on +- 10-minute 
headways. It moves between various generators such as Coastal Towers and the Arlen House. It goes to destina- 
tions like Publix, the Intercoastal Mall and the Aventura Mall, and links with both the North Miami Beach and 
Aventura services. Shuttle buses are handicapped accessible and are available for such use when a reservation is 
made at least 24 hours in advance. 
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The MDT network also services the City of Sunny Isles Beach. It has multiple routes connecting it with its surround- 
ing communities as well as allowing for local movement. 

Routes E, V, and 246 all go east from Sunny Isles Beach across the causeway connecting the community to the 
mainland. Route 246 then turns south, which allows for connectivity to all of the municipalities south of Sunny Isles 
Beach and on the barrier island. Routes E, and V then turn north and connect the City with Golden Beach, Broward 
County and the BCT network Route K stays on AlA for its duration in Sunny Isles Beach. It connects all of the 
barrier island communities, both north and south. 

The Town has an comprehensive plan, completed in 2000, which focused on future development through the Urban 
Village Concept. This strategy attempts to unify and preserve the distinct neighborhood characteristics of the com- 
munity while acknowledging its need for a town center as the focal point of city life. 
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The overriding goal of the Transportation Element is to provide a balanced multi-modal transportation system that 
supports the land use element, and is safe and efficient and meets the needs of the City's residents, workers and 
visitors in an aesthetically pleasing manner. 

The first objective was to strive for multi-modalism. The City is completely within the Transportation Concurrency 
Exception area and is therefore exempt from measuring concurrency. It was acknowledged that use of transit would 
assist in the maintenance of mobility. Other notable objectives were the City's focus on pedestrian and bicycle 
linkages, and their advocacy of a higher level of transit service, including a waterborne service. Transit is to operate 
at 30 minute or better headways. 

The level of service set by the City as part of its Transportation Concurrency Exception Area (TCEA) status, are the 
same as the other communities in the study area. These are the LOS E, LOS E+20 percent, LOS E+50 percent. 
Roadway cross sections were to be modified, to provide streetscape improvements and to reserve future right of way 
for needed capacity. Through the plan the City committed to looking for Transportation System h4anagement tech- 
niques to enhance mobility. FDOT, the MPO and Miami Dade County have also been coordinated with. 

Generally, town leadership believes that it would be beneficial to the mobility system of transit headways were 
reduced. Several projects are coming on line that will impact traff~c flow. Of concern is the new school, BB-I, 
located at 183" Street and North Bay Road. As far as development and redevelopment is concerned, town planners 
feel that the east side of Collins Avenue is almost completely redeveloped. There are only three vacant lots, and a 
total of eight parcels to be redeveloped. The west side of Collins Avenue should begin its major redevelopment in the 
future. It is scheduled for an RMF-1 designation, which is between 13 and 25 Dwelling Units per acre. Occupancy 
rates at any given time are projected at 30 percent to 45 percent This is a marked change from what was estimated 
at 10 percent occupancy rates previously. It is expected that condo units will reach an occupancy rate of 75 percent 
in the next decade. Each unit is having a greater impact on mobility as the composition of the community changes 
k m  primarily vacation homes to more full time residents. Additionally, several major hotels are coming on line, which 
will impact traffic differently. Observers feel that the total volume in the community has picked up over the years. 
What used to be described as seasonal MIC, causing major impacts to the community for 6 months of the year, has 
worsened. Now each month is generally bad, y a  not described as unbearable. Northbound flow is described as most 
troublesome, with a major congestion points at Collins Avenue at 163rd Street and 170' Street. A corridor study of 
Collins Avenue is called for, with people asking for Bus Rapid Transit amenities. 
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Surfside 
I I 

Founded on May 18, 1935, Surfside was incorporated through the signatures of only 35 people, members of the Surf 
Club, a private club in Town. Surfside began to grow after World War I1 and by 1957, had outgrown its original Town 
Hall, which was in the middle of the current business district. The Town Hall is the center of municipal operations. In 
1962, Surfside built the Community Center, on the ocean at 93rd Street. This multi-purpose facility houses the Surf- 
Bal-Bay Library, the Tourist Bureau and the Recreation Department. 

The town of Surfside has a population near 5,000 residents. It has land mass of approximately half of a square mile. 
Surfside is mostly single family homes, and much like Golden Beach it has an ordinance against high rise construction. 

The population is comprised of 94 percent White or Caucasian residents. 43.5 percent of the population is Hispanic or 
Latino in Origin and just over half of the towns people are foreign born. The median age is 44.9 years old. 82 percent 
of the residents are 21 or older, with 26 percent being over the age of 65. 

The average household in Surfside is 2.18 persons with an average income of around $5 1,000. This leaves 11.5 
percent of the population living at or below the poverty threshold. The average Family size is 2.75 persons per family. 
Approximately 47 percent of the population that is of legal age is married. 41 percent of the citizens have a college 
degree that is bachelor's or higher. The mean travel time one way to or from work is just over thirty one minutes. 

While all of these community assets stand out on their own, the thing that makes Surfside most impressive is its strong 
and consistent commitment to the quality of life of its residents. Old and new houses are mixed together in a quiet, 
peaceful and relaxed neighborhood setting. The condominiums and hotels along the oceanfront on AIA are not 
permitted to exceed 12 stories in height. 
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Surfside also has a public Transit system in the form of amini-bus mute. This route serves the entire community as 
well as the neighboring community of Bay Harbor islands. The bus goes in a circular mute with multiple stops. It 
starts in the morning at the community center, and returns every hour, as it operates on a 60 minute headway. It does 
also have a connection with the shuttle bus operation in Bay Harbor Islands. Other stops include Publix, and Stella 
Mars. 

BAY HARE 
ISLAND! 

THE CORRADINO GROUP 
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Miami Dade County Comprehensive Development Master Plan (CDMP) 
Miami-Dade County CDMP is the adopted comprehensive plan for the County that provides the goals, objectives, and 
policies for the plan elements for Miami-Dade County. The Miami-Dade County CDMP was revised April 2001 and 
an Evaluation and Appraisal Report (EAR) was completed and adopted in October 2003. The EAR assesses the 
achievement of goals, objectives, and policies included in the CDMP. The Transportation Element of the CDMP was 
the focus of the review for this Transportation Master Plan. The main goal of the Transportation Element of the 
CDMP is to: Develop and maintain an integrated multimodal transportation system in Miami-Dade County to move 
people and goods in a manner consistent with overall countywide land use and environmental protection goals. The 
CDMP objectives to achieve this goal include: 

W Provide an integrated multimodal transportation system for the circulation of motorized and non- 
motorized traffic by enhancing the CDMP and its transportation plans and implementing programs to 
provide competitive surface transportation mode choice, local surface mode connections at strategic 
locations, and modal linkages between the airport, seaport, rail and other intercity and local transpor- 
tation facilities. The Miami Dade County CDMP Transportation Element consists of five sub ele- 
ments: 

1. Traffic Circulation 
2. Mass Public Transit 
3. Aviation 
4. Port of Miami River 
5. Port of Miami Master Plan 

Traffic circulation and mass public transit sub-elements are the most relevant sections for this study and, hence, were 
reviewed in greater detail. 

Troffic Circulation Sub-element 

The Traffic Circulation Sub-element provides an overview of the current and future transportation needs within the 
County. The Sub-element analyzes the existing roadway capacities and existing traffic volumes in order to identify 
deficiencies on the roadway network and makes recommendations to address the deficiencies. The goal of the 
County's Traffic Circulation Sub-element is to: Develop, operate and maintain a safe, efficient and economical traffic 
circulation system in metropolitan Dade County that provides ease of mobility to all people and for all goods, is 
consistent with desired land use patterns, conserves energy, and protects the natural environment. 

The objectives of the Traffic Circulation Sub-element to achieve this goal include: 

Objective 1 : It is desirable that all roadways in Dade County operate at level of service (LOS) C or 
better. 

W Objective 2: Rights-of-way and corridors needed for existing and future transportation facilities will 
be designated and reserved. 

W Objective 3: The County's transportation system will emphasize safe and efficient management of 
traffic flow. 

W Objective 4: The Traffic Circulation Sub-element will continue to be coordinated with the goals, 
objectives, and policies ofthe Land Use Element and all other elements of the CDMP. 

W Objective 5: The traffic circulation system will protect community and neighborhood integrity. 
W Objective 6: Plan and develop a transportation system that preserves environmentally sensitive ar- 

eas, conserves energy and natural resources, and promotes community aesthetic values. 
W Objective 7: Miami-Dade County's Traffic Circulation Sub-element, and the plans and programs of 

the State, region, and local jurisdictions will continue to becoordinated. 
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The achievements of the above-mentioned objectives were evaluated in the Evaluation andAppraisa1 Report (EAR). 
The existing LOS analysis included in the EAR shows NE 135th Street between NE 6*Avenue and NE 10th Avenue 
as operating below the adopted LOS. The roadway capacity impmvements identified in the EAR do not indicate any 
programmed widening of area roadways. An important fact to note is that none ofthe high accident locations identi- 
fied in the CDMP EAR are located within the study area 

Moss Public Transit Sub-element 
The purpose of the County Mass Public Transit Sub-element is to provide a basis for the development of mass public 
transit facilities as a major component of the overall transportation system to enhance mobility in Dade County. It is 
recommended that highwav improvements be complemented with public transit improvements in order to achieve a 
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balanced transportation system. The goal of the M&S Public~ransii sub-element is:-~aintain, operate and develop a 
mass public transit system in Metropolitan Dade County that provides efficient, convenient, accessible, and afford- 
able service to all residents and to&sts. 

The objectives included in the Mass Public Transit Sub-element to achieve this goal include: 

Objective 1: By the year 2005, the mass public transit system shall not operate at a LOS lower than 
the ado~ted standard. 
0bjectke 2: Coordinate the provision of efficient public transit service and facilities with the location 
and intensity of designated future land use vatterns as identified on the Land Use Plan Map. 
objective 3; ~rovidea sound funding base &lizingpublic and private sources that will assure main- 
tenance of existing service operations and timely implementation of needed transportation improve- 
ment projects and services. 
Objective 4: Provide convenient, accessible, and affordable mass public transit services and facili- 
ties. 
Objective 5: Provide equitable transportation services to all groups in the metropolitan population. 
Objective 6: Continue to coordinate Dade County's Mass Public Transit Sub-element, as well as the 
plans and programs ofthe State, regional, and local jurisdictions. 

The achievement of the above-mentioned objectives was evaluated in the EAR. The existing public transit LOS 
analysis included in the EAR shows that all aceas of Miami-Dade County have met or exceeded adopted LOS 
standards for mass public transit. It is also mentioned that with the available People's k p o r t a t i o n  Plan (PTP) 
funds, the existing bus headwavs will be improved. The existing bus mutes will provide 15-minute or better veak hour 
headways and 3Ginute or better off-peakahour headways. ~dditionall~, 24- hour service will be provided on certain 
major wrridors. No specific public transit improvements within the study area have been identified. 

Miami-Dade Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) 2025 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) 
The purpose of the LRTP is to guide transportation investments in Miami- Dade County over a long-term planning 
horizon to achieve the best possible mobility options within the transportation system. The LRTP is comprehensive in 
nature and includes improvements to pedestrian, bicycle, greenways and trails facilities, public transit, and roadways. 
The transportation improvements are included in the 2030 Cost Feasible Plan that is developed based on the projected 
revenue for the plan period. The Miami-Dade LRTP Update to the Year 2030 was reviewed to identify mobility 
improvements within the City of North Miami. The projects in the 2030 Cost Feasible Plan are grouped into priorities 
based on the funding availability and are described as follows: 

Priority I -Projects scheduled to be funded through 2009 
Priority I1 - Projects scheduled to be funded between 2010 and 2015 
Priority 111 -Projects scheduled to be funded between 2016 and 2020 
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Priority IV - Projects scheduled to be funded between 2021 and 2030 
Priority V - Unfunded projects that have been identified in the Needs Plan 

Miami-Dade MPO Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) 
The Miami-Dade MPO Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) for fiscal years 2005-2009 is technically the 
capital improvements plan of the Miami-Dade County LRTP. The TIP serves as the functional document for imple 
menting the LRTP goals, objectives, and policies. It is a staged, multi-year program that prioritizes transportation 
projects for federal, state, and local funding. 

Miami Dade County People's Transportation Plan (PTP) 
On November 5,2002, the citizens of Miami-Dade County approved ahalf-cent sales tax increase to be the dedicated 
source of revenue to suuwrt transuortation improvements and to fund the Peoule's Transaortation Plan (PTP). The . , 

Plan calls for implemenkion of ihprovementd to bus service including inckes in numder of buses, service miles, 
and operating hours. The PTP is projected to provide an additional $7.26 billion (m 2003 dollars) for public transit and . . 
transiortatioi projects over thenext30 

Concurrency 
There are three ways the State of Florida provides for the measurement of transportation concurrency. 

Conventional (Link by Link Vehicle Level of Service) 
Transportation conc&ency Exception Areas (TCEA) 

H Transportation Concurrency Management Areas (TCMA) 

The conventional method is what Miami Dade County currently uses to measure concurrency. It is utilized outside of 
the Urban Infill Area. Concurrency inside the Urban Infill Area (TCEA) is not measured. The conventional method 
measures the impacts to existing capacities of specific roadway links, or in individual transportation analysis zones. 
When the capacity of an individual roadway has diminished the roadway must be exempted or must achieve more 
capacity through widening, or alternative means, or development must stop. This situation has hampered several 
municipalities' ability to grow over the past several years. 

The Transportation Concurrencv Exceution Area is a method bv which the state allows individual communities to 
exempt themselves from the m&urement of transportation con'urrency. These have been designed to promote infill 
in areas with less than 10 percent developable vacant land where the predominant use is at least 60 percent residen- 
tial, by requiring 5 units per gross residentially developed acre or in areas where the FAR is 1.0 per gross non- 
residential developed acre. These are best used when an area is considered built out relative to multimodal transpor- 
tation options. 

Local governments comprehensive plans initially had to prove that their TCEA was in an urban infill area and that it 
did not contain more than 40 uercent develouable vacant land. As a result. links. intersections and whole zones are 
allowed to exceed their capaAties. No monitoring has been required. In ~ lmos~al l  cases the extent of the Level of 
Service deficiencies or the status of remaining cauacities goes unknown. New monitoring of these has been put in - .  
place through SB 360 the most recent growth managemen~legislation. 

- 

Transportation Concurrency Management Areas are an alternative method by which to measure concurrency, which 
encourages infill development or continued development in particular areas where transportation (primarily roadway) 
hhtructure capacities are becoming inadequate. By developing methodologies that often convert vehicle trips into 
person trips, then measuring these trips against capacities on an area wide basis, the capacities can be shared over the 
broader network as opposed to the Transportation Analysis Zone or single roadway segment, thereby pooling capaci- 
ties and opening up development opportunities. 
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Since capacity is measured in people over a well defined area, it can be attained through the use of physical enhance 
ments to the actual roadwav or the imulementation of various levels of transit. Encouraement of alternative modes 
of transportation becomes necessary in maintainingcapacity, and thereby assisting in the development of amultimodal 
transportation infrastructure well suited for the more dense and vibrant urban areas that infill produces over time. 

The Purpose of Transportation Concurrency Management Areas is to promote infill development and redevelopment, 
one or more transportation concurrency management areas may be designated in a local government comprehensive 
plan. A Transportation Concurrency Management Area must be a compact geographic area with an existing network 
of roads where multiple, viable alternative travel paths or modes are available for common trips. A local government 
may establish an area wide level-of-service standard for such a transportation concurrency management area based 
upon an analysis that provides for a justification for the area wide level of service, how urban intill development or 
redevelopment will be promoted, and how mobility will be accomplished within the Transportation Concurrency 
Management Area. 

The TCMA concept was first used in the early part of this decade in Miami Beach, to avoid the loomingdevelopment 
moratorium in South Beach. Three TCMA's were developed. The City of Hialeah faced a development moratorium 
in recent years and developed five TCMA's. The City of Sarasota is currently in the development of its first TCMA. 
In all cases TCMA's were an attractive alterative to the TCEA, for primarily two reasons. (1) Management areas 
would continue to measure concurrency as opposed to exempting development from it as Transportation Concurrency 
Exception Areas would. (2) This measurement was seen as necessary from a political perspective, by showing that 
the community was focused on controlled quality development. 

It is required that programs be developed by which capacity would be maintained. The progressive nature of the 
method of examining concurrency allowed transit programs to be incorporated as well as roadway capacity projects. 
This effectively led to measurement of capacities in terms of people, not vehicles. High capacity and frequent transit 
could then replace the multiple lane roadway as a means for attaining capacity for an entire area. 

As high rates of growth continue to put pressure on Florida communities, new ways of managing growth will need to 
be developed. It is clear that the way concurrency is measured now is inadequate in many situations, particularly in 
maturing areas. 

The logical progressionof the use ofthese tools is to begin with conventional concurrency measurement. As capacity 
runs out and the need to incentivize future development in the area is acknowledged, TCMA's would be used. These 
allow additional capacity, which allows development only if alternative modes are developed. Finally, when all alter- 
natives have been maximized TCEA's would be used. 

Concurrency Management Systems (CMS) 
The State of Florida asks that all transportation concurrency be monitored by a Concurrency Management System. 
In its most basic form aCMS would identify the ultimate capacity of a facility or area, it would subtract the current 
utilization and identify the remaining available capacity. Hand calculations of extensive systems can be cumbersome 
and difficult to maintain. Automated systems are much more convenient. One such local tool, developed by The 
Corradino Group, enables users in Miami Beach, Hialeah, and Coral Gables to instantly measure concurrency, track 
development and monitor remaining capacities. The evolution of these tools has lead to extremely simple systems, 
which are very efficient, very effective, and necessary to achieve quality planning. This is a windows based GIs 
program that maps and tracks concurrency instantly. It provides development repom and consistently measures 
capacities and levels of service. 

How it works in each case is the concurrency administrator simply enters the developments address into the appro- 

THE CORRADINO GROUP 
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priate fields. Next they enter the projects programming, (units, seats, and square feet of restaurant, retail, and 
commercial). The program locates the development on a map, and provides a statement with concurrent or noncon- 
current determination for each of the concurrency categories. This system is scaleable to any municipality, and 
provides a simple tracking and reporting tool for use by DCA and FDOT. In addition it is easily programmed to 
provide a variety of analysis tools, as capacities are tracked. 

Senate Bill 360 
Transportation Concurrency Exception Areas shall be re-justified by July 2006 as mandated by Senate Bill 360. The 
purpose of a TCEA is to provide a flexible transportation concurrency option approach to reduce the adverse impact 
that transportation concurrency may have on urban infill development and redevelopment and the achievement of 
other goals and policies ofthe comprehensive plan, such as the promotion of the development of public transportation. 
These allow for exceptions to the transportation concurrency requirement in specifically defined areas of a jurisdic- 
tion. The exceptions provide flexibility in order to encourage the application on a wide range of planning strategies 
that correspond with local circumstances. Currently this area exists inside of the Palmetto Expressway. Concurrency 
is currently not tracked within these boundaries. TCEA's are best suited for areas that have built out all alternative 
transit options. 

Each local government within a Transportation Concurrency Exception or Management Area must re-justify the 
area. In Miami-Dade, Collier and Palm Beach Counties, this must be done during 2006. In addition a Long Tern 
Concurrency Management System must be developed. This is essentially a list of projects and policies, which when 
implemented will maintain concurrency capacity. A proportionate share ordinance is required as a method by which 
the development community can contribute to the funding of such projects. 

Parallel to addressing transportation, each local government will be required to adopt a cost feasible Capital Improve- 
ments Element to their Comprehensive Plan during 2007. This will entail detailed master planning to develop, cost and 
prioritize transportation projects to satisfy existing and projected needs, and will be req"ired to be updatedannually. 

Communities' wishing to develop and adopt individual visioning processes and the adoption of a 10-year urban service 
boundary will be exempted from state review of land use amendments within the boundary for 10 years. This can be 
initiated at any time and is voluntary, but has the potential to provide remarkable freedom to local governments in the 
planning process, by ending the need to have comprehensive plan amendments approved by the state. 

Each local government will be required to evaluate water needs over a 20-year period, and identify alternative 
projects to meet demand. This shall be done during 2007 and 2008. 

A new comprehensive plan element is now required. This School Facilities Concurrency Element must be adopted 
during 2008;These must be financially feasible and updated annually, and will require an update of the Intergovern- 
mental Coordination Element and Inter-local Agreement. 
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Existing State, County and Local traffic counts were collected to determine the level of existing data. Information 
from these counts, as well as additional counts were evaluated. Traffic splits between the facilities to determine 
paths, directional splits during the peak periods, as well as volumes for levels of service and other traffic issues. These 
counts provide an understanding of when and where traffic issues tend to arise. 

Figure 2-13 
Traffic Counts 

Miomi Gardens Dr. 
NE 19 Ave to Sunny isles 4LD Collector 26354 2000 1.020 1.012 30345 MPO 

mva. 
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This section of the report uses the data collected in the section above to provide analysis of existing and future 
conditions relative to transportation. This has been done in five segments: 

W BaselineConditions 
W MPO Model Data 
H Traffic Counts at Specified Intersections 
H Origin and Destination Study 
H Transit 

Baseline Conditions 
The area for this project is in the North East comer of Miami-Dade County. It is between, roughly, the Atlantic Ocean 
and 1-95 on the east and west respectively. It is bound on the north by Broward County and on the south by NW 119" 
Street on the mainland and NW 88" Street on the barrier islands at the southern edge of Surfside. 

Figure 2-14 
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The study area for this project contains 8 municipalities. They are Aventura, Bal Harbour, Bay Harbor Islands, Golden 
Beach, North Miami, North Miami Beach Sunny Isles Beach, and Surfside. The area also contains many major 
thoroughfares. Major not just to the area, but major in terms of the whole South Florida region. A few of these 
roadways are 1-95, AlA, US-11 Biscayne Boulevard, and West Dixie Highway. The area also has several miles of 
beaches, which bring in millions of tourists every year. Several canals and docks are also in the area making the 
boating industry very large. The study area population is approximately 160,000. 
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The primary land use in the study area is residential. There is however a large amount of open space that is being 
utilized by parks, golf courses, and things of that nature. Along with the high amount of residential land, there is a large 
amount ofcommercial land use especially along them Jor arterials, such as US- 1 IBiscayne Boulevard, and NE 163" 
Street. There are also a few select pocket areas with Industrial land use. 

Rgure 2-16 
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The area does however, have a few characteristics in common amongst the municipalities. All communities have 
roughly a half an hour daily commute to work. All communities also have large numbers of foreign born population. 
What this says about the area, is that there are many vastly different communities placed right next to one another. 
These cities have very different people with very different goals and values. Some enjoy high rise living while others 
are exclusively single family homes. Yet, they all share the same thoroughfares as they drive to work, to the grocery 
store, or to the beach. 

When broken down by Transportation Analysis Zone (TAZ) many patterns develop when trying to analyze employ- 
ment and population numbers. Areas or clusters of high population TAZ's are spread out fairly well within the area. 
They are generally not right adjacent to, but very nearby major thoroughfares. These are generally not the same 
TAZ's that have high employment. Meaning, most people have to leave their home TAZ every day for work. 

In terms of the barrier island communities, the maioritv ofthe vovulation lives in Sunny Isles Beach. While the lamest 
employment center, Bal Harbour Mall, is located in ~2  arb& 1n fact the total empl&nent in ~ a l   arbo our is l&er 
than the total Population. This type of arrangement is also very evident in Aventura. The TAZ's with high population . . .  
levels are almost completely theopposite &the TAZ's with high employment numbers. Especially in the TAZ with 
the Aventura mall, there is not a single resident, but there are close to 6,000 jobs, and with the mall ever expanding, 
that number is sure to climb. Model numbers indicate that it will approach 8,000 jobs by 2030. Much of the employ- 
ment comes from outside of the study area 

This type of land use is fairly obvious up and down US-1 I Biscayne Boulevard throughout the study area. When 
looking at the TAZ's that are right along the US-1 I Biscayne Boulevard Corridor, the employment to population 
numbers are near 1 to 1, with year 2000 data, there were 27,314 jobs with 33,462 people. By 2030 the model shows 
that it will be closer to mughly 37,000 jobs to 41,000 people. Keeping in mind that not all 41,000 of those people are old 
enough to legally work, most likely, there is now or will be in the near future, more jobs than people to work them. 
Which means there will be a increase in Mc levels as more and more people will be enteringthe study area from 
other parts of Miami-Dade County or Broward County, and probably even the occasional trips from Palm Beach 
County. 

When looking further inland, away from the intercoastal, the population numbers rise significantly, while the employ- 
ment numbers drop off sharply. In this area, which is mainly North Miami, North Miami Beach, and Unincorporated 
Miami-Dade County, there are just a few quasi major employment hubs. These being things such as Villa Maria 
Nursing & Rehab Center, WalmartlHomeDepot, and the North Miami Beach Public Services Building Area For the 
most part, it is all residential with commercial operations such as gas stations and other convenience type services 
located along major roads such as North Miami Boulevard, NE 163" Street, West Dixie Highway, AIA/Ocean hive,  
and Ives Dairy Road. 

Other major employment centers in the area include the Aventura Hospital and Medical Center in Aventura. Several 
Hotels, Condos, and Apartments in Sunny Isles Beach and Bal Harbour alongA1ABiicayne Boulevard. Metro Bus- 
Metro Transit Agency and Commercial office centers in Unincorporated Miami-Dade County. And just south of the 
study area there is a large employment destination in Miami Gardens with several Warehouse facilities. However, 
most likely, more than any ofthe above listed employment centers, Downtown Miami has more of a pull than any of 
these. In general, People in this area work south of where they live. 
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Functional Classification of Roadway System 
The roadway network is generally broken up into 5 categories. These categories are as follows: 

Limited Access Facilities 

Limited access facilities are roadways utilized for regional trips with limited access points. It typically carries heavy 
traffic volumes at high speeds. They are more commonly referred to as Interstates or FreewaysMighways. In this 
area an example would be 1-95, 

Principal Arterials 

A principal arterial serves primarily through movements between commercial centers and serves the urban core. 
Principal arterials are typically used for longer trips. A principle Arterial in the study area would be something similar 
to USlIBiscayne Boulevard or A1AICollinslOcean Drive. 

Minor Arterials 

A minor arterial connects and augments the principal arterial system. It provides mobility with greater property 
access than the principal arterial. An example in this case would something similar to Opa-Locka Boulevard, Broad 
Causeway, or Ives-Dairy Road. 

Collectors 

Collector streets provide both access and traffic circulation within residential, commercial, and industrial areas. They 
are generally in areas that are mostly residential but do have some commercial or industrial type land use. Good 
examples found in this area are Golden Beach Drive and Surfside Boulevard. 

Local Streets 

All other streets are considered local streets that provide access to properties and connect to collector roads. Most 
local streets would have signage about parking on the street. Most local streets are also under the jurisdiction of the 
local municipality, unless it is located in an unincorporated area. 
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There are a great deal of traffic generators or trip attractions in this study area. Most of which are commercial areas. 
There are 3 hospitals located in the communities involved in this study, as well as large numbers of schools ranging 
from elementary through high school. Another attraction to the area is the large shopping centers like the Aventura 
Mall, Intercoastal Mall, and the Shops at Bal Harbour. The miles of beaches and the numerous golf courses also 
surely add to the amount of traffic in the area. 

Figure 2-21 

TRAFFIC GENERATORS 
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MDT has many routes in the area, most of which were previously discussed. Once you look at them as a whole, it 
becomes very clear the level of connectedness that the area has in terms of transit. It also shows how connected this 
area is with the surrounding areas. The northeast area is connected with all of Miami-Dade County as well as 
Broward County. 

Figure 2-22 
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MPO Model Data 
The adopted levels of service for the roadways were obtained from the Miami-Dade Comprehensive Development 
Master Plan (CDMP). The CDMP contains the following traffic circulation level of service standards applicable to 
the study area Non-FIHS Roadways (for locations within the urban infill area) adhere to the following adopted levels 
of service. This applies to all roadways in the study area (except Interstate 95) because the City lies within the urban 
intill area: 

LOS E (100 percent of capacity), if no public transit service is available. 
LOS E+20 (120 percent of capacity), if public transit service exists within %-mile with less than 20- 
minute headways. 
LOS E+50 (150 percent of capacity), if extraordinary (commuter rail or express bus) public transit 
service exists. 

- FIHS Roadways (within the Transportation Concurrency Exception Area) 
LOS E, when exclusive through lanes exist. This will apply to Interstate 95 because it has exclusive 
high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes. 

The first level of tmnsportation analysis is an examination of the MPO's Long Range Transportation Plan Model, 
which uses the demographic data as taken by the US Census and predicts trip making patterns at the TranspMon 
Analysis Zone (TAZ) level. Generally this model shows traffic is bad and will worsen by 2030. 

The model shows that most traffic is east-west. People don't generally cross over to the barrier islands until they are 
as close as possible to their barrier island origin or destination, With that in mind, drivers in this study area rarely use 
either the MacArthur or the Tuttle Causeway. The primary access points the barrier islands for east-west traff~c for 
this study area are the William Lehman Causeway, Broad Causeway, Sunny Isles B0ulevard/l63~ Street, and the 
JFK Causeway. 

The Causeway with the most volume is Sunny Isles Boulevard. It also has the most capacity for traffic. It has 4 lanes 
in each direction, and no toll. Many people may choose this route to avoid paying a toll. It also has a direct connection 
with Sunny Isles Beach which is where the largest population of all cities on the barrier islands that is in the study 
area Most of the people who live in Sunny Isles Beach, do not work there. Therefore, they take the closest causeway 
westbound, out of the system and attempt to get on either US-1Biscayne Boulevard or 1-95. As a result of this, the 
LOS on this causeway has suffered. 

The William Lehman Causeway has the second largest capacity for traffic. But it has the lowest volume. This keeps 
the LOS well below acceptable thresholds. This roadway is not generally being utilized to its potential. This is most 
likely due to the fact t h a t ' ~ i 1 l i  Lehman Causeway effectivelGermin&s at US-I, with no d e c t  connection west. 
Traffic ends up on a north-south road that runs at a level of service E This causeway is geared toward very local 
traffic. 

The JFK Causeway has the second highest volume and the second lowest capacity. Yet, it still runs fairly efficiently. 
It has 3 lanes in each direction, but it does split into one way pair at the eastern end. It also splits on the western side 
to form quasi one way pair as it connects to 1-95. It runs similar to a freeway, but does not quite have the controlled 
access feel that many drivers look for. It has multiple stop lights as well as a draw bridge in 2 separate locations that 
may cause delays. It does however, connect to I-95, which adds to its practicality for use. 

The Broad Causeway has 2 lanes in each diction. It has the lowest capacity for traffic but it does get more volume 
than the William Lehman Causeway. It does connect all the way betweenA1AIOcean Drive and 1-95, It operates at 
an acceptable LOS, but it has a toll. The causeway does not accept SunF'ass, which is the widely accepted form of 
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express tolling not only in Miami-Dade County, but in the entire state of Florida. Accepting SunF'as alone, would most 
likely put a much larger volume on the Broad Causeway, as well as allow traffic to move more efficiently if they can 
pay the toll in an express fashion. 

Major north-south movement that does occur in the study area is generally restricted to 3 routes, AINOcean Drive, 
US-lmiscayne Boulevard, and 1-95. The results of the origin destination study show that most sub-regional trips for 
north-south driving are done on the mainland. Both US-IBiscayne Boulevard and 1-95 flow better thanA1NOcean 
Drive. Though the LOS ofA1NOcean Drive is better than that of the other two routes people still avoid it at all cost. 
One of the major reasons would be all of the stop lights. On A1 AIOcean Drive, between the JFK Causeway and the 
Broward County line, there are 59 signalized intersections. In the same area on US-lmiscayne Boulevard there are 
only 44. In a roughly 8 mile stretch on roadway,AlA/Ocean Drive has 15 more stop lights. That's almost 2 signalized 
intersections per mile. 
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Detailed Traffic Analysis 

A more precise measure of mobility is to use more recent data collected by the County, State or Municipalities in the 
last two years. With this data an extensive analysis has been perfonned to attain more specific level of service 
figures. 

Level of Sewice 

The analysis was performed in accordance with the standard guidelines for traffic studies. Traffic operations were 
analyzed using the capacity analysis methodology published in the 2000 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM). Capacity 
analysis is a set of procedures for estimating the traff~c-carrying ability of facilities based on operational conditions. 
The efficiency of traffic operations is commonly measured by MIC engineers and planners with a grading system 
called Level of Service (LOS). 

The analysis of street systems is based upon the concept of LOS. The presentation of LOS is indicated by the letters 
"A" through "F" with LOS A representing the best operating conditions and LOS F the worst. When the LOS is 
presented it generally represents the ratio of volwne to capacity (VIC). Volume is the number of vehicles that 
actually pass a given point on the road in a given time. Capacity is the maximum number of vehicles that can pass a 
given point on the road in a given time. 

From an engineering standpoint, evey roadway has a design capacity that is amaximum number of cars per lane that 
can cross through a segment of roadway. This varies based on several factors, including lane width, number of lanes, 
number and location of intersections, number and location of signals, etc. Each madway segment is given aUfunc- 
tional classification" based on these factors. 

Essentially the capacity of a roadway is represented as 1.0. or 100 percent. The LOS of the roadway represents a 
percentage of that capacity. LOS A is between 0 and .6, or 60 percent of capacity. The generally acceptable LOS 
for roadways in Miami-Dade County is LOS D, which is between .81 and .9 (81 percent - 90 percent) of capacity. 
LOS F is anything over 1.0 or 100 percent of capacity. Table 2-1 shows the volume capacity ratio for each LOS 
category. Level of senrice is provided for "links" (segments) of roadway, and "nodes" (intersections). This analysis 
primarily examined roadway level of service. 

Table 2-1 
Level of S e ~ c e  

.61 to 0.70 

.71 to 0.80 

.81 to 0.90 

.91 to 1.00 

IDS = Lrvcl of Savice 
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These LOS standards represent a range of operating conditions and the driver's perception of those conditions, as 
described below. 

LOS U 

1.0s C 

LOS V 

1.0s E 

1.0s F 

4 LOS A describes freeflow operations at average travel speeds, usually at about 90 percent of the 
free flow speed. Vehicles are unimpeded in their ability to maneuver within the traffic stream. Dis- 
tance between vehicles is +- 30 car lengths. On most of Study Area's roads (speed limit of 30 mph) 
this is represented by a speed of 25 rnph or greater. 
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4 LOS B describes reasonably unimpeded operation at an average travel speed, usually about 70 
percent of the free flow speed. The ability to maneuver is only slightly restricted. Distance between 
vehicles is about 20 car lengths. On most of Study Area's roads (speed limit of 30 mph) this is 
represented by a speed of between 20mph and 25mph. 
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4 LOS C describes stable operating conditions with some restrictions of driver ability to maneuver and 
change lanes in mid-block locations. Longer queues and signal coordiition will contribute to a lower 
average speed of about 50 percent of free flow speed. The distance between vehicles is about 15 
car lengths. On most of the Study Area's roads (speed limit of 30 mph) this is represented by a speed 
of between 13mph and 20mph. 

4 LOS D borders on arange in which small increases in flow may cause substantial increases in delay 
in travel speed. LOS D may be caused by poor signal progression, inappropriate signal timing or high 
volumes. Average travel speed is about 40 percent of the free flow speed. The distance between 
vehicles is about 10 car lengths. On most of the Study Area's roads (speed limit of 30 mph) this is 
represented by a speed of between 9mph and 13mph. 
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4 LOS E is characterized by significant delays and average travel speed of 33 percent or less of the 
free flow speed. LOS E is caused by a combination of high traffic volumes, high signal density, 
adverse signal progression, and inappropriate signal timing, all of which result in extensive delays at 
critical intersections. The distance between vehicles is minimal. On most of the Study Area's roads 
(speed limit of 30 mph) this is represented by a speed of between 7mph and 9mph. 
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4 LOS F is characterized by urban street flow at extremely low speeds, typically 25 percent of the free 
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flow speed. Intersection congestion exists at critical signalized intersections with high delay, high 
volumes and extensive queuing. There is generally less that one car length distance between ve- 
hicles. On most of the Study Area's roads (speed limit of 30 mph) this is represented by aspeed of 
less than 7mph. 

On urban streets with traffic signals, LOS is directly related to the free flow speed found on each type of street. 

Table 2-2 
Average Travel Speeds 

Analysis Methodology 

The level of service analysis was performed using the HCS+ analysis software program. The HCS+ program is a 
Windows based traffic analysis computer program employing the HCM analysis procedures to evaluate traffic opera- 
tions at signalized intersections. It is one ofthe most widely used computerized highway capacity method. The HSC+ 
software is very effective at evaluating traffic conditions at individual intersections using the HCM methodology. It 
reports control delay and performs the capacity analysis. The detailed intersection level of service calculation sheets 
are provided in the Appendix of this report. 

Signalized Intersections 

Traffic conditions at signalized intersections were evaluated using the 2000 HCM operations methodology for signal- 
ized intersections, which evaluates capacity in terms of the volumeto-capacity (vlc) ratio and evaluates LOS based 
on controlled delay per vehicle. Controlled delay is defined as the portion of the total delay attributed to the traffic 
signal operation including deceleration delay, queue move-up time, stopped delay, and final acceleration delay. The 
relationship between controlled delay per vehicle and LOS for signalized intersections is summarized in Table 2-3. 
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Table2- 3 

Project Study Intersections 

Eleven intersections within the study boundary were selected for evaluation. The study area consists of the bound- 
aries ofAventura, Bal Harbour, Bay Harbour Islands, Golden Beach, Sunny Isles Beach and Surfside. The intersec- 
tions are listed in Table 2-4 below and located in Figure 2-24. 
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Figure 2-25 

Intersection and Geometries and Lane Desianations 



Tmflic Control 
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All intersections analyzed within the Study area are semi-actuated with the signals on US-1Biscayne Boulevard and 
SR-8261165" StreeVl63" StreetISunny Isles Boulevard coordinated. The existing timing to evaluate the existing 
performance for these intersections was obtained from Dade County Traffi~c Control Center. This data was used as 
baseline to compared proposed timing strategies. 

Traffic Volumes 
Peak hour vehicular MIC movement counts were taken at the project intersections. All of the mc data was 
gathered between the 1" and 3" of May 2007 and are illustrated in the Appendix These were projected to the years 
2015 and 2030 based on data obtained from the Miami-Dade MPO Maps. The result of the traffic data collected and 
the projections of these were used to calculate the level of service at each of the intersections using HCS+ software. 
The analysis inputs and the reports detailing the analysis are provided in the Appendix ofthis report. The results of the 
AM and PM analysis are summarized in the table below. 

Intersection Geometry 

Figures 2-26 to 2-28 show the exiting lane usage at the intersection studied. This data was used as a baseline for 
comparison to proposed geometric strategies. 

Figure 2-26 
Project intersections Lane Geometry and Usage 
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Figure 2-27 
Project lnterrections Lane Geometry and Usage 
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The intersection of US-1 & NE Miami Gardens Drive is under construction. The intersection of US-1 forms a T- 
intersection with SR 856. Field observations show that the westbound movement is comprised of one westbound right 
turn lane (WBR), a combined WBR and westbound left turn lane and two WBL lanes. In Table 5 the second option 
showed for this intersection is to have two WBR and two WBL lanes. The correct signal timing for West Dixie 
Highway and NE 135" Street has not been procured as intersection has changed from a six-leg to a four-leg. 

Roadway Traffic Volumes and Levels of Service (LOS) for Existing and Future Conditions 

Vehicular traffic conditions within the study boundaries were analyzed for the current year 2007 and forecasted for 
the years 2015 and 2030. Specifically traffic volumes were obtained or developed for these years as well as their 
corresponding Levels of Service (LOS). The future years 2015 and 2030 were selected because they conform to the 
forecasted years from the Miami Dade Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) adopted Long Range Transpor- 
tation Plan (LRTP) and related roadway networks and documents. 

LOS are letter values ranging from A to F which reflect different degrees of vehicular traffic congestion on a 
roadway, as well as the associated delays, operating speeds, degree of comfort in ability to change traffic lanes, etc. 
LOS A reflect the best traffic conditions with little or no delays with vehicles being able to travel comfortably at the 
posted speed limits or slightly above for relatively long distances, whereas LOS F represents the worse traffic 
conditions with excessive delays, long vehicular queues at signalized intersections and forced vehicular flow at very 
low or "crawling" speeds. LOS A and B are usually not easy to achieve on arterial and main collectors roadways in 
large urbanized areas like Miami Dade County during typical high volume peak hour traffic periods. LOS D through 
E is more typically found in large urbanized areas for these types of roadways, and unfortunately with many road- 
ways operating at LOS F. 

Existing Conditions Roadway Links Analysis - Year 2007 
For the existing condition analysis, available traffic counts were obtained from the Florida Department of Transporta- 
tion (FDOT) data base and from the MPO traffic volume networks. Additional 72 hours vehicular traffic counts were 
taken at some locations throughout the study area and where converted to average annual daily traffic by using the 
appropriate factors from the FDOT data base. These counts as well as other adjusted traffic volume data available 
from the MPO highway traffic networks formed the basis for obtaining the traffic volumes and assessing current 
LOS for both daily and peak hour peak direction of travel on those roadways classified as arterials, collectors and 
main local roads. LOS thresholds were obtain from the FDOT Level of Service Manual's Generalized LOS Tables. 

From the above data and the pertinent analyses, tables were developed which depict traffic volumes, LOS as well as 
other roadway related data such as number of lanes, functional classification, among other. Maps were also devel- 
oped which reflect the LOS for the selected roadways. 

Examination of the tables and maps indicate the following roadway segments are among those operating at LOS E 
and F. These are the segments where long vehicular delays are taking place. 

W SRAIA/Collins Avenue (Sunny Isles Boulevard to Broad Causeway) 
W SR 909lWest Dixie Highway (NE 171 Street to 163 Street) 
W NE 14'h and 15" Avenues 

Ives Dairy Road 
W Most of Miami Gardens Drive 
W NE 171 Street 
W NE 167 Street (10 Avenue to 15 Avenue) 

NE 159 Street 
W NE 151 Street (NE 10 Avenue to Biscayne Boulevard) 

THE CORRADINO GROUP 
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Forecasted Year 2015 and 2030 Conditions Analysis 

The year 2007 traffic volumes were projected to the years 2015 and 2030 using growth factors developed from the 
MPO adopted LRTP years 2000,2015 and 2030 traffic volume assignment networks. Specifically, growth factors 
were obtained using the MPO's year 2000 and 2015 networks and applied to the current year 2007 traffic volumes to 
obtain the year 2015 volumes. Year 2030 forecasted traffic volumes were computed by using growth factors devel- 
oped from the MPO's year 2015 and 2030 networks and applied to the previously obtained year 2015 traffic volumes. 

Examination of the tables and maps indicate that in general, roadway LOS will deteriorate throughout the study area 
with some exceptions due to programmed roadway widening or other transportation projects. Most of the above 
indicated roadway segments LOS will continue to deteriorate as well as more of their segments beginning to operate 
at LOS E & F. Some of the roadways segments which are currently operating at acceptable LOS will deteriorate to 
LOS E & F. Some of these roadways are: West Dixie Highway, Biscayne Boulevad, NW 17 Avenue, NE 167 Street, 
SR A1 A, and 1231125 Street. 

Roadway Intersection Analyses - Years 2007,2015 and 2030 
Intersections normally operate at worse LOS and with greater vehicular delays when compared with a roadway link 
between intersections. This is mostly due to the fact that large numbers of vehicles approach the intersection from 
two different intersecting roadways and the effects from existing traffic control. For instance, if the intersection is 
controlled by a traffic signal, then during a particular signal phase, certain vehicular movements are required to stop, 
while others are allowed to go through the intersection; then at a subsequent phase, the movements previously 
stopped are now allowed to go through, while the others are then required to stop. Obviously, this creates additional 
delays when compared with a roadway link or segment. 

Eleven intersections were selected for analyses covering existing conditions (year 2007) and for the forecasted years 
2015 and 2030 to be consistent with the other analyses. The tables below reflect the results of these intersection 
analyses. 

Examination ofthe tables clearly demonstrates how the LOS will deteriorate from existing conditions to the year 20 15 
and most notably in the year 2030. It was not surprising to see that during the year 2030, some of the principal 
intersections will be performing at poor LOS during the AM peak hour. These are US-1iWest Lehman Causeway; 
Miami Gardens Drivewest Dixie, SR-826110 Avenue; US-1Morth Miami Boulevad; US-IME 135 Street; NE 135 
StreeVWest Dixie and SR-826MW 2 Avenue. During the PM peak hour most of the intersections are operating at 
either LOS E or F in the year 2030. 
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Figure 2-29 
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Proposed and Potential Transportation Improvements 

Within the study area, there are proposed transportation improvement projects ranging from roadway widening to the 
NE extension of Metrorail along the US-1 corridor from downtown to northern Miami-Dade County. 

These are contained within the MPO's 2007 TIP and their adopted Long Range Transportation Plan to the year 2030. 

The roadway widening projects are the 4-laning of NE 14'hAvenue (Sunny Isles Boulevard to Opalocka Boulevard); 
NE 15Ih Avenue (Miami Gardens Drive to Sunny Isles Boulevard); the 6-laning of Miami Gardens Drive (1-95 to 
Biscayne Boulevard) and the 6-laning of West Dixie Highway (NE 125'h Street to NE 1631d Street). 

Although several roadway segments would be operating at poor LOS, it is not generally feasible to add new lanes. 
Most of the roadways do not have available right-of-way (WW) to effectively accommodate additional lanes; and are 
also fully developed with extensive amount ofbusinesses and residential uses. Increasing the number of lane s would 
not only be very costly in terms of acquiring the WW, but creating negative impacts to both the residential and 
business communities. 

There is no doubt that the future extension of Metrorail will help to divert many trips from the private vehicle with the 
associated improvements in congestion and LOS. However, there are many other improvement opportunities such as 
traffic signalization, transit and Transportation Demand Management (TDM). 

Traffic signal operations improvements are typically modifications to the signal phasing and timing. They can also 
provide for other intersection improvements such as additional tuming lanes, increasing the existing length for storing 
queued turning vehicles, etc. All these improvements either by themselves or combined, are often times very effective 
in improving LOS and reducing their associated vehicular delays. It is also recommended to analyze a large portion of 
a roadway facility with the objective of improving traffic signals coordination. Signal coordination/synchronization, if 
done correctly, can significantly improve the LOS and expedite traffic flow along the arterial. 

Another important aspect is the assessment of existing transit service and identifying potential improvements such as 
increasing transit service frequency, new or modified bus routes, feasibility of providing a local transit circulator 
among others. 

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) is defined as the use of incentives, disincentives, and market manage- 
ment to affect travel behavior to shift to non-motorized andlor higher-occupancy modes, reduce or eliminate the need 
to travel, andlor shift travel onto less congested routes. TDM is also used to mean the provision or expansion of 
alternatives to Single Occupancy Vehicle (SOV) travel, such as transit, bicycling, and walking. In recent years TDM 
has been targeted in federal legislation as potentially important pieces of the overall strategy to address congestion 
and air quality issues. 

Origin and Destination Study 
Coastal Communities Transportation Master Plan 
As part of the recently completed Coastal Communities Transportation Master Plan, an extensive origin and destina- 
tion study was completed. While this study could not be replicated, it does have relation to this Traffic Flow Study. 
The traffic using the causeways to connect this study area with that of the coastal communities affects both study 
areas, and helps gain an understanding of the regional transportation picture. Because of geography, any vehicle 
entering the barrier island also must affect the North East Dade study area. 

In 2005, the City of Miami Beach, in a joint effort with its neighboring coastal communities in northeastern Miami- 
Dade County (City of Aventura, City of Sunny Isles Beach, Town of Bal Harbour Village, Town of Bay Harbor 

THE CORRADINO GROUP 
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Islands, Town of Surfside, Town of Golden Beach and City of North Bay Village) undertook the development of a 
transportation master plan that assesses the WIG and transportation issues on the barrier islands. The goal of this 
plan is to produce short, mid, and long term multi-modal solutions to transportation issues, on a sub-regional basis. 

This effort strives to set an example as a targeted sub-regional attempt at transportation planning which is multi-modal 
in nature. Issues arrived at through accepted methodologies were supported by an extensive public involvement 
process. The study portrayed existing conditions and provided a picture of the origin and destination of WIC 
affecting the coastal communities. It made recommendations, which focused on coordinated multimodal improve 
ments, as well as promoted the viability of routes for commuters traveling from the barrier islands throughout the 
greater Miami area 

It was coordinated with the Coastal Communities Transit Plan developed by the Center for Urban Transportation 
Research (CUTR). 

Data sets from a variety of independent sources were used in this analysis. The main task of this study involved an 
OriginDestination Study, an examination long sought by the coastal communities, to reveal the actual travel patterns 
used by drivers. This study used state of the art camera technology, which increases the accuracy and sample size 
of the data. For this analysis data is presented on several levels. The origin and destination data was employed, to 
show actual 6-hour movements. From this, movements at each screenline were examined. Trip length over multiple 
screenlines and zones was described. 

Essentially it was discovered that the trip making patterns on the barrier islands are relatively short. Drivers desire to 
enter or exit the coastal network close to their origin or destination. This is due to the ambient congestion on the 
barrier islands, and the fact that the homelwork employment distribution is not necessarily northlsouth, but eastlwest. 
It is believed that more regional commutes are made on the main land, where the system presents many more options. 

O/D Relation to North East Miami-Dade 
Many of the communities represented in the Coastal Communities Transportation Master Plan are also represented 
in the NE Miami-Dade Traffic Flow Study. The results of this Origin Destination Study are very relevant to this 
project. Through geographic circumstances, traffic that enters the barrier islands must utilize the North East Dade 
study area roadway network. The Barrier islands are a major attractant in the system drawing residents who work 
in other communities, tourists, and workers in the area. The largest contributor of traffic to the barrier islands 
according to the MPO model is the North East Dade area, with about 21 percent of incoming trips from this area. 
Next to the Downtown area, the North East Dade is the second most popular destination for trips from the barrier 
islands at about 10 percent of the total outgoing trips. 

The majority of the traffic in the area in regards to the barrier islands is east west traffic. The large grid network on 
the mainland provides multiple options to get from one point to another. Barrier island trips tend to enter or exit that 
system on the causeway closest to their barrier island origin or destination. When going either to or from the barrier 
islands, the trip is generally formatted to drive as little as possible north or south on the island. If a person lives in South 
Dade but work in a northern area on the barrier islands, generally they do not cross over to the islands until they reach 
a northern causeway. Only in rare occasions would these people cross at a southern causeway and travel north 
completely on the islands until reaching their destination. 

As aresult of the above factor, barrier island trips tend to be short. The overwhelming majority of trips pass only two 
lines and no further. Traffic distributes on the mainland because there are better options for distribution. Additionally 
the home to work pattern is no longer northlsouth as perceived but spatially distributed throughout the county. ~ h e k  
are however, sub regional trips being made, but these are not the major cause of congestion. The primary barrier 
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island sub-regional flow is from all causeways, along Collins Avenue and using the Julia Tuttle Causeway. This is so 
because the Julia M e  directly connects with 1-95 and the Airport Expressway and provides an easy access and 
distribution point to all major roadways. It also directly links with Downtown Miami, which is a major commerce 
center. 

The barrier islands are both an origin and adestination. The daily directional split is fairly even. But again, whether it 
is an origin or a destination. the side of the trio that involves the islands tends to dictate the route taken for the entire 
trip. people want to get on Ad off of the network of the barrier islands as quickly as possible which means that 
trips moving between this m Jor origin and destination must use Northeast Dade mads as a conduit. 

OriginlDestination Survey 

An originldestination study attempts to identify where atrip begins and where the trip ends. Because of the isolated 
nature of this study area, the natural entering and exiting points were along the causeways that connect the barrier 
islands to the m a i h d .  Therefore, origins i d  destin&ons of a trip were determined by which causeway a trip 
entered and exited the study area. To analyze vehicle movement, screenlines, which are imaginary l i e s  that bisect a 
planning area, were established on the causeways. Screenlines were also placed on Collins Ave. in key locations to 
show north/south vehicle movement between the three zones. The study area was divided into three zones so that 
intra-study area trips could be examined. Local trips that begin and end within a single zone are also reviewed in this 
study. 

Methodology 
It was decided that this originldestination study would be undertaken with the use of cameras filming license plates of 
the vehicles at a series of screenlines (A through I). The following screen lines were established: 

A - Collins Avenue at the County l i e  Golden Beach 
W B -William Lehrnan Causeway east of Biscayne Boulevard Avenhrra 
W C - Sunny Isles Boulevard east of Biicayne Boulevard Sunny Isles Beach 
W D - Collins Avenue at the Haulover inlet Miami-Dude Couniy 
W E - Broad Causeway east of the toll plaza Bay Harbor Islanak 
W F - Kennedy Causeway west of North Bay Village North Bay EIIuge 

G - Indian CreeWColli Avenue at 65' Street Miami Beach 
W H - Julia Tuttle Causeway west of the Hospital Complex Miomi Beach 
W I -MacArthw Causeway between Hibiscus Island and Parrot Jungle Miami Beach 

During the month of March, 2006,52 cameras at 11 different locations throughout coastal northeast Miami-Dade 
County were installed to record 6 hours of the morning commute. One camera was mounted, per lane, at each of the 
screen lines in order to record the license olates that msed each screen line. The locations included 7 causeways 
and 3 key intersections along the AlA. Tnk cameras were mounted on sign posts and mc light poles.   he timing 
for the camera recordings was carefully chosen. The month of March was used because it is the peak time of the 
year for seasonal residents (second home-owners or tourists) to be in the community. The middk of the week is 
significant because most commuters are likely to take a Monday or Friday off to enjoy a longer weekend than on a 
Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday. The cameras recorded data during the morning hours from 6:30 to 12:30 to 
capture traffic during a rush hour period while the sun was up so that the cameras could read the license plates. 

A computer program was used to automatically read the license plates and entered them into a database. The data 
was then entered into a pmgram that automatically matched the license plates as they moved through the screen 
lines. The resulting information was a database of real life recordation of vehicle movement through the area that 
could be bmken down into meaningful, isolated patterns. Ultimately, all trips could be accounted for by calculating 
how many screenlines a vehicle passed through. 
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Description of Study Area 

The study area was divided into three zones for analysis purposes. 
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Zone 1 North Coastal Communities 
Golden Beach, Sunny Isles Beach, Haulover Beach and Aventura 
Zone 1 contains the County property encompassing Haulover Beach, and the communities of Sunny Isles Beach, 
Golden Beach and Aventura Zone 1 is connected to the City of North Miami Beach by Sunny Isles Boulevard and 
to the County by William Lehman Causeway. Zone 1 being the northern most zone in the study area is connected to 
the City of Hallandale Beach in Broward County by Collins Avenue (AIA) as it crosses 21Sth Street. County 2000 
population and employment projections show that Zone 1 contains 5 1,800 residents and 19,300 jobs. The employment 
in the zone is focused in one employment area The Aventura Mall area has 12,600 employees, which is about 65 
percent of the total employment in the zone. 

Figure 2-30 
Zone 1 
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Zone2 Mid Coastal Communities 
Bal Harbow; Bay Harbor Islands, Surjside, Miami Beach 
Zone 2 contains the area of Miami Beach known as North Beach and the communities of North Bay Village, Indian 
Creek, Surfside, Bal Harbour, and Bay Harbor Islands. Zone 2 is connected to the Cities of Miami and North Miami 
by the Kennedy Causeway and the Broad Causeway. The boundary between Zone 2 and 1 is just north of the 
Haulover Inlet Bridge. County 2000 population and employment projections show that Zone 2 contains 55,500 resi- 
dents and 11,700 jobs. The employment in the zone is focused in one employment area Bal HarbourBay Harbor 
Island has 5,400 employees, which is about 46 percent of the total employment in the zone. 

Figure 2-31 
Zone2 
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Tabla 2-5 
MPO Regional Model Trip Results 

for the Coastal Communities 
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The eastbound vehicles at the William Lehman Causeway generally stop in 
Zone 1. Approximately 80 percent of all inbound traffic at this location stops 
in the home zone (Zone 1). The 3 most prevalent movements were to Zone 1, 
Zone 2 and Screenline A. Meaning most of this traffic enters near their final 
destination, or leaves the network into Broward County, which is the next 
closest screenline. 
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Very similar to the othef Zone 1 mtianw locations, Eastbound traftio on 
S w y  Isles BauIevwd, generally stays in Zone 1. And yet again, the 4 most 
commmmovements end either in om of thezhreemne$orthwngh Screenib 
A (Broward County Line). Thus, entering the $ystem as close a possible to 
its final destination. 
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Eastbound traffic on the Broad Causeway follows suit with the previously 
mentioned Screenlines. The far most common movement is to stop in the 
home zone. The top movements in the location are Zone 2, one 3, and leaving 
on the same Broad Causeway. So once again, the traffic seems to be enter- 
ing the system at the causeway closest to its final destination. 
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The traffic on the JFK Causeway is similar to all eastbound traffic on cause- 
ways to the north of it. The main movement is to stop in Zone 2, or its home 
zone. The other top movements are to Zone 3, to leave back on the JFK 
Causeway, and to the Julia Tuttle Causeway. The movements to the Tuttle 
are most likely done in an effort to utilize a causeway that is more of a free- 
way style than that of the JFK. These movements are most likely being made 
by residents living on the islands located on the JFK Causeway and not likely 
being made by residents from the mainland. 
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Inbound Zone 2 traffic is generally coming from the 2 causeways located 
within the zone. Those being the Broad and JFK Causeways. The next level 
of contribution comes from Zone 1 and Zone 3 as well as somewhat signifi- 
cant traffic coming from Sunny Isles Boulevard. This shows that most east 
west traffic is from the 2 causeways in the zone, as well as some from Sunny 
Isles Boulevard which is the nearest causeway outside of the zone. The north 
south traffic is also again, coming from the other 2 zones, making it internal 
traffic to the system. 
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West bound trafiic on the William Lehman Causeway is coming almost exclu- 
sively from Zone 1, or the home zone. Near75 percent ofthe trips westbound 
on the Lehman are fiom Zone 1. The only other origins providing even the 
slightest bit of traffic are Zone 2 and Broward County. Again showing that 
traffic is generally dictated by the end of the trip that involves the Barrier 
Islands. 

I 
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INTRODUCTION 

This task represents an assessment of needs relative to traffic and mobility in the Northeast Miami Dade 
study area. The needs have been developed from the analysis of the collected data, which was originally 
presented in the second task of the study. The results of this will be the development of specific multi- 
modal projects designed to address the identified needs as presented from the analysis and the public 
involvement. 

To perform this task an analysis of individual roadway l ids,  intersections 
and corridors was undertaken. An explanation of the methodology for 

l each has been provided as well as a detailed overview of the Level of 
Service concept. Traffic performance was projected to 2015 and 2030 to 
provide an assessment of future system performance. For each analysis 
area, a description is provided of planned projects already existing in the 
Long Range Transportation Plan or Transportation Improvement Program. 
A description of typical roadway sections is provided, for each roadway. 
Additionally for l i i  and intersections that fall below LOS standards, 
where no improvements are currently planned physical improvements that 
would bring them into compliance are recommended. Eastlwest 
connectivity is discussed relative to seeking congestion relief either 
through a new comdor or modification of an existing one. 

Quality transportation planning can be characterized as a combination of art and science. This report 
attempts be accommodate both. The art is in deciphering what is wanted through intensive public 
involvement and one on one conversations. The sci 
determines what is needed through detailed analysis of 
data. The melding of these important components 
results in the list of projects developed to address the 
most important and impactfull issues and 
concerns in the study area. 
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SUMMARY 

This project examined general mobility in the Northeast Miami Dade County study area. As such, 
several levels of analysis have been undertaken, including a review of roadway links and intersections, 
as well as transportation corridors. 

The study area is made up of a series of eastlwest and noahlsouth comdors. The roadway network is 
best described as an interrupted grid. Few corridors traverse the entire study area From a noahlsouth 
perspective, three corridors carry the bulk of the system traffic and traverse the entire area. These 
include: 

1-95 
Biscayne Boulevard 
Collins Avenue 

THE COmADlNO GROUP 
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East I West mobility is characterized by five, comdors which connect 1-95 and Biscayne Boulevard: 
Ives Dairy Road 
Miami Gardens Drive 
1671163~ Street 
135'~ Street 
125' Street 

The mainland and barrier islands are connected by three causeways: 
William Lehman 
Sunny Isles 
Broad 

Of these eastfwest corridors only two connect the barrier islands directly with 1-95: 
1671163'~ Streets - Sunny Isles Boulevard 
12sm Street - Broad Causeway 

THE CORRADINO GROUP 
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Links 
Today the roadway l i  operate relatively well. Of the seventy-five roadway links analyzed, four links 
or 5 percent operate in a failing condition (LOS F). These include: 

West Dixie Highway between 171S'and 163rd 
Ives Dairy Road between 1-95 and Biscayne Boulevard 
159' Street between 6" Ave and 10" Ave 
15 lSC Street between 10" Ave and Biscayne Boulevard 

LEVEL OF SERVICE - 2007 

IIM.'-- 

Northeast Miami Dado Raffic flow Study 
LEVEL OF SERVICE - 2030 I 

LOS E 

Link Performance Over Time 
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The vast majority of the links, 
(62 of 75), or 82 percent operate 
at an acceptable LOS D or better. 
This situation will be reversed 
within the planning horizon. By 
2015, the number of failing links 
will double. The number of 
acceptable links will shrink to 55 
links (73%). By 2030 the 
number of failing links will 
increase to 23, going from six 
percent to 30 percent. Acceptable 
links will shrink to 34 or from 82 
percent to 45 percent of all links. 
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Intersections 
The intersections within the study area are in the same condition. Often it is the intersections which 
govern the overall feel of constriction in a network because they create the bottlenecks where traffic 
begins to slow. Eleven intersections were studied as part of this project. The worst conditions were in 
the PM peak hours. In 2007 all but one interseclion (US-1 & Miami Gardens Drive) operated better 
than LOS F, with seven of eleven or 63 percent operating at LOS D or better. By 2015 there is still one 
LOS F, but five of eleven or 45 percent will operate at LOS D or better. By 2030, the numbers will be 
reversed with 45 percent of the intersections operating at LDS F and only 18 percent (2 of 1 I) operating 
at LOS D or better. 

Intersection Performance Over Time 
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Corridor Flow 
Overall the Northern part of the study area is carrying much more volume than the southern part. As an 
example Ives Dairy Road carries over 4,500 trips in the PM peak hour, while 1 3 5 ~  Street, the southern 
most east/west comdor carries less than 1000 trips. 

Each corridor connecting 1-95 and Biscayne 
Boulevard has lesser volumes than the comdor to 

P its north. The same is true on Biscayne 
Boulevard. The volume on Biscayne Boulevard 
south of Ives Dairy Road is about 6,400 trips. 
This volume decreased by 65 percent at 125" 
Street south of Broad Causeway to 2,300 trips. 

The analysis of the links, intersections and 
comdors shows several interesting characteristics 
relative to overall traffic flow. The bulk of the 
traffic volume is in the northern part of the study 
area. This can partially be explained by the fact 
that the northern roads have more lanes, and more 
capacity, therefore more volume. While this is 
true because Ives Dairy Road and Miami Gardens 
both have six lanes, and 1671163~~ Street has 
eight lanes and both 135" Street and 125' Street 
have four lanes. Further analysis of vehicles per 
lane as an indicator of congestion shows that the 

northern roads are also most congested. Ives Road 
carries nearly 750 vehicles per lane, while the highest 
total vehicles per lane is on 135" Street at 445 vehicles 
per lane. Even the William Lehman Causeway has the 
highest vehicle per lane of any of the causeways at 
over 450 vehicles per lane. 

The intersection of 1 6 3 ~  Street and Biscayne 
Boulevard is the epicenter of congestion in the 
area. All roadway flows seem to maximize in this 
general area. It provides the most access and most 
ability to distribute to the regional network. 

Directional flow is generally balanced through the 
study area except in a few key locations. The reasons 
for this have everything to do with transportation and 
land use. The area in Aventura and along Biscayne 
Boulevard has the highest concentrations of both 
residential and commercial intensity. There is a home/work imbalance. It can be said that for the most 
part, Aventura residents don't work there and the employees in the area don't live there. There is a 
tremendous cross flow each day. Because of this cross flow of drivers, the northern part of the study 
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area exhibits a relatively balanced directional split. Biscayne Boulevard at William Lehman Causeway 
is balanced 47 percent north bound I 53 percent South Bound. The Causeway itself is a 50150 split. 

Directionality can be seen on a few 
corridors. For eastlwest corridors, there 
is a predominant PM westbound flow 
on the 1671163'~ Street I Sunny Isles 
Boulevard corridor. This is +-60 
percent westbound, +-40 percent 
eastbound between AIA and NE 2nd 
Avenue, where it balances. Conversely, 
there is a +- 60 percent eastbound, +-40 
percent westbound PM flow on 125 '~  
Street. For northlsouth flow, Biscayne 
Boulevard is highly directional +-60 
percent northbound, +-40 percent 
southbound PM flow between the 
Broad Causeway, and the 15 lS' Street 
area. Traffic seems to be converging on 
the center of the area on Biscayne 
Boulevard. North of 1631d Street the 
predominant flow is south. South of 
1631d Street the predominant flow is 

1 north, while the flow at that 163'~ 

I d.... 4. 1.m.t 
Directionality Street, Biscayne Boulevard intersection 

+- 50%150? lit +- 60%/40% Split is basically split evenly north and south, 
with the largest movement being from " - 

the barrier islands to the west. Half of those trips that approach the intersection from the east continue 
through in a westbound direction. Where this directional flow is taking place provides the best 
opportunity to enhance the corridors, without invasive projects which may require infrastructure where 
none exists today. 

Like the results of the coastal communities, it is shown that traffic does not distribute either on AIA or 
Biscayne Boulevard. It distributes on 1-95. Traffic generally enters and exits the Study Area on the 1-95 
connected corridor closest to their Study Area origin or destination. 

The ability to mitigate the situation of deteriorating service lies in the development of a diverse array of 
multimodal projects which address physical capacity, alternative modes and transportation policy. As 
these efforts are developed a phased approach is needed. This should organize projects in to short and 
long term implementation categories. 
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ANALYSIS 

Several aspects of the mobility system have been analyzed in this report. These include the roadway 
links, (the individual segments of roads between intersections); the intersections, and the corridors. The 
elemental aspects of the system are the l i i  and intersections, which combine to make corridors. 
Mobility on these is measured based on Level of Service. From the level of service analysis, overall 
flow was examined which looked at general origin and destination patterns along with directional splits. 

Level of Service 

Level of Service (LOS) is the measure describing operational of conditions of traffic based on various 
parameters. 

Roadway Level of Service 

The congestion on a roadway is measured using Level of Service (LOS). These values range from A to 
F and reflect different degrees of vehicular traffic congestion on a roadway, as well as the associated 
delays, operating speeds, degree of comfort, inability to change traffic lanes, etc. Level of Service A 
represents the best operating'conditions or a free-flow system with little or no delays. Vehicles are able ' 

to travel comfortably at the posted speed limits or 
slightly above for relatively long distances; LOS F 
represents the worst condition or a congested system 
with excessive delays, long vehicular queues at 
signalized intersections and forced vehicular flow at very 
low or "crawling" speeds. In general, a LOS C on a rural 
or local roadway is considered acceptable. When the 
LOS falls below C, the roadway becomes crowded and 
the mobility of the facility is degraded. A roadway with a 
LOS D, E or F should be analyzed to determine if 
improvements to add capacity a& necessary. Level of 
Service A. B and C are usuallv not easv to achieve on 
arterial and main collectors roidways in large urbanized areas l i e  Miami Dade County during peak 
hour traffic periods. Level of Service D and E are more typically accepted in large urbanized areas for 
these types of roadways. 
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Level of Service grades are not similar to school grades. Most governments prefer roads to be at LOS C 
or D. The State of Florida, and Miami Dade County have specific criteria for Level of Service. 
Acceptable Levels of Service vary from location to location, based on the concept of Concurrency, 
which dictates that serviceable levels of infrastructure must be in place at the time of development. To 
provide incentive for infill development on the County's eastern edge an intill area has been designated. 
Generally in the Mill Area an acceptable Level of Service is +-E with allowances based on proximity to 
various levels of transit. If a local government wants to have a higher level of service, they must build 
to maintain it. 

Table 1 - Roadway Level of Service 

Roadway Level of Service (LOS) 
Free l?ow conditions. Vehicles are unimpeded In their ability to maneuver 
within thetramc stream, Incidents and breakdowns are easilyabsorbed. 

Flow reasonably free. Ability to maneuver is slightly restricted. General level 
of physical and psychological comfort provided to drivers Is high. Effects of 
incidents and breakdowns are easily absorbed. 
Ffow at or near Free Flow Speed (FFS). Freedom to maneuver is noticeably 
resbicted. Lane changes mwe difkuil. Minor incidents will be absorbed, but 
will cause deterioration in service. Queues may form behind significant 
hl&ma 

Speeds begin to decllne with increasing Row. Freedom to maneuver is 
noticeably limaed. Drivers experience physical and psychological discomfort 
Even minor incidentscause queuing. trafRc sbeam cannot absorb 
disruptions. 

At capacity. Operations are volatile, virtually no usable gaps. Vehicles are 
cbselv s o a d .  Disru~fins such as lane chanaes can cause a disru~tion 1 
wave that propagates throughout the upstreamtramc flow. Cannot dissipate 
even minor disruptions, incidents will cause breakdown. 1 
I Breakdown or forced Row. Occurs when: tramc incidents cause a ternpora~y 
reduction in ca~acltv: at ooints of recumno conaestions such as meroe or I 
weaving segminIs:in f o k x 3  situations.proj&ed flow (demand) exceeds 

Roadway capacity is defined as the maximum traffic flow on a given roadway using all available lanes. 
Studies of roadways are used to determine the practical capacity of roads and streets; to provide a basis 
for changing traffic regulations, to establish priorities for street improvement; and to assist in future 
planning. A perfect road to a traffic engineer is one which has an excellent surface, zero grades, zero 
curves and no interference such as intersections, pedestrians or trees. Three factors determine the actual 
capacity of a road: physical characteristics of the road, characteristics of the traffic using the road and 
traffic controls used on the road. 

In order to perform the roadway capacity analysis utilizing the FDOT QualityILevel of Service 
Handbook, roadways must be categorized by jurisdiction (state or non-state); type (freeways, collectors, 
local roads); number of lanes, if they are divided or undivided and the number of signals per mile. 
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Figure 1 -Roadway Level of Service 
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Intersection Level of Service 
Traffic conditions at signalized intersections are evaluated using the 2000 HCM operations methodology 
for signalized intersections, which evaluates capacity in terms of the volume-to-capacity (vlc) ratio and 
evaluates LOS based on control delay per vehicle. Control delay is defined as the portion of the total 
delay attributed to the traffic signal operation including deceleration delay, queue move-up time, 
stopped delay, and final acceleration delay. The relationship between control delay per vehicle and LOS 
for signalized intersections is summarized in the table below. 

Table 2 - LOS for Signalized intersections 

I Level of Senrice (LOS) for Signalized Intetsections I 
Description of Traffic Conditions 

Insignificant delays: no approach phase is Fully utilized and no vehicle waits longer than one red indication. 
Progression is extremely favorable, and most vehicles arrive during the green phase. 

Minimal delays: an occasional approach phase is fully utilized. Drivers begin to feel restricted. Good ' lo to 20 
progression occurs. More vehicles stop than for LOS A, causing higher levels of average delay. 

Acceptable delays: major approach phase may become M y  utilized. Most driven feel somewhat restricted. 
Higher average delays result from fait progression. Individual cycle failures may begin to appear at this > 20 to 35 
level. The number of vehicles stopping is significant at this level although many still pass through the 
intersection without stopping. I 
Tolerable delays: drivers may wait through more than one red indication. Queues may develop but dissipate 
rapidly, without excessive delays. Longer delays may result from unfavorable progression and/or high > 35 to 55 
traffic volumes as compared to the roadway capacity. Individual signal cycle failures, where aU waiting 
vehicles do not clear the intersection during a siigle green time, are noticeable. I 

I Significant delays: volumes approaching capacity. Vehicles may wait through several cycles and long vehicle 
>55 to 80 queues from upstream. Higher delay values generally indicate poor progression, long cycle lengths, and high 

traffic volumes. Individual cycle failures are frequent occurrences. I 
Excessive delays: represents conditions at capacity, with extremely long delays. Queues may block upstream 
intersections. This condition is unacceptable to most drivers. Traffic arrives at a flow rate that exceeds the > 80 
capacity of the intersection. It may also occur at high volumes with many individual cycle failures. Poor I 

lprogression and long cycle lengths may also conuibute to such delays. I 
I Source: Highway Capacity Manual, Transportation Board, 2000 I 
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Analysis Methodology 
Vehicular traffic conditions within the study area were analyzed 
for the current year (2007) and forecasted for the years 2015 and 
2030. Traffic volumes and their corresponding Levels of Service 
were obtained for these years. The future years 2015 and 2030 
were selected because they conform to the forecasted years from 
the Miami Dade Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) 
adopted Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) and related 
roadway networks and documents. 

Links 
Level of Service for all roadways were obtained from the FDOT 
Quality/Level of Service Handbook Table 4-7 a copy of which can 
be seen in the Appendix. Figures 1 through 3 show 2007,2015 and 
2030 roadway projections and their respective level of service, and Table 1 is a summary of the three 
analyses periods. Further details on analyses can be found in the Appendix of this report. The results 
show that by 2030 many of roadways in the study area are at or over capacity. Therefore roadway 
capacity projects should be developed on a selective basis looking mainly at mitigating the worst 
conditions. 

Intersections 
The analysis of the intersections was performed in accordance with standard guidelines for tr&c 
studies. Traffic operations were analyzed using the capacity analysis methodology published in the 2000 
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM). Capacity analysis is a set of procedures for estimating the traffic- 
carrying ability of facilities based on operational conditions. 

The level of service analysis was performed using the Highway Capacity Software (HCS+) program. 
This is a Windows based traffic analysis computer program employing the HCM analysis procedures to 
evaluate trafltic operations at signalized intersections. The HCS+ software is very effective at evaluating 
traffic conditions at individual intersections. It reports control delay and performs the capacity analysis. 
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ROADWAY LINK ANALYSIS 

Existing Conditions Roadway Links Analysis - Year 2007 

For the existing condition analysis, traffic counts were obtained from the Florida Department of 
Transportation (FDOT) data base and from the MPO traffic volume networks. Additional 72 hour counts 
were taken at several locations. All counts were converted to average annual daily traffic (AADT) by 
using the appropriate factors from the FDOT data base. These counts as well as other adjusted traffic 
volume data available from the MPO highway traffic networks formed the basis for obtaining the traffic 
volumes and assessing current LOS for both daily and peak hour peak direction of travel on those 
roadways classified as arterials, collectors and main local roads. 

Forecasted Year 2015 and 2030 Conditions Analysis 

The year 2007 traffic volumes were projected to the years 2015 and 2030 using growth factors 
developed from the MPO's adopted Long Range Transportation Plan Model. 

Roadway Capacity Analysis Results 

Analysis tables were developed which depict traffic volumes, LOS as well as other roadway related data 
such as number of lanes, functional classification, etc. Maps were also developed which reflect the LOS 
for the selected roadways. 

As illustrated in Tables 2 and 3 and Figures 2 through 4, there are changes in the LOS for the majority of 
the roadways. The complete data sheets for each roadway are included in the appendices of this report. 
Examination of the tables and maps indicate that in general, roadway LOS will deteriorate throughout 
the study area with some exceptions due to programmed roadway widening or other transportation 
projects. Roadways segments currently operating at acceptable LOS yet expected to deteriorate to LOS 
E & F include: 

AlA/Collins Avenue between SR 826lSunny Isles and Broad Causeway 
SR 909lWest Dixie Hwy between County Line Road and SR826NE 163 Street 
NE 6 Avenue between Miami Gardens Drive and NE 125 Street 
SR 826iNE 167 Street between 1-95 and NE 10 Avenue 
NE 167 Street between NE 10 Avenue and NE 15 Avenue 
SR 91610pa Locka Boulevard between NW 7 Avenue and W Dixie Highway 
NE 12 & 14 Avenue between SR 826/NE 163 Street and W Dixie Highway 
NW 7 Avenue between Opa Locka Boulevard and NE 103 Street 
Highland Lakes Boulevard between County Line Road and Ives Dairy Road 
NE 171 Street between NE 15 Avenue and US- 1 IBiscayne Boulevard 
NE 159 Street between NE 6 Avenue and W Dixie Highway 
NE 15 1 Street between NE 10 Avenue and Bay Vista Boulevard 
Ives Dairy Road between 1-95 and Biscayne Boulevard 
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Of the 75 roadway links analyzed, l i  or five percent of the links operate in a failing condition or 
LOS F. These include: 

West Dixie Highway between 171st and 163rd 
Ives Dairy Road between 1-95 and Biscayne Boulevard 
159& Street between 6m Avenue and 1 0 ~  Avenue 
151" Street between 1 0 ~  Avenue and Biscayne Boulevard 

The vast majority of the links (62 of 75), or 82 percent operate at LOS D or better. 

This situation will be reversed within the planning horizon. By 2015, the number of failing links will 
double. The number of acceptable links will shrink to 55 links of 73 percent. By 2030 the number of 
failing links will increase to 23 going from six percent to 30 percent. Acceptable l i i  will shrink to 34 
or from 82 percent to 45 percent of all links. 

Roadway Performance (LOS D or Less I LOS E or 
Greater) 
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I Cities 
~ventura 0 my Harbor Islands 0 North Mlami sunny isles Beach I 
Bal Harbour 0 Golden Beach 0 North Mlami Beach I Surfside I 

Figure 2 - Critical Roadways 
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ble 2 -Roadway Capacity Analysis 
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Table 3 - Roadway Capacity Analysis Results (Continued) 
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Map NorthEast Corridor Traffic Flow Study 
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Figure 4 - Roadway 2015 LOS 
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LEVEL OF SERVICE - 2030 
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Planned and Proposed Roadway Improvements 

The first stage of this program seeks easily attained capacity improvements. A result of this analysis has 
shown that additional right of way for capacity is a limiting factor. The physical spatial capacity and 
trafic operations of a roadway network can be improved in several ways: 

Adding lanes to existing roads. 
Adding new roads. 
Widening intersections. 
Eliminating curb parking. 
Eliminating left and right turns. 
Improve signage and pavement markings. 
Relocating bus stops. 
Consolidating driveways. 
Traffic signal phasing and timing improvements. 
Traffic signal coordination. 
Reversible Lane Systems. 

Within the study area, there are already proposed transportation improvement projects ranging from 
roadway widening to the NE extension of Metrorail along the Florida East Coast (FEC) railroad corridor 
parallel to US-1 from downtown to northern Miami-Dade County. These are contained within the 
MPO's 2007 TIP and adopted Long Range Transportation Plan to the year 2030. The roadway 
improvement projects found in these documents are the listed in the table below. 

Table 4 - Planned Transportation Improvements 
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Map NorthEast Corridor Traffic Flow Study 
17 PlannedTransportation Improvements 

I TIP Projects I LRTP Projects 
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Figure 6 -Planned Improvements 
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INTERSECTION ANALYSIS 

The second, more limiting component of the roadway system is the intersection, which tends to produce 
the bulk of the congestion. The goal of this section of the study is to develop intersection improvements 
that can be quickly implemented; recognizing that there is a need to study further the multiple modes of 
travel within the road network, as well as, consideration of long term potential improvement projects. 

This section of the report analyzes the existing conditions of the eleven selected intersections. In the 
cases where the intersection is below the acceptable operation criteria, alternatives are presented which 
recommend operational or physical improvements. 

Project Study Intersections 

Eleven intersections within the study area were selected for evaluation. The intersections are listed in 
Table 5 below and depicted in Map 1 1. 

Table 5 -Study Intersections 

TraMic Control 

All intersections analyzed within the Study area are operated as semi-actuated (meaning they are 
controlled by in road sensors that provide minor movements with time if vehicles are detected). The 
signals along major corridors theoretically coordinated. The timing to evaluate the existing performance 
for the study intersections was obtained from Miami-Dade County Traffic Control Center. This data was 
used as baseline to compare proposed timing strategies. 

Traffc Volume 

Peak hour vehicular traffic movement counts were taken at the study intersections. All of the traffic data 
was gathered between the 1'' and 31d of May 2007 and can be found in the Appendix. These were 
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projected to the years 2015 and 2030 based on growth factors obtained from the Miami-Dade MPO 
Model. The result of the traffic data collected and the projections of these were used to calculate the 
level of sewice at each of the intersections using HCS+ software. Figures 6 and 7 depict the traffic 
volumes for the years 2007,2015 and 2030 respectively. The appendix contains the traffic count data. 

Intersections Analysis 

The existing and forecasted traffic volumes, geometry and signal timing plans served as input into the 
HCS+ software to evaluate the existing and future operating conditions of the study intersections. Once 
analysis was canied out, various field reviews were conducted to calibrate HCS+ model outputs. 

The intersections within the study area are generally operating in adequate condition. Often it is the 
intersections which govern the overall feel of constriction in a network because they create the 
bottlenecks where traffic begins to slow. Eleven intersections were studied as part of this project. The 
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worst conditions were in the PM peak hours. In 2007 all but one (Miami Gardens Dr / West Dixie Hwy) 
operates better than LOS F, with 7 of 11 or 63 percent of the intersections operating at LOS D or better. 
By 2015 there is still one LOS F but 5 of 11 or 45 percent will operate at LOS D or better, a decrease of 
18 percent. By 2030, the numbers will be reversed with 45 percent of the intersections operate at LOS F 
and only 18 percent ( 2 of 1 1) operating at LOS D or better. 

The eleven intersections were first analyzed with 2007 signal timing for both AM and PM peak hours. 
Growth rates were developed from the Miami-Dade MPO network volume assignment maps for the 
years of 2015 and 2030. Then traffic volumes for 2007 were projected to the years of 2015 and 2030. 
Planned roadway improvements (MPO's 2007 TIP and 2030 LRTP) were reviewed and included as 
applicable. The detailed intersection level of service calculation sheets are provided in the Appendix of 
this report. 

Table 6 -AM Peak Hour 

Table 7 - PM Peak Hour 
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Intersections normally operate at a worse Level of Service and with greater vehicular delays when 
compared with roadway segments between intersections. This is mostly due to the fact that large 
numbers of vehicles approach the intersection from two different intersecting roadways and the slowing 
effects from existing traffic control. For instance, if the intersection is controlled by a traffic signal, then 
during a particular signal phase, certain vehicular movements are required to stop, while others are 
allowed to go through the intersection; then at a subsequent phase, the movements previously stopped 
are now allowed to go through, while the others are then required to stop. Obviously, this creates 
additional delays when compared with a roadway segment. 

Examination of the Tables 6 and 7 clearly demonstrates how the LOS will deteriorate from existing 
conditions to the year 2015 and most notably in the year 2030. It was not surprising to see that during 
the year 2030; most of the intersections will be performing at poor LOS during both the AM and PM 
peak hour. 
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CORRIDOR ANALYSIS 

In addition to examining the specific links and intersections of the system, an evaluation of all the 
roadway corridors was undertaken to provide the perspective of overall traffic flow. From this the 
network can holistically examined, detailing general origins, destinations and flow patterns. As civic 
leaders look for congestion relief, each potential corridor and connection was reviewed. It is apparent 
that a new corridor can be costly, time consuming and politically unpalatable, as it likely will require 
neighborhood disruption or eminent domain. An infinitely less expensive and less intrusive option 
would be to utilize latent capacity on an existing corridor. Directionality of traffic was examined. The 
concept of reversible lanes or special use lanes to add capacity within an existing right of way can be 
further explored if a +- 60 percenff40 percent directional split is shown. There are at least three 
opportunities where this may be accomplished. 

Flow 
Examination of all the data previously presented in light of a corridor and areawide perspective tells 
much about overall flow, origins, and destinations in the study area. Flow was examined for east / west 
movement, north I south movement and across the causeways. 

The study area is made up of a series of easffwest and north south corridors. The roadway network is 
best described as an intempted grid. Few corridors traverse the entire study area. From a north / south 
perspective, three corridors carry the bulk of the systems traffic. These include: 

1-95 
Biscayne Boulevard 
Collins Avenue 

East / West mobility is characterized by five, corridors which connect 1-95 and Biscayne Boulevard: 
Ives Dairy Road 
Miami Gardens Drive 
1671163'~ Street 
135"Street 
125Ih Street 

The mainland and barrier islands are connected by three causeways: 
William Lehman 
Sunny Isles 
Broad 

Of these eastlwest corridors only two connect the barrier islands directly with I-95: 
1671163'~ Streets - Sunny Isles Boulevard 
125" Street - Broad Causeway 

Today the roadway links operate in a relatively good condition as the analysis of the roadway links and 
intersections detailed. The northern part of the study area is carrying much more volume than the 
southern part. As an example Ives Dairy Road carries over 4,500 trips in the PM peak hour, while 135" 
Street, the southern most easffwest corridor carries less than 1000 trips. 
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Volumes from north to south on each corridor that connects Biscayne Boulevard and 1-95. The same is 
true on Biscayne Boulevard. The volume on Biscayne Boulevard south of Ives Dairy Road is about 
6,400 trips. This volume decreased by 65 percent at 125" Street south of Broad Causeway to 2,300 
trips. 

Total Trips 
US-1 between 

ives Dairy and Lehman 
Cswy 

Lehman C s w  and Miami 
Gardens 

Miami Gardens and SR 826 
SR 826 and NE 151st 
NE 15lst and NE 135 

NE 135th and NE 127th 
NE 127th and NE 123rd 
NE 123rd and NE 115th 

NE 14th Ave 
NE 6th Ave 
NE 2nd Ave 

~irectional Total 
Northbound Southbound Split. Trips 

Trips I Percentage Trips I Percentage 52%148% NIS 34,078 
I I 

3006 47% 3343 53% 47%153% NIS 6,349 
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EasWest Movement 

The epicenter of northlsouth flow is along Biscayne Boulevard between Miami Gardens Drive and Ives 
Dairy Road. The bulk of the traffic volume is in the northern part of the study area. Directional flow is 
generally balanced through the study area except in a few key locations. This can partially be explained 
by the fact that the northern roads have more lanes, and more capacity, therefore more volume. While 
this is true because Ives Dairy Road and Miami Gardens have six lanes, and 1671163'~ Street has eight 
lanes and both 135" Street and 125'~ Street have four lanes. Further analysis of vehicles per lane and 
indicator of congestion shows that the northern roads are most congested. Ives Road cmies nearly 750 
vehicles per lane, while the highest total vehicles per lane is on 1 3 5 ~  Street at 445 vehicles per lane. 
Even the William Lehman Causeway, has the highest vehicle per lane of any of the causeways at over 
450. 

Areas with high directional split (60%140%) are appropriate for reversible lanes or special use lanes. 
Directionality can be seen on a hand full of corridors. For east/west corridors, there is a predominant 
PM westbound flow on the 1671163'~ Street I Sunny Isles Boulevard corridor. This is +-60 percent 
westbound, +-40 percent eastbound between AIA and NE 20d Avenue, where it balances. Conversely, 
there is a +- 60 percent eastbound, +-40 percent westbound PM flow on 125Ih Street. For north/south 
flow, Biscayne Boulevard is highly directional +-60 percent northbound, +-40 percent southbound PM 
flow between the Broad Causeway, and the 151" Street area. Traffic seems to be converging on the 
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center of the area on Biscayne Boulevard. North of 163'~ Street the predominant flow is south. South of 
1 6 3 ~  Street the predominant flow is north, while the flow at the 1 6 3 ~  Street, Biscayne Boulevard 
intersection is essentially split evenly north and south, with the largest movement being from the barrier 
islands to the west. Half of those trips that approach the intersection continue through in a westbound 
direction. Where this "counter clockwise" di i t ional  flow is taking place, provides the best 
opportunity to enhance the corridors, without invasive projects which may require infrastructure where 
none exists today. 

Interseetion Directional Splits 

The reasons for this have everything to do with the nexus transportation and land use. The area in 
Aventura and along Biscayne Boulevard have the highest concentrations of both residential and 
commercial density. There is a homelwork imbalance. It can be said that for the most part, Aventura in 
the area and the employees in the area don't live in the area There is a tremendous cross flow each day. 

Because of this cross flow of 
drivers, the northern part of the 
study area exhibits a relatively 
balanced directional split. 
Biscayne Boulevard at William 
Lehman Causeway is balanced 
47 percent northbound / 53 

I percent southbound. The 
Causeway itself is a 50150 split. 

Like the results of the Coastal 
Communities Transportation 
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Plan, it is shown that traffic does not distribute either on AIA or Biscayne Boulevard. It most likely 
distributes on 1-95. TrafEc generally enters and exits the Study Area on the 1-95 connected corridor 
closest to its Study Area origin or destination. This can be seen by the amount of volume lost between 
links in a north south direction. For instance, on northbound Biscayne Boulevard, nearly 1,350 vehicles 
approach the 125'~ StreetBiscayne Boulevard intersection headed northbound in the PM peak hour. Of 
these vehicles 85 percent or 1,154 continue north. The total traffic northbound out of that intersection is 
1,696. The additional 500 vehicles come from both the east and west. By the 135' Street I Biscayne 
Boulevard intersection on northbound Biiayne Boulevard, only 1,601 vehicles approach from the 
south. This means that nearly 100 vehicles got off of the road. The outbound to the north number of 
trips from that intersection equal 1790. Meaning that 189 trips entered northbound Biscayne Boulevard 
at that intersection. The northbound approach to 1 6 3 ~  Street and Biscayne Boulevard intersection from 
Biscayne Boulevard is 1362 vehicles. This means 428 vehicles exited the system between the 
intersections. But outbound northbound from that intersection Biscayne Boulevard carries 1637 trips, 
meaning that 275 trips entered from the east or west. Large blocks of traftic disappear off of the road 
between links, and even larger blocks of traffic enter at each intersection. This shows that vehicles are 
coming in to the system on the eastlwest road closest to their north / south destination. The northbound 
side of each Biscayne Boulevard intersection has more volume than the south bound approach. 

East I West Connectivity 
Of particular importance to the Mayor's Joint Task Force was identification of an additional east-west 
route to efficiently link US-1 with 1-95 in a way that minimized impact to the highly compact 
neighborhoods in the area. Currently, Ives Dairy Road, Miami Gardens Drive, N.E. 167'/N.~. 1 6 3 ~ ~  
Streets, N.E. 135' Street, and N.E 125' Street are the only roads that provide unobstructed connectivity 
and an interchange. It is felt that more roads with east-west connectivity would facilitate greater 
movements on the roads and less congestion in the overall system. One of the key traffic congestion 
issues is the lack of an efficient connection between US-1 and 1-95, Most of the routes that do travel 
east and west go through densely populated neighborhoods or are not continuous, i.e., they are blocked 
by a canal, park, or a neighborhood. As a result, people trying to get to 1-95 from the east have few 
choices. 
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To address the lack of east-west connectivity, bvo ii~~ues were examined, including the more efficient 
utilization of existing corridors through reversible or special use lanes, and development of a new 
corridor by making new connections where none exist now. Prelimbuy field rmnnaissanm of all 
comdoxs was undertaken. Directional splits were evaluated and possible connecting links in the area 
were examined. 

The corridors reviewed included: 

N.E. 19lS Street 
Miami Gardens Drive 
N.'E. 175' Street 
N.E. 167' Stre&/N.E. 1 6 3 ~  Street 
N.E. 159& street 

m N.E. 151' street 
N.E. 13sm Street 

Possibility dNew Corridors 
The following discussion reviews 
each corridor in greater detail. 
Following this discussion, an analysis 
of the overall characteristics of each 
is presented. 
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N.E. 191" Street 
N.E. 191St Street provides a generally continuous link from Dixie Highway to 1-95. The land use along 
most of the street is residential, with some areas with development only on one side of the street. One of 
the challenges in using this corridor as an efficient east-west connector are the abrupt turns such as 
shown below. 

Other challenges include the 
fact that there is no connection 
h m  US-1 to Dixie Highway. 
As a result there would have to 
be a connection built to create 
such a linkage. The other 
obstruction is the fact that there 
is no interchange with 1-95. 
Short of building a new 
interchange, a tunnel or bridge 
would have to be built to allow 
traffic headii  southbound to 
enter into the system (a canal 
bridge would also have to be 
built). Northbound traftic 
would likely have to be routed 
ria Miami Gardens Drive and 
l0rth. 

Miami Gardens Drive (N.E. 1815 N.E. 185", N.E. 186'3 
Miami Gardens Drive provides east 1 west connectivity between US-1 and 1-95. Like Ives Dairy Road 
further north, traftic is very heavy due to the heavy concentration of residential development along the 
corridor and the comme.rcial/retail development east of 22"d Avenue. This route has been identified for 
consideration for future widening. Nevertheless, the current high level of development (schools, high- 
rises, condominiums, etc.) may make such a project very expensive. 

N.E. 1 7 5 ~  Street 
This corridor, which is relatively straight with no turns, would rely on a connection from US-1 along 
172" Street to 20" Street and then left on 175" Street. On 175" Street the neighborhood is residential 
on both sides of the street. There is a canal (Glades) between N.E. 14' and N.E. 13" Avenues which 
would have to be bridged. West of the Glades canal, the street again passes through residential 
neighborhoods. It ends at the park at N.E. 6" Street. From there it continues to 1-95, where an 
interchange or other type of connection to feed into the interstate system would need to be built. 

N.E. 1 6 7 ~  / 1 6 3 ~  Streets 
N.E. 167" Street runs on a generally straight alignment from N.E. 22"d Avenue to 1-95. It traverses a 
mixture of residential and commercial areas. Coming from the west, the predominant traffic flow 
diverts just east of N.E. 8" Street onto 1 6 3 ~  Street where it continues on to Sunny Isles Beach and 
Miami Beach. Like Miami Gardens Drive, this route (N.E. 167 - N.E. 163) is heavily congested, 
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particularly in the 163'~ Street area and is not seen as a viable primary eastlwest route to offer M 1 c  
options in the area. Extending N.E. 167' Street (i.e., going straight along a corridor north of 163') 
could be an alternative. The two primary obstructions are the need to traverse the Glades Canal and the 
lack of a linkage with US-1. 

The connection to US-1 
could be avoided by 
making improvements to 
N.E. 22"* Avenue and 
routing traffic from US- 
1 north on 22nd Avenue 
to 167& Street via the 
163' StreeVSunny Isles 
Boulevard. connection. 

N.E. 159'~ Street 
N.E. 159' Street travels 
along a straight align- 
ment from N.E. 22nd 
Avenue to 1-95 where it 
ends at an intersection 
with a service road. The 
street passes through an 
almost exclusively resi- 
dential environment with 
houses on both sides of 

the street. The only obstructions are the lack of an immediate interchange at 1-95 and the need to create 
a viable connection to US-1. As an alternative, trafiic could be routed along N.E. 22" Avenue from 
N.E. 163fd/sunny Isles Boulevard. . 

N.E. 151'' Street 
N.E. 151" Street offers an existing linkage between US-1 and I-95. The only blockages to a continuous 
corridor are at the area near N.E. 3rd Street and the Biscayne Canal. Like the other corridors considered, 
there is residential development along both sides of the street which would need to be considered in any 
major roadway improvement. This corridor would also provide a linkage to the Florida International 
University (FW) campus. 

N.E. 135'~ Street 
Like N.E. 151" Street, N.E. 135' Street offers a continuous corridor between US-1 and 1-95 with an 
interchange at 1-95. Unlike 151" Street, the road already is bridged across the Biscayne Canal. There is 
a mix of residential and commercial land use along the road. 
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Development of an alternative east-west through route in any of these corridors that could effectively 
provide traffic relief throughout the system would impact residential and commercial neighborhoods. 
To understand at a preliminary level which of the routes should be considered for more detailed 
analysis, Table 3-1 we prepared. 

Table 3-1 

*Scores are h m  1 to 5 with 5 being best and I being worst 
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This preliminary analysis indicates that from the standpoint of creating an alternative eastlwest route that 
can move traffic from US-I and points east to 1-95 and have a beneficial impact to the entire 
transportation system the corridors to the south may provide the best opportunities. This would either be 
from the standpoint of simply creating projects that connect the dots (i.e., no major roadway 
improvements but rather constructing projects that facilitate a continuous connection) or from adding 
lanes and widening to a facility. 

N.E. 151'' Street and N.E. 1 5 9 ' ~  Street appear to be the best candidates. N.E. 1 3 5 ' ~  Street scores well but 
may be too far south to have a realistic benefit to the problem areas further north. 

Other Considerations 

The type of investment being considered on one of these corridors to create the transportation options 
desired will be significant. Clearly, design considerations will include minimizing impact on residential 
and commercial development (which also drastically escalates project costs). In the event a major 
improvement is considered (beyond for example putting a bridge over the canal but not any road 
widening to accommodate increased traffic), the corridor should be designated as a premium 
transportation corridor with sufficient capacity for autos, transit, and non-motorized uses. This will 
require significant investment in right-of-way. It should include transit and non-motorized 
considerations. 

Reversible Lanes 

Utilization of existing right of way to enhance corridor flow would be less invasive, less costly and 
faster to implement than the development of a new corridor. There is a potential that latent capacity 
exists on some of the corridors, particularly if there is high directional flow of traffic. Through the 
analysis conducted in this study, three primary corridors have arisen as candidates for reversible lanes. 
Others were evaluated. This list of candidate corridors within the study area where reversible lane 
systems may be considered was developed for preliminary assessment. A review of the projected 2030 
roadway traffic conditions illustrate that many of the major corridors will be operating at LOS E or 
worse. 

Reversible lanes provide an additional lane, but not through physically expanding the roadway right of 
way, but by utilizing a lane which is not significantly used for a particular period of the day. A 
reversible lane is a path on which the direction of traffic flow can be changed to increase roadway 
capacity during peak demand periods. Reverse-flow operation on undivided streets generally is justified 
where 60 percent or more of the traffic moves in one direction during peak periods, where the remaining 
lanes are adequate for the lighter directional traffic flow; when there is continuity in the route; adequacy 
to accommodate the reversible lane width; where there is no raised median and where left turns and 
parking can be restricted during peak hours. 

Reversible lane systems are a commonly implemented traffic operation and vehicular flow movement 
strategy. Used throughout the country, reversible lanes control traffic on congested arterials, tunnels and 
bridges by allocating additional roadway lanes to one direction or another by time of day thereby using 
the latent capacity of the road. This strategy is particularly effective when traffic volumes are directional 
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in nature and right-of-way is limited. Reversible lanes have the ability to address traffic congestion 
issues and make efficient use of available right-of-way. 

The Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) describes the reverse laning of roadways as "potentially 
one of the most effective methods of increasing rush-hour capacity of existing streets under the proper 
conditions." 

The practical reason in South Florida for using reversible lane systems (RLS) is to increase (as in the 
case of peak hour traffic and extraordinary events such as hurricane evacuation or major sport events) or 
maintain (as in the case of construction zones) capacity. It affords the flexibility of changing lane use to 
fit changing demand patterns and is best suited to routes in which it is not economically practical to add 
lanes, particularly on bridges, tunnels or those facilities where impacts to residential and for businesses 
would be insignificant. Preferably, capacity gains should be without significantly degrading the 
operational quality of the opposing direction. 

Through various resources, organizations such as ITE, the American Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Off~cials (AASHTO) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) have proposed 
warrant criteria for RLS as well as general practices to help it operate in a positive manner. 

Generally speaking, a ratio of major to minor directional traffic volumes of at least 2: 1 is recommended. 
AASHTO suggests that reversible operations are justified when "60 percent or more of the traffic moves 
in one direction during peak hours." However, smaller traffic volume ratios and directional percentages 
of less than 60 percent may support the use of reversible lanes if proven feasible by the appropriate 
detailed traffic engineering studies. 

Additional criteria to be taken into account include: 

Congestion and Bottlenecks (vehicular speed at less than half the posted speed limit for existing 
conditions or future year for at least two hours each commute period) 
Physical Factors (such as horizontal and vertical alignment, cross section, road density, and 
weaving sections) 
Transit Service 
Travel Patterns (accrued travel time savings) 
Available Space (ability to widen or modify roadway through minor changes in geometries) 
Connectivity (identification of critical links between segments of a system) 
Improvement in the roadway Level-of-Service (LOS) 

Potential advantages: 

Higher operational speeds 
Reduced travel time 
Better service in the direction where congestion warrants a dedicated lane treatment 
Improved LOS 
Lower cost when compared with roadway widening 
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Potential disadvantages: 

Removal of existing median, landscape, signs and drainage structures 
Greater police enforcement 
Greater need to monitor and quickly respond to incidents 
Potential for wrong way movements 
Additional cost associated with reversible roadway signs andlor signalization 
On-site personnel required to confirm proper deployment and closure, even if the traffic controls 
are automated. 
Potential prohibition of left turns during hours of operation 

Corridor by Corridor Analysis of Reversible Lane Potential 

NE 167thI163rd StreetISR 826. 
The segment of NE 167W163rd 
Street between NW 2nd Avenue 
and US-1JBiscayne Boulevard is 
six-lane divided with a 
minimum median width of 12 
feet, which may be conducive to 
reversible flow lanes. This 
section represents an important 
operating segment, providing 
important connection between 
the PalmettolI-95, US-1 and the 
barrier island communities, as it 
diuectly connects to the Sunny 
Isles Boulevard. This segment 
exhibits a directional split on the 
links between US-1 and SW 6th 
Avenue of between 61 percent 
and 57 percent westbound, and 
between 40 percent and 43 
percent eastbound in the PM 
peak hours. Implementation of a 
reversible lane may be difficult 
here because it requires left turn 
prohibition, which would 
present an impact to this heavily 
commercial area. Sunny Isles 

Beach Boulevard, connecting to the barrier islands to US-loperates at a 61 percent westbound, 39 
percent eastbound split. This direct link could be very efficient in traffic movement and mobility. 

Miami Gardens DriveISR 860. The segment of Miami Gardens Drive between 1-95 and US-1 may not 
be conducive to reversible lane operations as its traffic is very balanced at 52 percent westbound 48 
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percent eastbound. This road represents an important operating segment, providing a connection 
between 1-95 and US-I. The majority of the segment consists of a four-lane divided cross section with a 
minimum median width of 16 feet, presenting favorable physical factors. The segment appears to be 
congested in both directions during the peak hour which makes it not favorable for reversible lane 
implementation. Implementation of a reversible lane may be difficult due to location of businesses and 
schools requiring the need to provide adequate alternative routes (three consecutive right turns) if left 
turn is prohibited. 

Ives Dairy RoadISR 854 The segment of Ives Dairy Road between 1-95 and US-1 possesses conditions 
which may not be conducive to reversible lane operations. This exhibits a 55 percent145 percent 
westbound predominant split of traEc. It provides an important connection between 1-95 to US-I and 
the Aventura Mall. The majority of the segment consists of a four-lane divided cross section with a 
minimum median width of 12 feet, presenting favorable physical factors. However, due to the nature of 
reversible lanes which prohibits left turns it may not be feasible to implement as there is a need to 
provide alternate routes which will consist of three consecutive right turns. 

135th StreetISR 916 The segment of 135" Street between 14th Avenue and US-I possesses conditions 
which may be conducive to reversible lane operations. It exhibits a 69 percent131 percent eastbound 
split in the PM peak. This road represents an important operating segment, providing a connection 
between the US-I and the Opa-Locka Airport. It appears to be heavily congested in one direction with 
an existing continuous left turn lane in the center which makes it ideal for reversible flow lane 
implementation. Further detailed engineering studies would prove the feasibility of implementing a 
reversible lane system on this corridor. 

125th Street between 1-95 and US-1 may be conducive for reversible lanes. It exhibits a 59 percent141 
percent eastbound predominant splint in the PM peak hours. 

Biscayne BoulevardlUS-1 The segment of Biscayne Boulevard between NE 151st Street and NE 115th 
Street may be conducive to reversible lane operations. It exhibits between a 61% and 56% northbound 
predominance in the PM peak hours. The majority of the segment consists of an eight-lane cross section 
with a minimum median width of 12 feet. The largest negative relative to the implementation of 
reversible lane operations would be the number of turning vehicles that would have to cross the width of 
the road safely. 

NE 6 Avenue This segment of NE 6 Avenue between Miami Gardens Dr and NE 13th Street possess 
conditions which may not be conducive to a reversible lane system. It appears to be heavily congested in 
both directions. Yet it has an existing continuous left turn lane in the center which makes it ideal for 
reversible flow lane implementation. This road exhibits a 55 percent145 percent northbound pm peak 
split. 
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Transportation Demand Management Techniques 

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) is defined as the use of incentives, disincentives, and 
market management to affect travel behavior to shift to non-motorized and/or higher-occupancy modes, 
reduce or eliminate the need to travel, andor shift travel onto less congested routes. It represents 
policies that are consistent with federal surface transportation planning initiatives. TDM is also 
described as the art of influencing traveler behavior for the purpose of reducing or redistributing travel 
demand and used to mean the provision or expansion of alternatives to Single Occupancy Vehicle 
(SOV) travel, such as transit, bicycling, and walking. In recent years TDM has been targeted in federal 
legislation as potentially important pieces of the overall strategy to address congestion and air quality 
issues. 

TDM strategies include: 

Public mode support 
Employer-based support 
Pricing 
Telecommunications 
Land-use policies 
Public policy and regulations 

In our region these programs made available by the South Florida Commuter Services (SFCS). It is 
recommended that the municipalities included in this study area coordinate and implement TDM 
strategies, in partnership with the South Florida Commuter Services. 

Transportation Management Associations (TMA's), like SFCS are organizations that operate within a 
city, district or are made up of employers in a district or city. They are formed to assist in the planning 
and coordinating and implementing of TDM measures, and to provide the private sector with an 
organized means of providing input into public sector planning, decision-making, and project 
development. 

The goal of TMA's is synergistic, in that individual employers will be able to create more effective 
TDM programs by pooling their resources with other employers than they would be able to alone. 
TMA's are especially beneficial to their smaller members who are able to offer their employees more 
transportation options than they would be able to in isolation. 

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) can be grouped into three general categories: 

Alternative Transportation Modes 
Alternative Work Schedules and Sites 
Incentives and Disincentives 

Carpooling, an alternative to the single occupant automobile, is done between at least two people who 
desire to share driving duties and/or costs, using their own private vehicles. These are either arranged 
independently or with the assistance of a ride matching service. SFCS provides matching service in our 
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region. Often carpools are more formalized, to the extent that the vehicles are provided by an employer, 
a Transportation Management Association, a private contractor, or a public agency. 

Often the provider also assists in the creation of the carpools and the administration of the program, 
although in some cases the two tasks are handled by separate entities. This is more similar to 
vanpooling which is done with larger groups. These consist of 7-to-15 passenger vans which are used 
instead of automobiles. In general, vanpools are only used for longer commute trips due to time, cost, 
and convenience factors. 

Ridesharing 

The concept behind ridesharing is fairly straightforward; reduce the number of vehicles on the road by 
shifting drivers of single-occupant vehicles into multi-occupant vehicles, much like carpooling. In part 
because of this, ridesharing is the most widely utilized and most commonly recognized of all the TDM 
measures. The two oldest and most common forms of ridesharing are carpooling and vanpooling. 

Ride matching 

Ride matching is integral to ridesharing. Ride matching is a service that assists individuals in the 
creation or expansion of carpools and vanpools, and also provides information on vanpool and transit 
routes, and the location of park-and-ride lots. Such a service can be limited to a specific employer or an 
individual site, or it can be organized through a regional ride matching provider. The actual service can 
be as simple as a bulletin board or as complex as a GIS-based computer system. 

Walking and Bicycling 

Two of the most basic transportation modes which TDM measures try to encourage are bicycling and 
walking. People begin and end each trip as a pedestrian. In some areas within the study area, the urban 
environment precludes convenient walking and bicycle trips. These are frequently seen as hazardous. 
Many urban design and management techniques can be developed to make these trips more attractive. 
These include: 

Use of FDOT Livable communities initiative 
Colored and or textured crosswalks 
Sidewalks around individual sites 
Wide curb lanes for bicyclists 
Facilities to allow pedestrians and bicyclists to bypass natural and man-made barriers 
Off-road bicycle paths 
Designated bike lanes (with appropriate striping and signing) 
Sidewalks on both sides of arterial and collector streets 
Traffic control devices allowing pedestrians to safely cross at intersections 
Bicycle-sensitive loop detectors to enable bicyclists to trip trafic signals 
Showers and locker rooms at individual sites 
Adequate bicycle storage facilities at individual sites 
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High Occupancy Vehicles (HOV) Lanes 

Any vehicle carrying more than two occupants gets to bypass back-ups and cut commute time by using 
an HOV lane. HOV lanes re-open to all traffic during non-commute hours. 

High Occupancy Toll (HOT) Lanes (Express Lanes) 

Similar to High Occupancy Vehicle lanes, the High Occupancy Toll lanes allow vehicles to bypass 
congestion by using a special use lane which is tolled. The toll is generally set to maintain a certain 
preferred level of service. For instance to maintain a level of service C in the off peak hours the toll may 
be low. To do so in peak hours the tolls would rise until the number of vehicles willing to pay to use the 
lanes matched the number and speed of LOS C on that facility. These facilities are often excellent 
opportunities for Bus Rapid Transit. Transit buses are allowed to ride free. 

Land Use Techniques 

Land use and transportation cannot be separated. Transportation inadequacies are symptomatic of land 
use decisions, and vice versa. Land use techniques that enhance the viability of alternative modes center 
primarily around zoning requirements to encourage high density, mixed-use development that is easily 
accessible to transit, and provides quality bicycle, pedestrian, and transit links between homes, shops, 
and jobs. 

Alternative Work Schedules and Sites 

Alternative work schedules (AWS) is a TDM technique that seeks to relieve congestion by shifting the 
hours an employee reports to and leaves work. The types of AWS are: 

Compressed Work Week 

Employees work more hours per day, but work fewer days per week. The most common programs 
involve employees working four 10-hour days in a one week period, or working 80 hours in nine days 
during a two-week period. 

Flextime 

Employees are allowed to set their own workday start and finish times, provided that they work an 
agreed upon number of hours. Generally, employees are required to be at work during a "core" period 
each day (for example, between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.). 

Telecommuting 

Employees are enabled to work at a location other than their conventional office, in order to reduce or 
eliminate their normal commute. The most common alternative site is the employee's home, although in 
some cases "satellite" work offices are also used. Additional costs associated with telecommuting from 
an employee's home may be covered entirely by the employer, entirely by the employee, or jointly 
between the two. Costs may include computer hardware and software, additional phone lines, and utility 
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costs. Telecommuting is most often applied on a part-time basis, with the majority of participants only 
telecommuting one or two days per week. 

Staggered Work Hours 

Employees' work times are staggered in such a way that their arrival and departure times are spread over 
a longer period of time. 

Incentives and Disincentives 

These are measures which motivate people to use a particular mode. Incentives generally focus on the 
cost and convenience of particular items. 

Parking Management 

The availability and cost of parking are key factors underlying travelers' choice of travel mode. In short, 
if parking is expensive and scarce, individuals will be more likely to select alternative modes of 
transportation such as transit and ridesharing. A range of methods to alter parking supply and costs 
involving both the public and private sector are available. Measures that can be used by municipalities 
include: 

Establishing differential parking fees at public parking facilities, based upon the number of 
vehicle occupants, with single-occupant vehicles paying the highest fee. 
Reserving the most desirable parking locations at public parking facilities for high occupancy 
vehicles. 
Installing on-street parking controls (meters, timed zones, neighborhood preferential parking). 
Imposing parking pricing through regulations. 
Placing controls on the amount of parking built and operated in an area. 
Altering parking codes to discourage oversupplying parking. 
Giving High-Occupancy-Vehicles (HOVs) priority in constrained parking situations. 
Eliminating or monthly discounts favoring long-term commuter parking. 

Transportation Allowances and Other Financial Incentives 

In order to encourage the use of transportation alternatives, a number of different incentives are 
available. The majority of such incentives are usually provided by employers and developers; however, 
there are several incentives that can be provided by the public sector. Employer-based incentives 
include the following: 

General Transportation Allowances 

Employer provides each employee with a fixed amount of money to cover their transportation costs, 
regardless of the commute mode which is selected. Parking fees are generally increased in combination 
with the allowance in one of two ways: Parking fees are increased by an amount equivalent to the 
allowance. In this way, individuals are provided with an incentive to use a transportation alternative, yet 
they are still not penalized for driving. Parking fees are increased by an amount greater than the 
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allowance. In this way, individuals are penalized for driving, while users of alternatives are not. Often 
the excess revenue which is collected from single-occupant-vehicles (SOV's) is used to help fund the 
allowance program. 

Targeted Transportation Allowances 

Employer provides those employees who travel by selected modes with a set amount of money to cover 
their transportation costs. The most frequently used allowance is a free or reduced-cost transit pass, 
although in some cases the allowance is broadened to include carpooling, vanpooling, bicycling, andfor 
walking. 

New Vanpooler Benefits 

In order to attract new vanpoolers, employers cover all or part of the fares for the first several months of 
usage. 

Miscellaneous Financial Incentives 

Employer provides those employees who travel by selected modes with incentives which, although they 
are not a direct payment, still provide a financial benefit to users of alternative modes. Examples 
include: 

Allowing the use of fleet vehicles for ridesharing. 
Providing free or discounted fuel for pooling vehicles. 
providing free or discounted maintenance i d  repair for pooling vehicles. 
Providing free or discounted equipment for users of alternative modes. - 
Awarding additional vacation timi to users of alternative transportation modes. 

Financial incentives under the control of public agencies include: 

New Vanpooler Benefits 

In order to attract new vanpoolers, a local agency pays for all or part of the vanpool fares for the first 
several months of usage. 

HOV Facilitiesmark-and-Ride Lots 

HOV facilities serve as an incentive for people to use buses, carpools, and vanpools by providing travel 
time savings to them. Generally, an HOV lane is available to buses and vehicles with 2 or more 
occupants, although in some cases it is limited to buses only. Such facilities are generally oriented to 
serve the downtown core of a metropolitan area along radial corridors, and are focused on downtown 
oriented work trips. In many cases the facilities are in operation only during the morning and afternoon 
peak periods. 

THE CORRADINO GROUP 
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Transit Fare Incentives 

A local agency provides employers with the opportunity to purchase transit passes at reduced fees, 
which the employers then provide to their employees for a free or reduced price. 

Park-and-Ride lots are often developed in conjunction with HOV facilities, although they are also used 
in areas that do not have a designated HOV facility. In general, park-and-ride lots are developed to 
serve as a collection point for individuals using HOV modes such as transit, vanpooling, and carpooling. 

Pricing Measures 

Pricing measures related to TDM can be classified under one of the following three categories: 

General Tolls: Flat fees that users of a transportation facility are charged regardless of the time of 
day that the facility is used. The same fee is enforced throughout the day. 
Congestion Tolls: Variable fees that users of a specific transportation facility are charged that are 
dependent upon the time of day that the facility is used. 
Generally, congestion tolls are set at a relatively high level during peak periods, and are set at a 
very low rate (or eliminated altogether) during off-peak periods. 

Area Wide Pricing Measures 

Congestion tolls that motor vehicle users are charged for entering a congested zone, regardless of the 
facility that is utilized. Of these measures, only general tolls have been used extensively to date. 
However the primary reason for using tolls on such facilities is not to manage transportation demand. 
Instead, the major impetus for using tolls to date has been to provide another means to finance a facility 
that otherwise may not have been built. Congestion tolls and area wide pricing measures have been 
studied and proposed for implementation in several areas of the United States over the past 25 years. 
Some have been successfully implemented in California and Texas, while others have not due primarily 
to public opposition. 

Trip Reduction Ordinances (TRO's) 

Trip reduction ordinances (TRO's) are local, regional, or state regulations requiring developer and 
employer participation in the implementation of TDM. TRO's can be applied based on a variety of 
different criteria, including number of employees, size of development, type of development, and motor 
vehicle trip generation. In most cases, the key component of the TRO is the creation and implementation 
of a TDM plan. Generally, TDM plans must include a description of what measures will be used to 
meet the requirements of the TRO, and a timetable for implementing the TDM program. Once an initial 
plan has been developed, it is then reviewed and updated on a regular basis by a regulatory agency. If 
the review shows the plan is not meeting the requirements of the TRO, further action is often required. 
The enforcement of TRO's can vary widely, from no penalties at all (in voluntary programs) to a scale 
of fines for failing to meet the requirements of the TRO. Generally, fines are not assessed if an entity 
fails to meet trip reduction requirements. In most cases, punitive action is taken only if an entity fails to 
make a good- faith effort to meet the requirements of a TRO. 
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Complementary Incentives 

Although the measures described above are generally regarded as the most effective means of 
encouraging the use of transportation alternatives, several other TDM measures are also often identified 
as playing a complementary role, primarily by addressing the reasons individuals frequently give for 
using SOVS. These measures include: 

Providing fleet vehicles for at-work trips, in order to offset the need to drive a personal vehicle to 
work for work-related use during the day. 
Providing shuttle service between multiple sites of an individual employer, to offset the need for 
a personal vehicle to make at-work trips between sites. 
Providing on-site day care, to offset the need for a vehicle to pick up and drop off children before 
and after work. 
Providing midday shuttle service to nearby activity centers, to offset the need for a vehicle to 
run errands or go to lunch over the noon hour. 
Establishing a guaranteed ride home program, to offset the need for a vehicle should an 
employee need to leave work during the day in the case of an emergency or should they need to 
work overtime. 

All of these complementary measures are in most cases primarily the responsibility of an individual 
employer or a Transportation Management Association. 

Control of Truck Movements 

Trucks can be major contributors to congestion and air pollution problems in urban areas, particularly 
during peak travel periods. Because of this, methods of controlling and directing truck movements are 
often explored as one means to address congestion and air quality problems. Such methods include 
techniques such as incident management programs, adjustments in sign placement, and variable message 
signs. In addition, other techniques that have been explored but not implemented in other parts of the 
country include: 

Requirements that businesses do most of their shipping and receiving at night when there is 
generally excess capacity is available. 
Bans on truck travel on freeways during peak periods. 
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South Florida Commuter Services 

South Florida Commuter Services acts as a large Transportation Management Association, (TMA) for 
our region. Among the services provided by TMA's are: 

Vanpools; 
Ride matching; 
Coordination of alternative work schedules; 
Guaranteed Ride Home programs; 
Promotion and marketing of TDM strategies; 
Shuttle services between work sites and commercial areas. 

South Florida Commuter Services (SFCS) is a regional commuter assistance program funded by the 
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) providing assistance to commuters and businesses in 
Miami-Dade, Broward and Palm Beach Counties. This program was established to increase the use of 
alternative modes of transportation by offering South Florida employers and their employee's 
alternatives to driving to work alone. SFCS provides free assistance to employers that would like to 
implement transportation solutions within their company. There are several TDM initiatives that are 
offered for organization by SFCS. It is important to note that TDM is most potent and flexible, given 
that local municipalities and the private sector are able to use resources as they see fit. The will or 
incentive to do so becomes integral to the success of each program. SFCS provides free assistance to 
employers in the tri-county area that would like to implement transportation solutions at their company. 
Programs offered include: 

Work Plan Needs Assessments & Program Development 

SFCS Outreach Coordinators assist employers with conducting on-site analysis of the work-site and 
employee commuting habits and behaviors to establish tailored strategies to meet the needs of the 
employer and employees. 

Carpooling Programs 

SFCS will create a Zip Code Analysis identifying clusters of possible carpools. The state ride matching 
software can match employees commuting patterns with those people who live and work near them and 
commute at the same time. 

Vanpooling Programs 

A vanpool is a group of 5-15 individuals sharing the ride and commuting costs to get to work. SFCS can 
provide a fully insured van, offer employees a flexible month-to-month lease, and provide a subsidy 
toward the operating expenses of the van, all at no cost to employers. 

Emergency Ride Home (ERH) 
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SFCS gives employees a "commuter insurance". Commuters who carpool, vanpool, bike, use transit, or 
walk get a kee taxi ride in the event of an emergency or unscheduled overtime. Registered users receive 
up to six tkx taxi rides per year. 

Employer Tax Benefits Assistance 

There are several ways an employer can save on taxes by offering employees benefits that encourage 
commuting to work by vanpooling or using transit. SFCS can provide employers with information on 
these programs and assistance in implementing them at the worksite. 
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Transit 

Another important aspect is the assessment of existing transit service and identifying potential 
improvements such as increasing transit service frequency, new or modified bus routes, feasibility of 
providing a local transit circulator among others. 

The table below shows (highlighted in yellow) the existing bus routes serving the study area with their 
average weekday boarding and peak period headway. Subject to further detailed studies; it is 
recommended that where the average weekday boarding is 2000 passengers or more, the peak period 
headway be no more than 20 minutes. 

North East Corridor Trafflc Flow Study 
Existing Transit Service 

Principal Roadways Sewed 

iscayne Blvd., NE 171 St, NE 15 Ave, NE 167 St, NE 12 Ave, N 
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CONCLUSION 

The interrupted grid network functions well now, but will deteriorate significantly through the planning 
horizon. Roadway segments, intersections and corridors will exhibit heightened congestion as time goes 
by. The ability to mitigate the situation lies in the development of a diverse array of multimodal projects 
which address physical capacity, alternative modes and transportation policy. From the perspective of 
physical capacity the needs to be addressed are focused on individual roadway segments, and 
intersections as well as the examination of new corridor development by connecting missing links in the 
system, or by more efficiently using the existing corridors to accommodate flow. Relative to alternative 
modes, a higher use of transit and transit incentives needs to be examined, located and provided. 
Policies that link transportation and land use, as well as attempt to make positive impacts on how and 
when people travel are going to be needed. As these efforts are developed some will be easier to 
implement, either by having greater support, requiring less study, requiring less money or being less 
intrusive. A phased approach is needed, organizii projects in to short and long term implementation 
categories. The next task: Identification of Multimodal Projects, will address these needs with 
individual projects stemming h m  the public involvement and analysis portions of the study. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report presents the results of Task 4: Development of Potential Projects. This multimodal list of 
projects is intended to address the deficiencies in the transportation system identified in the prior work 
conducted for the study. The projects listed in this section were developed as part of a multi-tasked 
process that included input from all levels during the public involvement process as well as data 
analysis, examination of existing resources, and understanding of long range planning efforts. The 
recommendations are holistic in nature, a general discussion of the roadways, intersections, corridors, 
transit and policy initiatives has been provided. It includes reviewing reversible or special use lanes, 
short term capacity projects, alternative modes of transportation, and transportation demand 
management techniques. 

Northeast Miami-Dade County experiences traffic congestion and resulting impacts throughout the day. 
Some of the county's most densely populated and highest traffic volume areas are contained in this area. 
The Northeast Miami-Dade Mayors Joint Task Force is particularly interested in identifying multi- 
modal long-term transportation improvements to accommodate future growth in the area while 
protecting and enhancing mobility, economic prosperity, and quality of life. 

Prior work on this study has included two reports including: Task 2: Data Collection and Analysis and 
Task 3: Needs Assessment. Together, these reports provide a thorough analysis and a solid basis for the 
development of a multi-modal list of projects that will comprise the Northeast Miami-Dade Traffic Flow 
Study. 

The following projects have been identified through both the art and science of transportation planning. 
This attempts to understanding what people want (the art) through the public involvement process, and 
what the area needs (the science) through the transportation engineering and planning analysis. Those 
projects that match relative to wants and needs are most eligible for further development and represent a 
"project bank," that will form the core of the sub-regional plan that will have in the implementation plan 
will determine near-term, mid-term, and long-term horizons. The plan attempts to utilize projects in . 
these implementation horizons as incremental steps to the development of a mature transportation 
system. As this is a sub-regional plan, there are few issues that any individual city is in sole control of. 
The cities in Northeast Miami-Dade are influenced by regional issues that can best be dealt with at a 
regional level. Many of these issues are in the ultimate control of either the County, or the Florida 
Department of Transportation (FDOT). 

Not enough capacity exists in any one mode of transportation to satisfy the all need alone, yet if a 
variety of modes were effectively utilized, providing traveler's alternatives, the system would function 
in an improved manner. The ability to implement greater physical capacity is limited. There are 
opportunities to make major impactfull gains in the area of transit. 
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It is important to understand the travel patterns in the area, and build a multimodal transportation system 
that effectively responds to them. This effort begins by looking at the roadway issues, and attempts to 
maximize the potential that exists within the existing rights of way. It explores where new linkages can 
be made and where efficiencies in the existing utilization can be taken advantage of. Bottlenecks in the 
form of intersections will be addressed either by operational or signal improvements. From a mass 
transit perspective this starts with the existing bus transit system, by reevaluating it then restructuring it 
appropriately so that, over time it will look and behave like the future system it will eventually become. 
It is not enough to focus on the future development of rail projects, but to build to those goals through 
the incremental reformation of the existing system. Initially, route consolidation being planned by 
Miami Dade Transit will be important, transforming the many similar routes in to fewer "super routes" 
from which to connect other aspects of the system at logical nodes. The route structures need to be 
simplified, creating linear routes more similar to that of rail transit. This improved operational 
efficiency is important so that the bus routes function as a reaction to the local needs. As the increase 
functional efficiency and effectiveness of the route system is enhanced, a major emphasis should be 
placed on attracting more "choice" riders. In that sense transit amenities need to be put on the buses, 
stops and stations. Additionally the marketing of the system needs to be enhanced. Over time the 
system needs to present a more state of the art, polished rail-like look, feel and customer interface. This 
plan encourages governments to be open to reevaluating and potentially reprioritizing mass transit needs 
county wide to more accurately service the need, and to manage growth by actively measuring the 
impact of various types of development and coordinating land use policies with neighboring 
jurisdictions. Policy initiatives focused on Transportation Demand Management techniques, such as ride 
sharing, flexilile work hours, intelligent transportation systems, and other methods by which to more 
flexibly use the mobility system and provide incentives for the use of alternative modes should be put in 
place. It is incumbent on each community to focus on measurable transportation goals, such as modal 
split. These should be evaluated in their current state, and periodically measured to track performance. 
The ultimate goal of a more balanced mode split can be achieved by lessening the dependence on the 
automobile, through the provision of viable alternatives. 

The transportation system, left un-treated will create economic consequences, symptoms of which are 
already being experienced. Transportation is but one aspect, yet cumulatively, the lack of mobility, lack 
of affordable housing, deteriorating water quality and quantity, as well as skyrocketing property taxes 
and insurance rates, are fast draining the viability from our communities. 

Project Types 
Projects have been developed in three categories and are organized into short term or long term efforts 
in order to address the entire transportation system. These include: 

o Physical Capacity 
o Alternative Mode 
o Policy 
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Some improvements are already planned for the area. The Miami-Dade Metropolitan Planning 
Organization foi the Urbanized Area in its Long Range 
Transportation Plan (MPO - LRTP) and the 2007 
Transportation Improvement Program (MPO -2007 TIP) 
contain several improvements and are depicted in Table 1 .  

Table 1 -Scheduled and Proposed Improvements 

Project htersccrion Propoaed Impwemenu 

11 S R 8 2 6 & N W 2 A V B  North Mimi &ach 1\5-43 i\dd 3rd BBLT & EBRT Lane SBR ONLY & a shared SB'I'L. and 
mabg 22NBL, NBT and a 
 had NBTR 
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Project Listi 

Physical Capacity Projects 
1. Intersection Level of Service Improvements (Short Term, 1-5yrs if no ROW is needed) 

1.1. West Dixie Highway @ Miami Gardens Drive 
1.2. Biscayne Boulevard @ William Lehman Causeway 
1.3. 2nd Avenue @ 167'~ Street 
1.4. 163'~ StreetrSiscayne Boulevard grade separated interchange 

2. Traffic Signal Operations (Short Term, 1 - 5 yrs) 
2.1. Biscayne Boulevard @ 163'~ Street 
2.2. West Dixie Hwy @ 1 6 3 ~  Street 
2.3. loth Avenue @ 167Ih Street 
2.4. 10" Avenue @ 1631d St 
2.5. Biscayne Boulevard @ 12sth Street 
2.6. Biscayne Boulevard @ ~ 3 5 ' ~  Street 
2.7. West Dixie Hwy @ 135'~ Street 
2.8. Signal Coordination 
2.9. Traffic Loop Detector Repair 

3. Link Level of Service Improvements (Short Term, 1-5yrs if no ROW is needed) (Long Term 5 - 15 
Yrs if ROW is needed) 
3.1. loth Avenue between 15 1'' Street and Miami Gardens Drive 
3.2. 16' Avenue between US-1 and 135' Street 
3.3. 1 4 ~ ~  Avenue between 163& Street and 135'~ Street 
3.4. 151S' Street between loth Avenue and US-I 
3.5. 159" Street between 6' Avenue and West Dixie Highway 
3.6. 171StStreet between isth Avenue and US-1 
3.7. 19Ih Avenue between 1 0 3 ~  Street and Miami Gardens Drive 
3.8. Collins Avenue between Harbor Way and Bay View Drive 
3.9. West Dixie Hwy between 163'~ Street and County Line Road 
3.10. Highland Lakes Boulevard between Ives Dairy Road and 125Ih Street 

4. New Corridor Connections (Long Term 5 - 15 yrs) 
4.1. 1591h Street 
4.2. 151StStreet 

5. Reversible Lane Studies (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
5.1. 1671163~ Streets 
5.2. 135' Street 
5.3. Biscayne Boulevard between 125Ih Street and 151'' Street 

6. School Board Coordination (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
6.1. Relief of Congestion Related to School Loading on Ives Dairy Road and Miami Gardens Drive 
6.2. Work with School Board to minimize traffic impact to Sunny Isles Beach School BB-1 
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7. Direct Connection Between William Lehman Causeway and Aventura Mall (Long Term, 5-15 yrs) 
8. Improved Directional Signage Throughout Area (Short Term, 1-5yrs) 
9. North Miami Avenue Consistent 4 Lane Section North and South of 105" Street (Long Term, 5-15 

yrs) 
10. Implement Aventura Biscayne Boulevard Intersection Modifications (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 

Alternative Mode Projects 
I. Study Biscayne Boulevard Corridor for Higher Level Transit Potential (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
2. Reformation of Transit Routes in the Study Area Based on MDT Comprehensive Bus Operations 

Analysis and Coastal Communities Transportation Master Plan (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
2.1. Decrease bus headways 

3. Support 1-95 Bus Rapid Transit (Managed Lanes) (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
4. Link Municipal Shuttles (Immediate) 
5. Adopt Mode Split Goals in Comprehensive Plans (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
6. BRT on Collins Avenue (Long Term, 5-15 yrs) 
7. Coordinate Municipal Circulator Transit Routes with MDT (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
8. 163'~ StreetJBiscayne Boulevard Intermodal Center (Long Term, 5-15 yrs) 
9. Ensure Appropriate MDT Bus Operations to Sustain Pedestrian Friendly Environment on West 

Dixie Highway and 151h Street (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
10. Attract Choice Transit Riders (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 

10.1. Special use lanes evaluation 
10.2. Enhanced transit amenities 
10.3. Fuel efficient buses 
10.4. Better transit marketing 
10.5. Use smaller buses 

Policy Projects 
1. Shift County Transit Priorities to Biscayne Boulevard Corridor (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
2. Develop Northeast Miami-Dade Traffic Impact Fee (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
3. Provide Incentives for Transportation Demand Management Participation (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
4. Municipal Transportation Coordinator (Immediate) 
5. Further Develop Intelligent Transportation Systems (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
6. Coordinate Municipal Land Use Policies Along West Dixie Highway and Biscayne Boulevard 

(Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
a. West Dixie Highway Charrette 
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PHYSICAL CAPACITY PROJECTS 

Little opportunity to gain large scale impacts exists relative to the implementation of physical capacity 
within the existing right of way. The right of ways are almost totally built out; therefore this set of 
projects generally attempts to make minor adjustments to the network, although more elaborate long 
term physical enhancements have been suggested. While several roadway segments would be operating 
at poor LOS, it is not generally feasible to add new lanes. Most of the roadways do not have the 
available right-of-way (ROW) to effectively accommodate additional lanes for the typical sections 
shown in Figure 5. They are also fully developed with extensive amount of businesses and residential 
uses surrounding them. Increasing the number of lanes could not only be costly in terms of acquiring the 
ROW, but would create significant impacts to both the residential and business interests. Implementing 
reversible flow lanes may be a viable option to increase the capacity of the roadways without ROW 
acquisition. This is examined in greater detail. Many of the roadways in the network present favorable 
physical features for enhancement, but there are operational and socio-economic factors that may not 
make them feasible to implement. Therefore, it is prudent to consider multimodal options, addressed 
through the transit and policy projects. 
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Physical Capacity Projects 
11. Intersection Level of Service Improvements (Short Term, 1-5yrs if no ROW is needed) 

11.1. West Dixie Highway @ Miami Gardens Drive 
11.2. Biscayne Boulevard @ William Lehman Causeway 
11.3. 2nd Avenue @ 167" Street 
11.4. 163* StreeUBiscayne Boulevard grade separated interchange 

12. T S I C  Signal Operations (Short Term, 1 - 5 yrs) 
12.1. Biscayne Boulevard @ 163* Street 
12.2. West Dixie Hwy @ 163* Street 
12.3. loth Avenue @ 167" Street 
12.4. 10" Avenue @ 163* St 
12.5. Biscayne Boulevard @ 125" Street 
12.6. Biscayne Boulevard @ 135" Street 
12.7. West Dixie Hwy @ 135" Street 
12.8. Signal Coordination 
12.9. Traffic Loop Detector Repair 

13. Link Level of Service Improvements (Short Term, I-5yrs if no ROW needed) (Long Term 5-15 
Yrs if ROW needed) 
13.1. 10" Avenue between 151" Street and Miami Gardens Drive 
13.2. 161h Avenue between US-I and 13.5'~ Street 
13.3. 141h Avenue between 163* Street and 135" Street 
13.4. 151St Street between loth Avenue and US-1 
13.5. 159" Street between 6" Avenue and West Dixie Highway 
13.6. 171St Street between 15'~ Avenue and US-1 
13.7. 19" Avenue between 103* Street and Miami Gardens Drive 
13.8. Collins Avenue between Harbor Way and Bay View Drive 
13.9. West Dixie Hwy between 163* Street and County Line Road 
13.10. Highland Lakes Boulevard between Ives Dairy Road and 125" Street 

14. New Corridor Connections (Long Term 5 - 15 yrs) 
14.1. 159" Street 
14.2. 151" Street 

15. Reversible Lane Studies (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
15.1. 167f 1 63* Streets 
15.2. 135'~ Street 
15.3. Biscayne Boulevard between 1 2 5 ~  Street and 151'' Street 

16. School Board Coordination (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
16.1. Relief of Congestion Related to School Loading on Ives Dairy Road and Miami Gardens Drive 
16.2. Work with school board to minimize traffic impact to Sunny Isles Beach School on BB-1 

17. Direct Connection Between William Lehman Causeway and Aventura Mall (Long Term, 5-15 
YB) 

18. Improved Directional Signage Throughout Area (Short Term, 1-5yrs) 
19. North Miami Avenue Consistent 4 Lane Section North and South of 105'~ Street (Long Term, 5- 

15 YB) 
20. Implement Aventura Biicayne Boulevard Intersection Modifications 
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Physical Capacity 

Project 1: Intersection Level of Service Improvements (Short Term, 1-5yrs if no ROW is needed) 

Purpose: The purpose of this set of projects is to develop physical improvements to intersections 
exhibiting poor level of service conditions during the planning horizon. Alternatives are proposed and 
analyzed. The results of the different options can be seen in Table 2 for the AM peak hour and Table 3 
for the PM peak hour. 

Need: In 2007 all but one intersection (Miami Gardens Drive I West Dixie Hwy) operates better 
than LOS F, with 7 of 11 or 63% of the intersections operating at LOS D or better. By 2015 there is still 
one LOS F, but 5 of 11 or 45% will operate at LOS D or better, a decrease of 18%. By 2030, the 
numbers will be reversed with 45% of the intersections operating at LOS F and only 18% ( 2 of 11) 
operating at LOS D or better. 

Description: Projects are located at four intersections in the study area: 

1.1 West Dixie Highway @ Miami Gardens Drive 
1.2 Biscayne Boulevard @ William Lehman Causeway 
1.3 2"d Avenue @ 167" Street 
1.4 1 6 3 ~  StreeVBiscayne Boulevard grade separated interchange 

The following tables show the intersection, the LOS as projected into the future and the LOS after the 
various improvements. 
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Table 2 -AM Peak Hour 

INTERSECTION EXISTING CONDITIONS & 
POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS 

SPLIT OP~IbLIZATlON 

BXISCING CONDITIONS 

ADD THRU L\NES N & SB 

NE LAYOUT + TIP 

bbreviations: 
BTR: Westbound S h d  Thm & Right T: Thm 
3TR: Southbound Shared Thm & Right R: Right 
B: Northbound EB: Eastbound 
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Table 3 - PM Peak Hour 

INTERSECTION 

UNDER CONSTRUCTION 
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1.1 West Dixie Highway & NE Miami Gardens D r i v m E  11~7'~ St 

Intersection LOS Improvement - Lane Restriping 

This intersection is about 540 feet west of US-1 & NE Miami Gardens Drive. The NE, SE, & SW 
corners are commercial in use while the NW comer is institutional (school). West Diiie Hwy is a 2-lane 
undivided road while NE Miami Gardens Dr is a 6-lane divided road. The intersection is currently 
operating at level of service D in the AM and F in the PM and will continue to deteriorate towards the 
year 2030. Proposed improvements consist of re-stripping the north and southbound lanes. Where there 
are currently exclusive right turn lanes these may be re-striped to be shared through and right lanes. This 
measure will improve current intersection delay. 
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1.2 Biscayne Blvd & William Lehman Causeway/SR 856INE 194* St 

Intersection LOS Improvement, Restripe Westbound Lanes 

This is a T-intersection with the Aventura Mall on the NE corner. The N W  comer is designated to 
commercial use also. The railroad runs parallel to US-1. At this location US-I is an 8-lane divided 
roadway and the causeway is a 6-lane divided road. During AM peak hour, all vehicles seem to clear in 
onecycle but during the PM, northbound traffic blocks intersection. The intersection is currently 
operating at level of service E for both AM and PM peak hours. Improvements to this intersection to 
improve level of service include re-stripping the westbound shared right and left turn to either a right or 
left turn only. 
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There aie several alternatives that can be implemented to improve this intersection: 

1.2.1 3-WBL & 1-WBR free flow. Reconfiguring the westbound movements to allow for 
three left turn and a free flow right turn requiring RIW acquisition without changing 
north and southbound lane stripping. This will require median modification on the 
south end. 

p~ - 

~~ 

Free Flow WBR Only 
. .- -. - - 

- -- -- - - -, - - .. 
- . - - . - - .. .. - . - - - 

. . , - . . -- 
. . - -- . . - 
- -- -- -- 

-~ 
~ 

Figure 1 - Intetsection Expansion 

1.2.2 Continuous Green-T. Reconfiguring the northbound lanes and purchasing R/W 
to allow the free flow of two westbound right lanes with 3 southbound lanes bypassing traffic 
signal. 

-- Continuous Green-T 
L 

F i f e  2 - Lane Re-striping and Intersection Expansion 
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123  Turbo lanes. Reconfiguring the nohbound lanes to allow free flow movement 
of two westbound lanes with the 2 southbound lanes bypassing the traffic signal and the other 
southbound movements still signal controlled. 

2-Turbo Lanes wl2-WBL - & 2-WBR .- 
- C - 

- 
-- 
__-/---- 

.-- 
. 

-- 

.- -- -- 

Figure 3 - Lane Re-striping and Intersection Expansion 

1.2.4 Turbo lanes. Purchasing R/W to allow free flow of westbound right free flow 
lane with 2 southbound lanes bypassing the signal while the other southbound movements 
remain signal controlled. 

Figure 4 - Lane Re-striping and Intersection Expansion 
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1.3 NW 2M' Ave & NW 167'~ St' 

Intersection LOS Impmvement, Lane Addition 

This intersection is the major access point to and from the Palmetto Expressway as well as 1-95. These 
ramps are located on the NW comer of the intersection while the other three corners are commercial use. 
At present the NB and EB traffic are operating poorly during the AM & PM peak hours. NW 2"d Ave is 
a 2-lane road south of the intersection and 4-lane undivided north of the intersection. NW 167'~ St is a 6- 
lane divided roadway east of NW 2 Avenue. The intersection is currently operating at level of service D 
in the AM and E in the PM peak hours. Proposed improvement requires the investigation of available 
R/W to expand the intersection by adding a lane to NW 2* Avenue. This combined with the additional 
left turn lane scheduled in the 2007 TIP would improve the operating LOS of the intersection to E or 
better by the year 2030. 
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Physical Capacity 

Project 2: Traffk Signal Operational Improvements 

Purpose: Traffic signal operations improvements are typically modifications to the existing signal 
phasing and timing. They can also provide for other intersection improvements such as additional 
turning lanes, increasing the existing length for storing queued turning vehicles, etc. All these 
improvements either by themselves or combined are often times very effective in improving LOS and 
reducing associated vehicular delays. It is also recommended to analyze a large portion of a roadway 
facility with the objective of improving traffic signal coordination. Signal coordination~synchronization, 
if done correctly, can significantly improve the LOS and expedite traffic flow along the arterial. 

Need. In 2007 all but one intersection (Miami Gardens Drive / West Dixie Hwy) operates better 
than LOS F, with 7 of 11 or 63% of the intersections operating at LOS D or better. By 2015 there is still 
one LOS F but 5 of 11 or 45% will operate at LOS D or better, a decrease of 18%. By 2030, the 
numbers will be reversed, with 45% of the intersections operate at LOS F and only 18% ( 2 of 11) 
operating at LOS D or better. 

Description: Traffic signal operations are improvements that impact level of service through 
manipulation or optimization of the signal operations. No physical improvements are needed to this 
project. There are nine efforts that would remedy signal operations in the area. These include: 

2.1 Biscayne Boulevard O 163rd Street 
2.2 West Dixie Hwy @ 163rd Street 
2.3 10th Avenue O 167th Street 
2.4 10th Avenue O 163rd St 
2.5 Biscayne Boulevard @ 125th Street 
2.6 Biscayne Boulevard @ 135th Street 
2.7 West Dixie Hwy @ 135th Street 
2.8 Signal Coordination 
2.9 Traffic Loop Detector Repair 
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2.1 Biicayne Blvd & NE 1 6 3 ~  Stfeet 

Signal Operations, Signal Retiming 

This intersection has commercial use on four corners with the FEC railroad running parallel to it west of 
US-1. US-1 is a Clane divided road while NE 1 6 3 ~  St is a 6-lane divided road. The intersection is 
currently operating at level of service D for both AM and PM peak hours and will continue to operate at 
acceptable level of service in the year 2030. Improvements to maintain level of service consist of signal 
retiming. 
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'2.2 W Dixie Hwy & NE 1 6 3 ~  St 

Signal Operations Signal Retiming 

Located about 680 feet west of US-1, it has commercial use on all comers with the NW comer being an 
office complex. West Dixie Hwy is a Clane divided road at this intersection with NE 1 6 3 ~  St having a 
6-lane divided road. The intersection is currently operating at level of service C in the AM and D in the 
PM and will continue to operate at acceptable level of service in 2030. Improvements consist of signal 
re-timing. 
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2.3 NE loth Avenue & NE 167" St 

Signal Operations Signal Retiming 

NE 10' Ave and NE 1671h s t  are 2-lane undivided roadways with the NE comer designated for school 
use; the NW & SE comers are residential and the SW is commercial. The intersection is currently 
operating at level of service C for both AM & PM peak hours but will deteriorate to levels of service E 
or worse by the year 2030. Improvements for this intersection include signal re-timing. 
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2.4 NE lo* Avenue & NE 1 6 3 ~  Street 

Signal Operations Signal Retiming 

NE loth Ave is a 2-lane undivided roadway. The four comers are commercial uses. NE 163' St is a 6- 
lane divided roadway. Westbound progression is poor at this intersection with some traffic blocking 
intersection during the AM peak hour. No problems are seen during the PM peak hour. The intersection 
is currently operating at level of service C in the AM and D in the PM peak hours but will deteriorate to 
level of service E or worse by the year 2030. Improvement for this intersection includes signal re-timing. 
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2.5 Biscayne Blvd & NE 1251h St 

Signal Operations Signal Retiming 

Biscayne Boulevard is a 6-lane divided roadway while 125" Street is a 4-lane undivided roadway. The 
four corners are commercial land use. The intersection is currently operating at level of service D for 
both AM and PM peak hours. However, by the year 2030, this level of service will deteriorate to F. 
Improvements for this intersection includes signal re-timing. 
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2.6 Biscayne Blvd & ~ ~ 1 3 5 "  St 

Signal Operations Signal Retiming 

Biscayne Boulevard is a dlane divided roadway running north and south of this intersection while NE 
135" St is a 4-lane divided road on the west leg and a 2-lane divided on the east leg. The NE, NW & SW 
comers are commercial in use while the SE comer is residential. The intersection is currently operating 
at level of service D for both AM and PM peak hours but will continue to deteriorate to level of service 
E or worse by the year 2030. Improvements for this intersection include signal re-timing. 
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2.7 W Dixie Hwy & NE 135" St 

Signal Operations Signal Retiming 

Construction has been carried out recently at this intersection, where the NE loth Ave no longer runs 
through the intersection. Existing signal timing was not available from the Miami-Dade Traffic Control 
Center consequently signal planning and timing were estimated. West Dixie Hwy is a Clane divided 
roadway at this intersection while NE 135" St is Clane undivided. The four comers are commercial in 
use. The intersection is currently operating at level of service C for both AM and PM peak hours but will 
deteriorate to level of service E or worse by the year 2030. Improvements for this intersection include 
signal re-timing. 
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2.8 ' Signal Coordination 

Signal Operations 

Roadway links and corridors are ultimately impacted by the ability of the traffic signals to pass vehicles 
through the intersections. Corridor progression is enhanced by the ability to move vehicles from one 
end of the corridor to the other with minimal delay. One way to do this is to coordinate the signals so 
that vehicles once started, can progress through the corridor without stopping. Once they stop at their 
first light and proceed at a certain speed (35 mph) they are able to progress the entire corridor without 
stopping. Many communities under the assumption that they want to control speeding, or create more 
walkable environments, purposefully force vehicles to stop multiple times along the corridor. Speed can 
be controlled with the signal timing as can gaps in traffic, which will allow pedestrians the ability to 
cross. This is best used during high congestion hours. Conversely, un-syncronizing the signals in less 
congested periods prevents speeding by stopping vehicles from the free flow. 

Miami Dade County should be completing the signal synchronization program that they are currently 
developing. Currently a test program is happening in Doral. This program will allow manipulation of 
the signals from a central location. 

It is recommended that signals be synchronized on each of the corridors connecting 1-95 and US-I, 
during the AM and PM peak hours. 

Corridor AM Direction PM Direction 

Ives Dairy Road 

Miami Gardens Drive 

1671163~ Streets 

1 3 9  Street 

1251h Street 

eastlwest 

eastlwest 

east ' 

eastlwest 

west 

eastlwest 

west 

eastlwest 

east 
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Physical Capacity 

Project 3 Roadway Level of Service Improvements 

Purpose: Roads which will fall below acceptable Level of Service in the future, with no currently 
planned improvements, are listed below. Included are the physical improvements required to bring them 
to compliance. 

Need: The vast majority of the links, (62 of 75). or 82% operate at an acceptable LOS D or 
better. This situation will be reversed within the planning horizon. By 2015, the number of failing links 
will double. The number of acceptable links will shrink to 55 links (73%). By 2030 the number of 
failing links will increase to 23, going from 6% to 30%. Acceptable links will shrink to 34 or from 82% 
to 45% of all links. 

Description: 

3.1 NE loth Ave between NE 151" St and Miami Gardens Drive. Widen from 2 to 4-lanes divided 
eliminating on street parking where necessary. Existing right-of-way (W) suggest a width of at 
least 70 feet. R/W purchase may be deemed necessary to accommodate the minimum 4-lanes 
width of 76 feet. Further studies would determine existing R/W and typical cross section to be 
implemented. 

3.2 NE 16 Ave between US-1 and NE 135" St. Widen from 2 to Clanes. Existing R/W appears to 
be 70 feet. Minimum road geometry suggests the need of 76 feet to accommodate the 4-lane road 
width. Further studies would determine existing RIW and typical cross section to be 
implemented. 

3 3  NE 14 Ave between NE 1 6 3 ~  St and NE 135" St. Widen from 2 to 4-lanes. Existing RIW 
appears to be 70 feet. Minimum road geometry suggests the need of 76 feet to accommodate the 
4-lane road width. Further studies would determine existing RiW and typical cross section to be 
implemented. 

3.4 NE 12 Ave between West Dixie Hwy and NE 163 StlSR 826. Widen from 2 to 3-lanes. 
Existing R/W appears to be 60 feet. Further studies would determine road cross section to be 
implemented. 

3 5  NE 151'St between NE 10" Ave and US-1. Widen from 2 to 4-lanes. Existing R/W suggest a 
width of at least 70 feet. RiW purchase may be deemed necessary to accommodate the minimum 
4-lanes width of 76 feet. Further studies would determine existing R/W and typical cross section 
to be im lemented. P 3.6 NE 159 St between NE 6 Ave and W Dixie Hwy. Widen from 2 to 4-lanes. Existing R/W 
suggest a width of at least 70 feet. R/W purchase may be deemed necessary to accommodate the 
minimum 4-lanes width of 76 feet. Further studies would determine existing R/W and typical 
cross section to be implemented. 

3.7 NE 167Ih St between NE 9'h Ave and NE isth Ave. Widen from 2 to 4-lanes. Existing R/W 
suggests a width of at least 70 feet. R/W purchase may be deemed necessary as well as the 
removal of on-street parking to accommodate the minimum Clanes width of 76 feet. Further 
studies would determine existing R/W and typical cross section to be implemented. 

3.8 NE 171" St between NE 15 Ave and US-1. Widen from a 2-lane to a 4-lane roadway. The 
existing R/W appears to be 120 feet. If further studies verify the available space, RIW may 
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accommodate a 4-lane road of 84 feet width with allocation for on street parking where deemed 
necessary. Further studies would determine existing R/W and typical cross section to be 
implemented. 

3.9 NE 19 Ave between NE 163* St and NE Miami Gardens Dr. Widen from a 4 to 6-lanes. 
There appears to be 125 feet right-of-way, which would fit the 108 feet of road width necessary. 
Further studies would determine existing R/W and typical cross section to be implemented. 

3.10 Collins Ave between Harbor Way and Bay View Drive. Widen from a 4 to 6-lane road. 
Through Haulover Park, R/W could not be easily identified, assuming there is a 100 feet RW, it 
may be able to accommodate a reduced 6-lane road. There will be a need to widen the Haulover 
Bridge which may present adverse impact to the environment and the users of the waterway 
during construction. Further studies would determine existing RIW and typical cross section to 
be implemented. As well as installation of TrafficPedeshian Signals were volumes warrants its 
installation. 

3.11 West Dixie Highway between NE 163* St and County Line Road. Widen from 2 to 4-lanes. 
Existing Right-of-way (RN) appears to be 70 feet. There may be a need to remove on-street 
parking and purchase RN to accommodate a 4-lane roadway. Further studies would verify the 
RIW available to accommodate the minimum 4-lane road. 

3.12 Highland Lakes Blvd between Ives Dairy Rd and NE 215'' St. Widen from 2 to 4-lanes. 
Existing R/W appears to be 70 feet. There may be the need to remove on-street parking and 
purchase R/W to accommodate the minimum roadway 4-lane street width. Further studies would 
determine the available R/W. 
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NorthEast Corridor Traff~c Flow Study 
Proposed Transportation Improvements 

BBIHBWW ( Golden Beech NorthMiami Beach m i u W e  I I 
Figure 6 - Proposed Improvements 
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Physical Capacity 

Project 4 New Corridor Conneetions (Long Term 5-15 yrs) 

F'wpose: EasWwest mobility is one of the deficiencies in the transportation system. This effort 
seeks to determine opportunities to open new corridors to enhance flow. 

Need: The study area is made up of a series of easWwest and nortwsouth corridors. The 
roadway network is best described as an interrupted grid. Few corridors traverse the entire study area. 
East I West mobility is characterized by five, corridors which connect 1-95 and Biscayne Boulevard: 

Ives Dairy Road 
Miami Gardens Drive 
1671163~ Street 
13sth Street 
125'~ Street 

The mainland and barrier islands are connected by three causeways: William Lehman, Sunny Isles, and 
Broad. Of these easvwest corridors only two connect the barrier islands directly with 1-95: 1671163~ Sts 
- Sunny Isles Blvd, 125' St - Broad Causeway 

Description: Examine linkages on 15gh Street and 151'' Street to connect with both Biscayne 
Boulevard and 1-95 and to make anv interim connections to vroduce full corridors to facilitate flow. . 
Both these corridors have ranked highest in the new corridor analysis and will represent opportunities to 
do so with minimal neighborhood interruption and ROW cost. 
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Physical Capacity 

Project 5 Reversible Lane Studies (Short-Term 1-5 yrs) 

Purpose: East west mobility is one of the deficiencies in the transportation system. This effort 
seeks to determine opportunities on existing corridors to enhance flow. 

Need: Directional flow is generally balanced through the study area except in a few key 
locations. The reasons for this have everything to do with transportation and land use. The area in 
Aventura and along Biscayne Boulevard has the highest concentrations of both residential and 
commercial intensity. Directionality can be seen on a few corridors. For easttwest corridors, there is a 
predominant PM westbound flow on the 1671163~ Street / Sunny Isles Boulevard corridor. This is +- 
60% westbound, +-40% eastbound between AIA and NE 20d Avenue, where it balances. Conversely, 
there is a +- 60% eastbound, +-40% westbound PM flow on 125'~ Street. For northlsouth flow, 
Biscayne Boulevard is highly directional c60% northbound, +-40% southbound PM flow between the 
Broad Causeway, and the 151" Street area. 

Description: Provide an in-depth evaluation of the 1671163~ Street, Sunny Isles Boulevard, 125" St, 
and Biscayne Boulevard corridors to confirm level of service, directional splits, and develop detailed 
process including Planning Feasibility, PD&E, Design and Construction phases of implementation of 
reversible or special use lanes on these conidors. 
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'hysical Capacity 

'roject 6: School Board Coordination (Short Term, 1-5yrs) 

'urpose: The purpose of this project is to coordinate with the School Board relative to the congestion 
long major corridors within the study area. 

leed: One of the major issues relative to am peak hour traffic is the fact that many school zones 
re located on section line and half section line roads. These roads represent the backbone of the surface 
ansportation system in the county. Not only is the grid interrupted by canals and other gaps, it must 
ontend with school zones. There is a need to mitigate this situation to the extent possible by addressing 
0th child safety, of street loading and traffic flow on a school by school basis. A Safe Routes To 
chool analysis should be the beginning point of the investigation. 

kcription: There are three main areas of school zone disruption. These include schools on 

- Miami Gardens Drive 
- Ives Dairy Road 
- Sunny Isles Beach 
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' Physical Capacity 

Project 7: Direct Connection between William Lehman Causeway and Aventura Mall 
(Long Term, 5-15 yrs) 

Purpose: This project will study ways to provide increased capacity on Biscayne Boulevard, 
focusing on improving mobility along the Lehman causeway. 

Need: Traffic performance is poor along the Biscayne Boulevard corridor and traffic 
bottlenecks are frequent. The performance will further deteriorate with future increases in volumes due 
to the many residential and commercial development projects currently under construction. There is a 
need for increased capacity along this corridor to relieve the traffic congestion within the northeastern 
communities of Miami-Dade County. One project that would provide significant relief would be to 
provide an exit off of the Lehman Causeway into the Aventura Mall which is a regional attraction. 

Description: This will determine the feasibility of providing an exit ramp off of the Lehman 
Causeway directly to the Aventura Mall. An examination of trafic impacts, available right of way, 
alternative locations, cost and conceptual design will need to be provided. Liaison work with the Miami 
Dade MPO and FDOT will need to take place in an effort to move the concept forward on their 
respective work programs. 
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Physical Capacity 

Project 8: Improved Way Finding Signage throughout area (Short Term, 1-Syrs) 

Purpose: The purpose here is to provide efficiency in the system by letting drivers know where 
they are and how to get to where they are going through improved directional and informational signage 
in the area. 

Need: There are many frequent destinations in the study area, such as government offices, 
commercial and retail centers and recreation area. A stated need from the public was to provide signage 
notifying drivers of how to get to these destinations 

Description: This program would implement a directional and way-finding signage program. It would 
seek to identify the major traffic generators, either commercial, governmental, recreational or 
institutional, and then provide signage along the major routes to them from. 
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Physical Capacity 

Project 9: North Miami Avenue consistent 4 lane section north and south of 105" Street 
(Long Term, 5-15 yrs) 

Purpose: The purpose of this project is to provide a component of logically connected grid system 

Need: North Miami Avenue, is a fully connected corridor between downtown Miami and the 
Biscayne Canal at about 145" Street. Yet its typical cross section is not similar and changes at about 
NW 1 0 3 ~  Street. South of this area it has more capacity and can be used as a transportation corridor. 
The road to the west, NE 2nd Ave is interrupted at N W  86' Street, hampering its ability to provide a 
consistent connection. 

Description: Evaluate the feasibility of making the cross sections consistent along the length of the 
corridor. This will entail an assessment of need, available ROW and implementation costs. 
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Physical Capacity 

Project 10: Implement Aventura Biscayne Boulevard Intersection Modifications 

Purpose: The purpose of this project is to implement the 2006 recommendations from the Biscayne 
Boulevard Intersection Study. 

Need: Aventura has provided detailed analysis of traffic conditions in Biscayne 
Boulevard between N. E. 2131h Street and N.E. 1781h Street. The task encompassed the evaluation of 
all east/west roadway intersections to determine if modification should be made to increase the turn 
land capacity and or lengths to improve traffic flow. Eleven projects were recommended. These 
were: 

10.1 213 St -Signal timing 
10.2 209 St - New westbound approach lane 
10.3 203 St - Dual right turn configuration (add 2nd eastbound right turn lane) 
10.4 196SU195St- Improve the two intersections as part of Mall Expansion Program 
10.5 192 St - Raised Curb 
10.6 191 St - Provide triple westbound left turns and one exclusive right turn lane in addition to 

signal timing 
10.7 187 St - Eliminate parallel parking on north side of 187, Eliminate northbound left turn on 

Miami Garden Drive 
10.8 183 St - Second westbound left turn lane, striping, signal timing, eliminate southbound left 

turn movement to shopping center 
10.9 182 St - Signal timing 
10.10 187 St - New signage, signal timing 
10.11 203 St - Driveway modifications at shopping center intersection 

Description: Coordinate with FDOT and MDCPW, and then bid the design aspect of the projects. 
Upon a completed set of design plans, bid the construction and implement the projects. 
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ALTERNATIVE MODE PROJECTS 

Multimodal transportation plans must also include other components of a transportation system. The 
main goal alternate modes of transportation is to increase the shift from single occupancy vehicles to 
public transit or to high occupancy vehicles. This will reduce traffic congestion, pollution, and travel 
time, while saving money and aggravation to the users of the transportation network. It is a necessity in 
urban areas to move more people in less space, either by having dense urban centers where they are able 
to walk between uses, or by transporting them in higher capacity vehicles. When the cost of physical 
infrastructure is essentially the same for the actual lane space, it is prudent to transport more people 
within that same space, allowing for a higher cost benefit ratio. 

Currently there are plans such as the extension of the coverage of the Metrorail (NE Corridor) and the 
Managed Lane Project on 1-95. There is no doubt that the future extension of Metrorail will help to 
divert many trips from the single occupancy vehicles with the associated improvements in congestion 
and LOS, yet the question must be asked, how long until these alternatives are developed? At what 
monetary cost? Can we afford it? Many feel that the cost of the rail, the lack of ability to implement 
substantive projects and attain Federal Government matches for funds puts such projects in jeopardy, or 
at least in a very distant time horizon. This report advocates developing these projects incrementally. 
Enhancing the proposed future rail corridors with essential components for those systems in a phased 
approach, thereby lessening the ultimate cost, while building meaningful transit improvements in the 
area Simply put, to wait for Metrorail to come prior to implementing higher level transit will be 
seriously detrimental to the community. 
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Alternative Mode Projects 
1 Study Biscayne Boulevard Corridor for Higher Level Transit Potential (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
2 Reformation of Transit Routes in the Study Area Based on MDT Comprehensive Bus Operations 

Analysis and Coastal Communities Transportation Master Plan (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
2.1Decrease bus headways 

3. Support 1-95 Bus Rapid Transit (Managed Lanes) (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
4. Link Municipal Shuttles (Immediate) 
5. Adopt Mode Split Goals in Comprehensive Plans (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
6. BRT on Collins Avenue (Long Term, 5-1 5 yrs) 
7. Coordinate Municipal Circulator Transit Routes with MDT (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
8. 163& StreetBiscayne Boulevard Intermodal Center (Long Term, 5-15 yrs) 
9. Ensure Appropriate MDT Bus Operations to Sustain Pedestrian Friendly Environment on West 

Dixie Highway and 15Ih Street (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
10. Attract Choice Transit Riders (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 

10.1 Special use lanes evaluation 
10.2 Enhanced transit amenities 
10.3 Fuel efficient buses 
10.4 Better transit marketing 
10.5 Use smaller buses 
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Alternative Mode 

Project 1 Study B i i y n e  Boulevard Corridor for Transit Potential (Short Term 1-5yrs) 

Purpore: Re-prioritize the Northeast Corridor, as the highest transit priority, so that it attains federal 
matching funds, and is subsequently designed and constructed in the nearest timeframe to begin to 
provide service. 

Need: The provision of high capacity mass transit in the long term is seen as a way to effectuate a 
more balanced modal split in the study area. Since most trip making in the area enters or exits on the 1- 
95 connector closest to the study area origin or destination, it is assumed that distribution of traffic 
occurs on 1-95. A parallel distributor on Biscayne Boulevard would enhance mobility. The Northeast 
Conidor is the only project near the study area being studied. 

Dexription: This project, under the name of "South Florida East Coast Corridor Transit Analysis Study 
(SFECCTA) is being undertaken now in regional cooperation, sponsored by the South Florida Regional 
Transit Authority, the MPO's of Miami-Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach Counties, and FDOT. It is 
utilizing Federal Transit Administration Guidelines to determine what mode of transit would best 
service potential riders in the service area. Its Tier 1 Analysis of 38 alternatives was submitted in 2006. 
A Regional Record of Decision, allowing the study to progress to Tier 2, is expected in 2007. Tier 2 
will draw conclusions as to corridor sections, types of transit, and station locations, culminating in a 
Sectional Record of Decision. The first segment could be available for service in 2012. The public 
involvement aspect of this study showed heavy local study area support for the ongoing SFECCTA 
study. The community strongly urges the MPO to give the recommended regional transit alternative the 
highest priority, of all potential projects in the planning process. 
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Alternative Mode' 

Project 11: Reformation of Transit Routes in Study Area Based on MDT Comprehensive Bus 
Operations Analyses and Coastal Communities Transportation Master Plan (Short Term, 1-5yrs) 

Purpose: The purpose of this project is to improve the bus service in the study area by examining 
opportunities to increase frequency of service or reorganize the systems routing to more efficiently and 
effectively service the riding population. Details of this effort are explored in depth in the Coastal - -  - 
communities Transit report. 

N d :  Currently, according to MDT via their extensive Comprehensive Bus Operations 
Analysis (CBOA) there are many routes that run at less than optimal headways and are thus not as 
attractive to potential riders. There is also frequent redundancy in routes. While many focus on serving 
long haul riders from distant parts of the county, and cannot be disturbed on much of their mainland 
alignments, it may be possible to reorganize some of the routes in the study area At the very least the 
consolidation and increased frequency of the existing structure should be examined. At the most, 
concepts have been discussed regarding the provision of eastlwest routs to and from the barrier islands 
via the causeways, linking at intermodal stations and longer service spine routes in the study area. At 
the very least the consolidation and increased frequency of the existing structure should be examined. 

Description: This project will utilize the MDT evaluation of each route that exists in the study area. 
Recommendations will be made for consolidation. Cost and time savings will be quantified on a route 
by route basis and for the system as a whole. Ridership numbers will be projected. Other issues 
including those regarding the unions will be explored. Additionally three conceptual alternatives 
regarding a complete overhaul of the system will be designed and tested as to ridership, cost and 
effectiveness. Work with MDT to implement its findings. 
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Alternative Mode 

Project 3: Support 1-95 BRT (Managed Lanes) (Short Term, I-5yrs) 

Purpose: The purpose of this is to advocate for a higher level of transit that is ultimately impactfull 
to the community and can be done in the near term. 

Need: Service levels are deterioration rapidly as time goes by. The transportation system will 
not be functioning well by the end of the planning horizon. The need to begin to provide alternatives to 
the single occupancy vehicle is now. Many feel that it is impractical to wait for proposed heavy rail 
transit as an answer, and believe a near term incremental solution is needed. 1-95 Bus Rapid Transit 
lanes provide this near term impactfull rapid transit. 

Description: The 1-95 Managed Lanes concept will provide double the MDT transit capacity on 1-95 
with a rail like function and feel. I -95 will maintain the vehicular capacity it has today. Its HOV lane 
and the inside shoulder will be converted to managed lanes, with the primary purpose of serving as a 
Bus Rapid Transit corridor, similar in function to the US-1 Busway in South Dade. The difference 
being that the lanes will be shared with private vehicles. To keep the lanes flowing at a level that 
provides an advantage to transit (LOS C @ +-50mph), the number of private vehicles will be limited. 
This limit will be controlled by tolling the vehicles. The toll will be adjustable to assure the buses are 
able to move at the desired speed and level of service. 
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Alternative Mode 

Project 4: Link municipal shuttles (Immediate) 

Purpme: To coordinate the transit assets that currently exist within the community 

Need: Each municipality provides a level of transit service via, municipal shuttles, funded 
primarily through the Yi penny sales tax known as the Peoples Transportation Plan. These services need 
to be coordinated at their edges so that a synergy can be found. 

Description: It is recommended that through the NE Dade Mayors Task Force, a transit directors 
committee be developed which will be charged with creating linkages of the existing municipal and 
county transit systems. Initially these may be focused on either connecting specific origins and 
destinations with multiple providers, connecting the route end transfer points by location and bus arrival 
and departure time. It may recommend coordinate marketing and scheduling information. In the future 
should make more formal suggestions as to intermodal transfer facilities. This should be done by 
producing a GIS map of each of the municipal transit routes. An attempt to coordinate by creating 
transfer points at route edges, route realignment where they are in close proximity, schedule 
coordination, and elimination of duplicative routes. 
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Alternative Mode 

Project 5: Adopt Mode Split Goals in Comprehensive Plans (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 

Purpose: The purpose of this is to officially strive to achieve impactufull transportation benefits. 

Need: Adequate transportation options are lacking in our region. The use of the private 
automobile is predominant, and reinforced by our land use pattern. While transportation is a regional 
issue, the impetus for change often comes from the grassroots level. Local willingness to advocate shift 
in transportation mode usage can be impactfull in changing regional policy. 

Description: Add a policies to the transportation element of each comprehensive plan stating that the 
city shall attempt to ascertain the mode split taking place and will strive to implement policies, and 
projects to shift that mode split to provide a heavier share to the alternative modes. 
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Alternative Mode 

Project 6: BRT on Collins Avenue (Long Term, 5-15 yrs) 

Purpose: The purpose of this effort is to evaluate the need and feasibility of bus rapid transit 
facilities on Collins Avenue between Surfside and South Beach. 

Need: As levels of service decrease, many have called for a higher level of transit on the barrier 
islands. Aside from the route restructuring recommended by MDT, bus rapid transit amenities such as 
queue jumpers, signal prioritization, elevated stations, and special use lanes should be examined along 
this corridor. 

Description: The fmt step to implementing this higher level of transit is to evaluate the current BRT 
technologies and to examine how they may work along Collins Avenue. An evaluation of available 
right of way, existing travel patterns, ridership and other spatial and operational constraints should be 
made and evaluated relative to cost. 
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Alternative Mode 

Project 7: Coordinate Municipal Circulator Transit Routes with MDT (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 

Purpose: Implement greater transit efficiency through coordinated transit services. 

Need: Each municipality operates transit as part of the Peoples Transportation Plan. Necessary 
to gain approval of that was the requirement that MDT routes and services would not be duplicated by 
municipal systems. MDT is currently experiencing major service reductions. The need to integrate 
these services at various connection points would enhance the attractiveness of each. 

Description: Essentially Miami Dade Transit provides service to and through communities, and the 
local circulators move around them. An effort should be developed that would examine the linkages of 
the regional and local systems, and list opportunities where coordination of schedules, headways, service 
periods and the location of transfer facilities and amenities could be implemented. 
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Alternative Mode 

Project 8: 1 6 3 ~  Stree t lS ' iyne  Boulevard Intermodal Center (Long Term, 5-15 yrs) 

Purpose: This project is designed to improve the level of service along the major roadways within the 
study area by providing improved transit service and increasing options for modes of transportation 
other than a personal vehicle. Its purpose is to explore potential locations for an intermodal center in the 
1 6 3 ~  Street/ Biscayne Boulevard area. 

Meed: The study area has strong need for an improved sub-regional transit system that would be made 
up of transit centers along the causeway termini, on the beach and at the mainland with frequent 
east/west bus service linking the beach to a strong northlsouth regional spine on the FFC Corridor. The 
need for increased capacity on the causeways was expressed, especially in the beach communities and 
the need was reinforced by the findings from the origintdestination study in the Coastal Communities 
Transportation Master Plan. 

Description: This project will be to develop an intermodal center adjacent in the 1 6 3 ~  Street I Biscayne 
Boulevard area. The exact locations will have to be further studied and identified. The intermodal 
facility will serve the communities as transfer stations and transit loading areas for transit users that are 
making regional commutes to and from the barrier island. A conceptual intermodal center design and 
appropriate programming would be developed. Tentative sites would be examined for their ability to 
accommodate the programming, their impact on the adjacent land uses and neighborhoods, and their 
proximity to transit uses. It is anticipated that these would provide a direct link to any proposed transit 
on the FEC Corridor, on the mainland. 
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Alternative Mode 

Project9: Ensure Appropriate MDT Bus Operations to Sustain Pedestrian Friendly 
eEnvironment on West Dixie Highway and isth Street (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 

Pnrpase: The purpose of this effort is to coordinate with MDT to assure that through the provision 
of transit the pedestrian environment is protected and enhanced. 

Need: Integral to good mobility is the ability to walk. It is said that every trip includes a walking 
trip, whether it be from the house to the car at the origin, or from the car or bus from the parking lot to 
the grocery store or work at the destination. The pedestrian environment is crucial to the overall quality 
of life of an area and dictates ultimate mobility. 

Description: For this area quality principles of urban design, transit oriented development and 
pedestrian mobility need to be applied. Specific locational deficiencies and improvements should be 
listed and implemented in the near term. 
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'Alternative Mode 

Project 10 : Attract Choice Transit Riders (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 

Purpose: This project will be specifically geared to attracting choice riders to the transit system. A 
choice rider is a person who is not transit dependant, therefore has access to a vehicle and is able to 
drive it and maintain it. 

Need: Adequate mobility depends on having more people ride transit. 

Description: While it is true that the next level of transit usage may very well come from the 
demographic directly adjacent to the demographic which rides today, which is mainly transit dependant, 
there is another segment of the population that should be targeted. All riders are concerned the basic 
service parameter of getting to their destination quickly. In addition to this other amenities should be 
examined. These include: 

Special Use Lanes Evaluation 
Enhanced Transit Amenities 
Fuel Efficient Buses 
Better Transit Marketing 
Use smaller buses 
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POLICY PROJECTS 

Policy projects are those that don't necessarily fit into either the physical capacity category or the 
alternative mode category. They often deal with initiatives that attempt to change driver behavior or 
provide incentives to use the system differently. Below are general descriptions of the types of projects 
in this category. 
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Policy Projects 
11. Shift County Transit Priorities to Biscayne Boulevard Corridor (Short - 

Term, 1-5 yrs) 
12. Develop Northeast Miami-Dade Traffic Impact Fee (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 1 

13.Provide Incentives for Transportation Demand Management 
Participation (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 

14. Areawide Coordination with South Florida Commuter Services, FDOT 
and MDT, Broward County and Hallandale (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 

15. Further Develop Intelligent Transportation Systems (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
16. Coordinate Municipal Land Use Policies Along West Dixie Highway and Biscayne 

Boulevard (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
16.1 West Dixie Highway Charrette 
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Policy Projects 

Project 1: Shift County Transit Priorities to Biscayne Boulevard Corridor (Short Term, 1-5 
Y ~ S )  

Purpose: The purpose of this is to place the highest levels of transit where they are needed most. 

Need: Growth management and transportation policies should match up. The most densely 
populated residential and commercial areas are on the eastern side of the county. The County's Urban 
Infill Area and Transportation Concurrency Exception Area are in the same location. These have both 
provided incentive to develop in the area. Yet major transit in the area is not the highest county priority, 
and it needs to be. 

Description: Work with county officials through the MPO Long Range Transportation Planning 
process to have transit projects, particularly rail moved up in the priority list. 
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Policy Projects 

Project 2: Develop Northeast Miami-Dade Traffic Impact Fee (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 

Purpose: The purpose of this is to examine the feasibility of instituting traffic impact or 
concurrency fees to pay for various transportation improvements listed in individual municipal master 
plans. 

Need: Projects to be implemented in the study area, need to be part of a financially feasible 
capital improvements element, as a result of SB 360, the 2005 growth management legislation. Sources 
of funding may be needed to assure that the transportation infrastructure necessary to continue the 
economic development of the area. 

Description: Evaluate the need and desire for the various participating communities to implement 
impact fees. A draft fee structure should be developed. An ordinance should be developed by each 
community based on the cumulative amount of local transportation improvements needed as specified in 
their long term budgets or transportation master plans 
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Policy Projects 

Project 3: Provide Incentives for Transportation Demand Management Participation (Short 
Term, 1-5 yrs) 

Purpose: Transportation Demand Management programs will provide incentives, disincentives and 
market management to affect travel behavior to shift to non-motorized and/or higher occupancy modes 
in order to reduce congestion on the roadways in the study area 

Need: There is significant traffic congestion in our region generally between 890 am and 8:00 
pm. The utilization of techniques like van pools, HOV lanes, telecommuting and flexible work 
schedules would free capacity at the most critical times of the day. The 1-95 Bus Rapid Transit 
Managed Lanes is funded partly to provide the opportunity for such management techniques. 

Description: Transportation Demand Management strategies would utilize the services offered by the 
South Florida Commuter Services by encouraging businesses to take advantage of the programs. 
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Policy Projects 

Project 4: Municipal Transportation Coordinator (Immediate) 

Purpose: The key to the implementation of this or any other master plan is to hard work. None of 
these projects are going to implement themselves or be picked from this plan by state or federal 
agencies. Each project needs an advocate and a champion. The Mayors Task Force has provided this 
leadership to date, but the day to day work to coordinate and manage transportation in the study area, act 
as a liaison between the cities, the citizens, the development community, local employers, and other 
local, county and state transportation authorities is the most important aspect of the plan. 

Need: As transportation levels of service deteriorate added emphasis should be placed on 
developing solutions. This coordinator would facilitate the implementation of these plans and monitor 
transportation activities. 

Description: This position would coordinate Transportation Demand Management strategies with local 
employers, act as a liaison, with MDCPW, MDT, MPO, and FDOT, in an attempt to develop and 
implement projects as a result of this report. This could be an additional position, or one which could be 
added to an existing position. It should exist in each city, as a staff position in the Planning Department, 
the City Managers Office, or Public Works Department. Additional duties can be to review traffic 
impact analysis, measure concurrency, develop cost feasible projects for upcoming budgeting cycles, 
and search for funding via grants. 
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Policy Projects 

Project 5: Further Develop Intelligent Transportation Systems (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 

Purpose: The purpose of this project is to utilize technology to improve the existing transportation 
network and relieve traffic congestion. 

Need: There is significant traffic congestion in the study area that would benefit from technological 
advances to monitor the flow of traffic in the area. 

Description: Intelligent Transportation Systems include such things as installing cameras to monitor 
the flow of traffic and be able to view accidents in real time. This is beneficial because it will speed up 
the time it takes emergency responders to arrive on the scene. Additional systems could include 
electronic variable messages boards to inform drivers of congestion before they reach it, to allow them 
to take alternate routes and avoid contributing to the delays. 
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Policy Projects 

Project 6: Coordinate Municipal Land Use Policies along West Dixie Highway and Biscayne 
Boulevard (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 

Purpose: To work to have land use policies long major corridors are relatively uniform. 

Need: Evaluation of the growth management strategies and policies of each individual 
municipality and of the area as a whole is interesting, in the sense that there is a decided lack of 
coordination. There is a need to have areas of similar intensity along connecting corridors. 

Description: In areas of common interest, like the West Dixie Highway area between North Miami 
and North Miami Beach, land use planning charretts, modeled after those done along US-1 in South 
Dade would be helpful not only in facilitating transportation, and transit oriented development, but in 
assisting in redevelopment activities. The Miami Dade County Department of Planning and Zoning 
should be contacted for direction and assistance. Funding is eligible out of the Peoples Transportation 
Plan funds received by each city. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The final aspect of this study is to organize the projects resulting from the involvement, data and 
analysis in a manner that provides a snapshot of future transportation issues and trends that will 
impact the study area. The Implementation Plan establishes a vision for transportation and 
makes recommendations for meeting the identified needs. 

Key factors to the implementation of any plan is the ability to systematically approach the further 
development of the individual projects. In general, from a technical perspective, transportation 
efforts have several phases; planning, design and construction. They must seek funding for each 
phase, whether from the municipal budgeting cycle or at the State or Federal levels. From a 
practical perspective, each effort also needs an advocate to drive the process forward. This study 
represents one of the first subregional transportation master plans attempted in Miami-Dade 
County. It is a "grassroots" effort to examine the community from a broader local perspective, 
taking into account the common desires of each city. It has tested these desires through analysis 
and has determined what is wanted and what is needed locally. It establishes a local vision for 
transportation and makes recommendations for meeting identified needs. Aspects of this vision 
are relatively simple to implement, in as much as they are purely local issues. Other aspects 
become increasingly complex, as they require multi-jurisdictional coordination and funding, 
beyond the scope of any municipality. 

At the core of this implementation plan is the list of projects developed from the data and 
analysis. This identifies specific projects or strategies in the form of physical capacity, 
alternative mode or policy initiatives that will improve mobility and enhance the quality of life in 
the area. 

Locator M 

The following is a phased implementation schedule of the projects. It is believed that integral to 
implementing projects from the municipal level is coordination and communication. The 
implementation process is built from a pragmatic perspective. 

The plan seeks to advocate for these projects, and first attempt to implement the ones that present 
the greatest opportunity to have the most impact at the lowest cost. It progresses through the list 
to projects of greater complexity, controversy and coordination. Essentially all of the policy 
initiatives can begin to be implemented in the short term, as can the physical capacity 
improvements that don't require additional right of way. Similarly, many of the alternative mode 
projects that require the support of the local community can be done in the short term, as can the 
initiation of many of the higher intensity transit studies, and route modifications. Long term 
projects are those that require additional right of way, federal funding matches, or inclusion in 
the Long Range Transportation Plan or Transportation Improvement Program. The most 
limiting aspect of this effort is the funding to move the plan forward. 

More formally, the first step of the implementation plan is the creation of a position that can 
oversee the process, further developing project parameters, seeking funding sources, and moving 
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projects through their respective funding, planning, design and implementation phases with 
various municipalities and agencies. This position in each city, could be incharge of multiple 
issues, but would sit generally in the planning department, public works department or city 
managers office. In many instances this position would be incharge of reviewing concurrency, 
or development applications relative to traffic. An immediate step would be to coordinate the 
municipal shuttles. Working with the CITT, and each of the communities that offer shuttles, an 
evaluation of opportunities and willingness to contribute can be undertaken. Concurrently 
conversations with MDT about the route consolidations and realignments can take place as they 
relate to coordinating with shuttle activity. Policy initiatives such as the support of the 1-95 
BRTMana~ed Lanes conced is a short term activitv. More consistent effort will need to occur - 
in getting local businesses to not only support, but implement transportation demand 
management techniques. The same goes for advocating a reprioritization of transit policies at the 
county level. ~ romth i s  consistent communication and advbcacy with FDOT and ;he MPO, the 
longer term efforts that must go on the LRTP or TIP can begin to be moved forward. While this 
is on going, the physical capacity projects can be evaluated and moved forward. Those projects 
not requiring additional right of way can move first depending on municipal funding availability 
and other coordinative issues. Those projects determined to need additional right of way can be 
scrutinized from the technical and political perspectives to ascertain the costhenefit of each. 
With consistent advocacy in the short term horizon, longer term projects such as the 
development of the connection from the Lehman Causeway to Aventura Mall and other more 
intensive projects requiring right of way, can make their way onto requisite plans and begin 
design and implementation phases by the 5" through loth years. If individual local funds are 
available the ability to implement with less coordination is easier. 

Immediate vroiects (1 month to 1 vear) 

Alternative Mode 
Link Municipal Shuttles 

Policy 
Municipal Transportation Coordinator 

Short Term Proiects (1 - 5 vears) 

Physical Capacity 

Traffic Signal Operations (Short Term, 1 - 5 yrs) 
o Biscayne Boulevard @ 1 6 3 ~  Street 
o West Dixie Hwy @ 1 6 3 ~  Street 
o loh  venue @ 167" street 
o 10'   venue @ 1 6 3 ~  s t  
o Biscayne Boulevard @ 125" Street 
o Biscayne Boulevard @ 13.5~ Street 
o West Dixie Hwy @ 135' Street 
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o Signal Coordination 
o Traffic Loop Detector Repair 

Improved Directional Signage Throughout Area 
Implement Aventura Biscayne Boulevard Intersection Modifications 
school Board coordination 

o Relief of Congestion Related to School Loading on Ives Dairy Road and Miami 
Gardens Drive 

o Work with school board to minimize traffic impact to Sunny Isles Beach School 
on BB-1 

Reversible Lane Studies 
o 1671163~ Streets 
o 135'~ Street 
o Biscayne Boulevard between 125" Street and 15 lSt Street 

Link Level of Service Improvements (Where no ROW is needed) 
Intersection Level of Service Improvements (Where no ROW is needed) 

Alternative Mode 
Support 1-95 Bus Rapid Transit (Managed Lanes) 
Study Biscayne Boulevard Corridor for Higher Level Transit Potential 
Reformation of Transit Routes in the Study Area Based on MDT Comprehensive Bus 
Operations Analysis and Coastal Communities Transportation Master Plan Adopt Mode 
Split Goals in Comprehensive Plans 
Coordinate Municipal Circulator Transit Routes with MDT 
Ensure Appropriate MDT Bus Operations to Sustain Pedestrian Friendly Environment on 
West Dixie Highway and 15" Street (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 
Attract Choice Transit Riders (Short Term, 1-5 yrs) 

o Special use lanes evaluation 
o Enhanced transit amenities 
o Fuel efticient buses 
o Better transit marketing 
o Use smaller buses 

Policy 
Shift County Transit Priorities to Biscayne Boulevard Corridor 
Develop Northeast Miami-Dade Traffic Impact Fee ( 
Provide Incentives for Transportation Demand Management Participation 
Further Develop Intelligent Transportation Systems 
Coordinate Municipal Land Use Policies Along West Dixie Highway and Biscayne 
Boulevard 

Long Term Proiects (5 -15 vears) 
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Physical Capacity 
Intersection Level of Service Improvements (where ROW is needed) 
Link Level of Service Improvements (where ROW is needed) 
New Corridor Connections 

o 159" Street 
o 15lStStreet 

Direct Connection Between William Lehman Causeway and Aventura Mall 
Noah Miami Avenue Consistent 4 Lane Section North and South of 105" Street 

Alternative Mode 
BRT on Collins Avenue 
1 6 3 ~  StreetIBiscayne Boulevard Intermodal Center 
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963 17: 660 2 3388 

28. 5; 1: 0,1 4 

Rig Thr Left Ped 
ht u s 

76 173 85 0 336 
53 148 68 0 269 
74 137 49 2 262 

. . 8 0-280 
236 559 250 2 1047 

37 183 133 0 353 
78 206 131 0 415 
43 176 119 0 338 

From South 
App. 
Total 

1557 
1240 
1342 
. 900 
5039 

471 132 879 l2; 593 2 2284 

0 

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

'I2; 

Inl. 
Total 

45 192 88 0 
50 171 99 0 320 
63 181 80 0 324 

Ped App. 
s Total 

Rig 
ht 

. . - . - - . . 
From West 

325FW2 
1697 
1519 

1.01 1.01 1.01 1.0 

Rig Thr 
ht 1 u 

Thr 
u Ld 

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

LeR Pad 
s 

App. 
Total 



Richard Garcia &Associates. Inc 
13117 NW 107 Ave. Suite- No.4 

Peak Hour From W:00 PM to 05:45 PM -F 
lnterseoti 04:00 PM 

on 
Volume 399 816 380 I 1596 

25. 51; 2; o.l Percent 

04:15 121 215 97 1 434 volume 
Peak 

Factor 
High int 0400 PM 
volume 108 234 111 o 453 

Peek 0.88 
Factor 1 

Hialeah Gardens, FL 33018 
Tel: 305-595-7505/Fax:305-675-6474 

File Name : US1816-2 
Site Code : 00000MX) 
Start Date : 5/1/2007 
Page No : 2 

.... 
NE 163 ST NE 163ST 

From West 

~k 1 of 1 



Richard Garcia &Associates, Inc 
131 17 NW 107 Ave. Suite- N0.4 

Hialeah Gardens, FL 33018 
Tel: 305-585-7505/Fax:305675-6474 

File Name : NE163S-1 
Site Code : 00000000 
Start Dab : WlZ007 
Pane No ..I . -v- , . 

Groups Printed- Unshined 
W DIXIE HWY NE 163 ST W DIXIE HWY NE 163ST 

Fmm North From South From West 
Start Rig Thr Ped A%." Rig Th Ped App. Rig Thr Ped Aqp. Int. 
Time ht u s Total ht u 8 Total hl u s Total Total 

Factor 1.0 1.0 I 1.0 I - 1.0 1 1.01 1.0 1 1.0 1 ! 

07:M)AM 20 80 29 0 129 5 227 33 0 265 26 43 6 0 75 21 275 22 0 318 787 

Grand 147 54' Total 
15. 55 Apprch % 

Total % 2.2 8.: 

08:M)AM 11 72 34 0 117 
OB:15AM 21 84 40 0 145 
08:30AM 21 57 40 0 118 
08:45AM 18 49 33 0 100 

Total 71 262 147 0 480 

17 254 38 0 309 
10 239 40 0 289 
16 285 32 0 335 
11 217 29 0 257 
56 995 139 0 1190 

37 61 32 0 130 
34 63 14 0 111 
32 65 23 0 120 
20 39 22 0 81 

123 228 91 0 442 

7 260 22 0 289 845 
20 279 20 0 319 864 
9 225 35 0 269 842 

15 227 20 0 262 700 
51 991 97 0 1139 1 3251 



Richard Garcia & Associates, Inc 
131 1 7  NW 107 Ave. Suite- N0.4 

Hialeah Gardens, FL 33018 File Name : NE163S-1 
Tel: 305-595-7505/Fax:305-675-6474 Site Code : 00000000 

Start Date : 5/2/2007 
Page No : 2 

W DIXIk H W  
In Total 

! 
! i 
i 

! --I ,~ ~ - .. . .. . 

W 

. -  ~~ 

i 
i 

- - ..... ... 
W DIXIE HWY 

From North, 

..~ 
W DIXIE HWY NE 163 ST 

From West 

. - 

..... 
NE 163 ST 
FrornEaL 

Rig 
ht 

Len Thru RigQl Peds j 
1 931 2361 1 2 8 1  

i 
Oul In Tola1 1 

W DIXIE HWY 1 

~ p p  
Total 

Rig 
ht u 

Peak Hour From 07:OO AM to 08:45 AM - 
lntersecti 

on 07:30 AM 

Volume 70 297 155 0 522 

percent '34 569 2: 0.0 

07:45 19 71 
Volume 45 0 135 

Peak 
Factor 

High Int. 08:15AM 
Volume 21 84 40 0 145 

Peak 0.90 
Factor 0 

Start 
Time Left 

Peak 1 of 1 

41 988 168 0 1197 

12 245 41 0 298 

08:OO AM 
17 254 38 0 309 

0.96 
8 

Thr 
u 

128 236 93 0 457 

26 56 28 0 110 

08:OO AM 
37 61 32 0 130 

0.87 
9 

Ped 
s 

Rig 
ht 

Thr 
u 

Ped 
s 

54 89 0 1335 

4.0 '93 6.7 0.0 

14 333 30 0 377 

07:45 AM 
14 333 30 0 377 

0.88 
5 

App. 
Total 

3511 

920 

0.954 



Richard Garcia &Associates, inc 
131 17 NW 107 Ave. Suite- No.4 

Hialeah Gardens, FL 33018 File Name : NE 163 ST & W.DIXIE HWY-PM 
Tel: 305-595-75051Fax:305-675-8474 Site Code : 00000000 

Stari Date : 5/1/2007 
Page No : 1 

Grand 181 
Total 

Apprch % 



Richard Garcia &Associates, Inc 
13117 NW 107Ave. Suite- N0.4 

Hialeah Gardens, FL 33018 File Name : NE 163 ST 8 W.DIXIE HWY-PM 
Tel: 305-595-7505/Fax:305-875-6474 Site Code : WOOOoOO 

Start Date : 5/1/2007 
Page No : 2 

percent 53i '9j 1.2 

04:15 19 82 28 0 129 volume 
Peak 

Factor 
High Int. 04:W PM 
Volume 19 80 40 6 145 

Peak 0.88 
Factor 8 

Inl. 
Total 

3337 

I W DIXIE HWY 
FmtnNorlh 

3.9 a; I; 0.0 

16 300 44 0 360 

04:15 PM 
16 300 44 0 360 

0.91 
5 

' Start 
Time 

NE 163 ST .......... 
W DIXIE HWY 

FrornEast From Soulh 

20. 0 5; 2: 

32 49 38 0 119 

04:OO PM 
36 78 34 0 148 

0.85 
1 

Pe& Hour From 04:W PM lo 0545 PM - 
lntsrsecti 04:00 PM 

on 

Volume 82 274 153 6 515 

NE 163ST 
From west 

Kg 
ht 

Rig Th; 
h l  u 

Kg 
hl 

2.9 8> 0.0 

8 230 44 0 282 

04:15 PM 
8 230 44 0 282 

0.88 
7 

Thr 
u Le,l Thr 

u 

890 

0.937 

Ped App. 
s Total 

Ped 

Peak 1 of 1 

51 "1 156 0 1318 

Ped 
s 

App. 
s 

101 262 141 0 504 

App. 
Total .Total 

29 842 129 0 1000 



Richard Garcia &Associates, Inc 
131 17 NW 107 Ave. Suite- No.4 

Hialeah Gardens. FL 33018 File Name : US1&19-1 
Tel: 305-595-7505/Fax:305-675-6474 Site Code : OOOOWOO 

Start Dale : 5/1/2007 
Page No : 1 

Gro_ues P?_n.d- Unshifled T.-.---N.g -- .- . . N.E i.gi .s'i-. 
192 ST US 1 1 

Total 0 14' 8 287 0 1725 619 0 346 0 965 502 '7 0 0 20711 0 0 0 0 0 4761 I I I 
08:OOAM 0 4 0 0  64 0 464 
08:15AM 0 375 62 0 437 
08:30AM 0 4 5 3  55 0 508 
08:45AM 0 344 91 0 435 

Total 0 157 272 0 1844 2 

Orand 0 30A 559 0 3569 Total 

Apprch % 0.0 84j '5j 0.0 

Total% 0.0 2?j 5.4 0.0 34.7 

. - - . - - - - .  

230 0 140 0 370 
218 0 130 1 349 
136 0 117 0 253 
149 0 98 0 247 

733 0 485 1 1219 

j3: 0 831 1 2184 

6: 0.0 3t 0.0 

'32 0.0 8.1 0.0 21.3 

- 
I 
i 

T r 

In Told 
,IS, 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

169 477 0 0 646 
121 459 0 0 580 
120 464 0 0 584 
153 489 0 0 642 

563 0 0 2452 

1480 
1366 
1345 
1324 

5515 

106345 0 0 4523 

2t 76; 0.0 0.0 

'04 33j 0.0 0.0 44.0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

6 



Richard Garcia &Associates. Inc 
131 17 NW 107 Ave. Suite- N0.4 

Hialeah Gardens. FL 33018 File Name : USl&IB-1 
Tel: 305-595-7505/Far:305875-6474 Site Code : WWOOW 

Start Date : Y112007 
Page No : 2 

US 1 
From North 

Stad 
Time 

Int. 
Total 

5646 

1480 

0.954 

Peak Hour Fmm 07:OOAM to M):46 AM - 
lntersecti 07:45 AM 

on 

Volume 0 165 259 0 1917 8 
Percent 0.0 '65 0.0 

08'00 0 400 64 0 464 Volume 
Peak 

Factor 
High lnl. 07:45AM 
Volume o 430 78 o 508 

Peak 0.94 
Factor 3 

Rig 
ht 

NE 192 ST 
From East 

Rig 
ht 

Thr 
u 

US 1 
From South 

Peak 1 of 1 

804 0 536 1 1341 

60. 0.0 4t 0.1 0 

230 0 140 0 370 

08:OO AM 
230 o 140 o 370 

0.90 
6 

Thr 
u 

Rig! Thr 
ht / u 

NE 192 ST 
From West 

Len Len 

554 0 0 2388 

2; 7; 0.0 0.0 

169 477 0 0 646 

WOO AM 
169 477 o o 646 

0.92 
4 

Lefl Rig Ped 
s h i  u s Total 

0 0 0 0 0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0 0 0 0 0 

6:45:00 AM 

LBft Thr App. 
Total 

Ped 
s 

P6d 
s 

App. 
Total 

App. 
Total 

Ped App. 



Richard Garcia &Associates, lnc 
13117 NW 107Ave. Suite- N0.4 

Hialeah Gardens, FL 33018 File Name : US1 & 192 ST-PM 
Tel: 305-595-7505/Fax:305-675-6474 Site Code : 00000000 

Start Date : 5/2/2007 
Page No : 1 

05:OO PM 0 656 255 0 911 95 0 229 0 324 133 564 
05:15 PM 0 643 212 0 855 72 0 187 2 261 126 593 
0530 PM 0 484 239 0 723 67 0 168 0 235 154 524 0 678 
05:45 PM 0 405 279 0 684 80 0 268 0 348 106 453 

Total 0 21: 985 0 3173 314 0 852 2 1168 519 21i 
Grand 0 47: 0 6619 Total 

Apprch % 0.0 7, 28$ 0,O 

Total% 0.0 3, 0.0 44.0 

785 0 2 2617 0 

3\ 0.0 6t 0.1 

5.2 0.0 0.0 17.4 

47: 0 0 5807 

It a; 0.0 0.0 

7.0 3\ 0.0 0.0 38.6 

0 0 0 0 0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 

1504 
3 



Richard Garcia & Associates. Inc 
13117 NW 107 Ave. Suite- N0.4 

From North 
Start Rig Thr Ped App. 

s Total 
eak Hour Fmm 0400 PM to 05x45 PM - F 
lntarsecli 04:00 PM 

an 

Volume 0 25g 911 0 3446 

Percent 0.0 7$ '84 0.0 

04:45 0 637 275 0 912 Volume 
Paak 

Factor 
High lnt. 04:45 PM 
Volume 0 637 275 0 912 

Peak 0.94 
Factor 5 

Hialeah Gardens. FL 33018 
Tel: 305-595-7505/Fax:305.675-6474 

File Name : US1 8 192 ST-PM 
Site Code : OOOOWOO 
Start Dale : 5/2/2W7 
Page No : 2 

T 
NMh 



Richard Garcia &Associates, lnc 
131 17 NW 107 Ave. Suite- No.4 

Hialeah Gardens. FL 33018 
Tel: 305-595-7505/Fax:305g758474 

File Name : NEIOAV-3 
Site Code : OMXKW)OO 
Start Date : 511R007 
Paae NO : 1 

08:OOAM 17 47 20 
08:15AM 18 43 23 iz i: :: 1:;i :! !i ii iii 
08:30AM 22 51 24 97 18 36 37 94 30 44 13 
08:45AM 13 36 18 67 7 34 0 50 17 29 51 13 18 35 203 

Total 70 177 85 0 332 64 181 113 0 358 130 137 29 0 296 77 168 34 0 279 1265 



Richard Garcia &Associates. Inc 
13117 NW 107Ave. Suite- No.4 

Hialeah Gardens, FL 3301 8 
Tel: 301595-7505lFar305-675-6474 

File Name : NElOAV-3 
Site Code : 00000000 
Start Date : 5/1R007 
Page No : 2 

1 '  1 NE 10AVE I NE 167 ST'"'.' ' 7 NE 10 AVE NE i87ST -1 - .  
. . - . . . . . - 

I 
. .- . - . - . 

Fmm North Fmm East 

lntersecti 
on 07:45 AM 

Volume 67 208 86 0 361 

percent 576 2: 0.0 

08:15 18 43 23 0 84 Volume 
Peak 

Factor 
High Int. 08:30 AM 
Volume 22 51 24 0 97 

Peak 0.93 
Factor 0 

. . - . . . . . - 
From SOUM 

. . - . - . - . 
Fmm West 

26 0 329 

5 45. 46; 7.9 0.0 

25 M) 42 4 0 70 

08:15AM 
25 60 42 -0 88 

0.93 
5 

Start Rig 

94 206 39 0 339 

2; ;7 I\ o,o 

21 62 10 0 93 

07:45 AM 
30 56 9 0 95 

0.89 
2 

Thr 

1424 

374 

0.952 

Le(t Rg 

Peak Hour From 07:OOAM to W:45 AM -Peak 1 of 1 
Time ht ht 

App. Ped Thr 
u u 

Int. App. 
ht 

Ped 
s s Total u 

App. 
Total 1 .--..K. s Total 

Rig 
s 

Thr 
Total Totai Left Pad App.1 Rig Thr Lsf, Ped 



Richard Garcia &Associates. Inc 
13117 NW 107Ave. Suite- hio.4 

Hialeah Gardens. FL 33018 File Name : NE 10 AVE 8 NE 167ST-PM 
Tel: 305-595-7505/Fax:305-675-8474 Site Code : 00WOOOO 

Start Date : 5111M07 
Paae No : 1 

05:OO PM 2 33 22 1 58 
05:15PM 3 31 22 0 56 
05:30PM 7 31 22 0 60 
05:45PM 7 46 16 1 70 

Total 19 141 82 2 244 

Grand 51 255 160 6 472 Total 

ApprCh % 54d 3i 1.3 

Totel% 2.0 6.4 0.2 19.0 

22 49 22 0 93 
20 45 14 7 86 
23 50 21 1 95 
13 55 15 1 84 
78 199 72 9 358 

- ...- 

35 45 8 1 89 9 52 !g 40 48 2 2 82 10 63 
40 44 8 1 93 11 62 75 323 
28 34 4--0 66 17 38 0 55 275 

143 171 22 4 340 47 215 10 0 272 1214 

190 431 164 21 806 

2; 5"";'"; 2,6 

7.6 '7j 6.6 0.8 32.4 

T 
MM 

llM07 MS:00 PM 

0 

-~ .- .- . -- - . 

Out In Tolal 
A W  - 

NE W A V E  

283 347 51 8 689 

41i 2 7.4 1.2 

'14 2.0 0.3 27.7 

L - - -- 

86 405 30 0 521 

77j 5.8 0.0 

3 5  '6j 1.2 0.0 20.9 

2488 



....... -- - ...... ... .- ... ......... 

W 

-- .... . . .  ~ .~ 

! 

I 

1 NE I0 AVE 

Richard Garcia &Associates, Inc 
13117 N W  107 Ave. Suite- No.4 

Hialeah Gardens, FL 33018 File Name : NE 10 AVE & NE 167ST-PM 
Tel: 305-595-7505/Fax:305-675-6474 Site Code : 00000000 

Star1 Date : 5/1/2007 
Page No 12 

NE 10 AVE 
From North 

Start 
Time 

NE 167ST 
- From Easl 

Peak Hour From 04:OO PM to 0545 PM - 
lntersecti 04:00 PM 

on 
Volume 32 114 78 4 228 

14. 
5; 342 Percenl 

04:00 5 37 24 2 68 Volume 
Peak 

Factor 
High Int. 04:OO PM 
Volume 5 37 24 2 68 

Peek 0.83 
Factor 8 

Rig 
ht 

Rig 
ht 

... -- ...... 
NE 10 AVE NE 167ST 
From Soulh 

Left Ped App. Int. 
From 

W N  s Total Total 

140 176 29 4 349 

40, '04 8.3 1.1 

42 39 10 2 93 

04:OO PM 
42 39 10 2 93 

0.93 
8 

Thr Left u 
Peak 1 of 1 

112 232 92 12 448 

25. 5lS 205 2,7 0 

26 53 23 6 108 

04:30 PM 
38 64 24 1 127 

0.88 
2 

Thr 
u 

39 190 20 0 249 

'57 763 8.0 0.0 

11 55 4 0 70 

04:OO PM 
11 55 4 0 70 

0.88 
9 

Ped 
s 

Ped 
s Lett 

1274 

339 

0.940 

App. 
Total 

App. 
Total 



Richard Garcia &Associates, lnc 
13117 NW 107Ave.  Suite- No.4 

Hialeah Gardens, FL 33018 
Tel: 305-595-75051Fax:305-675-6474 

File Name : untitled1 
Site Code : 00000000 
Star1 Date : 5/3/2007 
Paae No : 1 - 

Groups Printed- Unshifted --'r NE 10TH AVE I SR R2R NE 10TH AVE I SR 826 I 
~ - . ~. ...... 

From South From Wesl 

Left Ped App. Int. 
s Total Total 

43 7 296 29 0 332 617 

0 7 : 4 5 A L O .  44 16 0 601 4 305 6 0 3151 3 36 2 0 - 3 . 6 2  ~,~ -. .. 1 6 442 18 0 4661 903 

Total 2 173 57 0 232 1 27 13 0 1143 1 16 152 62 3 233 24 14: 106 0 1566 3174 

Total 17 211 94 4 3261 59 13: 52 6 1431 1 23 206 78 16 3231 43 102 5 2043 4123 I 

. - .......... 

i 
i 

I 

1-1 15561 110721 
Oul In Total 

J . U U A V F  

Grand 19 384 151 4 558 
Total 

68. 27. o,7 Apprch % 3.4 

Total% 0.3 5.3 2.1 0.1 7.6 

241 
86 65 6 2574 

3.3 9$ 2.5 0.2 

1.2 3\ 0.9 0.1 35.3 

39 358 140 19 556 

7.0 6: 2; 3.4 

0.5 4.9 1.9 0.3 7.6 

67 33i 208 5 3609 

1.9 '22 5.8 0.1 

0.9 4: 2.9 0.1 49.5 

7297 



Richard Garcia & Associates. Inc 
13117 NW 107 Ave. Suite- No.4 

Hialeah Gardens, FL 33018 
Tel: 305-595-7505/Fax:305-675-6474 

File Name : untitled1 
Site Code : OW00000 
Start Dale : 5/3/2007 
Page NO : 2 

Int. 
TOM 

lntersecti 08:00 AM 
on 

Volume 17 211 94 4 326 

Percent 5.2 64j 2t 1.2 

":I5 0 48 28 3 79 Volume 
Peak 

Peak Hour From 07:OO AM to 08:45 AM - Peak 1 of 1 

NE I OTH AVE 
Fmm North 

Factor 
High int OR30 AM 
Volume 9 73 20 0 102 

Peak 0.79 
Factor 9 

NE IOTH AVE 
From Soulh 

SR 826 
From East 

131 59 52 6 1431 

4.1 3 6  0 4  

19 340 21 2 382 

. - .... 

SR 826 
Fmm West 

08:45 AM 
7 378 12 2 399 

0.89 
7 

! 
I 

,, ~ . . 

Start Rig Thr Len Ped App. Rig ~v;m:.-TTr;~~~ 
23 206 78 16 323 

7.1 6i 2: 5.0 

4 55 20 4 83 

1 Ped 
,. s 

W ) : 3  AM 
11 63 26 10 110 

0.73 
4 

m 

a 
. , .. .- 

.. Time ?!. 

102 5 2043 43 

2.1 927 5.0 0.2 

I 1  484 41 3 539 

OR15AM 
11 484 41 3 539 

0.94 
8 

z 

. . . . 
App. 
Total .~. u 

4123 

1083 

0.952 

i 

* 
'1 I 1.' 
Len Thru Right PBds 

I" T a d  
NE lOTH AVE 

. . ?. 
Rig 

ht . &'!a! . -.!!I 
Thr 

u s Total 
Len Ped i App. 
. s 1 lotal 



Richard Garcia & Associates. Inc 
131 17 NW 107 Ave Suite- No.4 

05:OO PM 
05:15 PM 
0530 PM 
0545 PM 

Total 

Hialeah Gardens, FL 33018 File Name : NEIOAV-4 
Tel: 30+5957505/Fax:305-875-6474 Site Code : 00000000 

Start Date : 5132007 
Page No : 1 

---- - Grouporinled- Unshifted 

Orand 52 35 Total 

Apprch % 8.9 6C 

Start 
Time 

Factor 

tnt. 
Total 

-7i3 
805 
850 

328.887 
3285 

04:M) PM 4 37 16 2 61 
04:lSPM 9 40 11 2 62 
0430 PM 6 39 21 2 68 
04:45PM 5 38 20 5 , ~  68 

Total 24 154 70 11 259 

NE IOTHAVE 
From North ~ i c  Thr Left Ped App. 

ht u 

9 301 30 2 342- 
4 341 33 3 381 

11 333 28 0 372 
8 4 0 4  20 0 432 
32 l3; 111 5 1527 

SR 826 
From East 

1.01 1.01 1.01 1.0 
s 

Rig Thr 
ht u 

6 31 16 I I 54 
3 38 15 0 56 
4 40 19 2 65 
5 38 18 0 61 

18 147 68 3 236 

NE IOTH AVE 
Fmm Sou!?-.. 

Total 

8 274 4 0 288 
13 287 4 2 306 
8 326 9 2 345 

10 307 8 . , , , . .  1.. 
119 39 25 5 1263 

1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 . 

LeR 

SR 826 
From West 

App. 
Total 

Rig 
ht 

Rig 
ht 

1.01 1.01 1.01 1.0 

T I  Left Ped 
u s 

Ped 
s 

1.01 1.01 1.01 1.0 

App. 
Total 

Thr 
u 

Ped 
s 

App. 
Total 



Richard Garcia & Associates, inc 
13117 NW 107 Ave. Suite- N o 4  

Hialeah Gardens, FL 33018 File Name : NEIOAV-4 
Tel: 305-595-7505/Fax:3056756474 Sile Code : 00000MX) 

Start Dale : 5/3/2007 
Page No : 2 

- .. .., ... ...,,. .. 

I < NE IOTH AVE 
From North 1.- Sh i l l  Rlg 1 Thr 1 1 Ped 

Time ht u s 

YI 

m $ 

..... .......... 

! 
- 

j I 

i ! 
I-=.- 

351 310 - 
oul In Tcw 

NE 10TH AVE 
In Tcw 

287 lT7l 74T '241 

I n l  
Total 

3943 

1013 

0.973 

App. 
Total 

I 

Peak Hour From 04:OO PM to 05:45 PM - 
lnlersecti 05:00 PM 

on 

Volume 28 197 74 24 323 

percent 8.7 6',j 2t 7.4 

05:45 9 52 12 3 76 Volume 
Peak 

Factor 
High In1 0530 PM 
Volume 9 55 18 12 94 

Peak 0.85 
Factor 9 

. 
SR 826 

From East 

i 

I. . . . . . . .  - 

Rig 
ht 

NE 10TH AVE 
From South 

Peak 1 of 1 

51 17: 102 6 1900 

2.7 '1$ 5.4 0.3 

14 422 18 1 455 

05:OO PM 
14 465 19 1 499 

0.95 
2 

Thr 
u 

Rig 
hl 

SR 826 
- 
.... FromWest 

Left 

19 194 91 6 310 

6.1 6$ 29; 1.9 

7 49 23 0 79 

05:30 PM 
8 66 22 2 88 

0.79 
1 

Thr 
u 

App. 
Total 

Rig 
hl 

52 13: 50 4 1410 

3.7 9$ 3.5 0.3 

9 380 14 0 403 

05:45 PM 
9 380 14 0 403 

0.67 
5 

Ped 
s Left Thr 

u 
App. 
Tolal 

Ped 
s 

Ped 
s 

App. 
Total 



Richard Garcia & Associates. Inc 
13117 NW 107 Ave. Suite- No.4 

Hialeah Gardens, FL 33018 File Name : US1&12-1 
Tel: 305595-7505/Fax:305-6756474 Site Code : 00000000 

Start Date : 51112007 
Page No : 1 

- Groues_Pfinted- Unshifted 

0O:OQAM 22 376 98 1 497 
08:15AM 26 356 124 1 507 
08:30AM 24 411 122 3 560 
08:45AM 25 382 117 1 525 

Total 97 15: 461 6 2089 

T 
Nenh 

Int. 
Total 

Grand 192 31: 862 18 4176 Total 

Apprch % 4.6 74j 20$ 0.4 

Total% 1.9 3: 8.5 0.2 41.2 

Start 
--- Time 

Factw 

89 112 42 0 243 
93 104 53 1 251 
90 99 40 0 229 
87 103 38 2 230 

359 418 173 3 953 

07:WAM 27 401 70 I 499 
07:15AM 20 416 75 4 515 
07:30AM 26 373 126 5 530 
07:45AM 22 389,130 2 -543 

Total 95 l5; 401 12 2087 

19 
20 
22 
18 

79 

738 831 331 5 1905 

38. 4; 1; o,3 7 

7.3 8.2 3.3 0.0 18.8 

US 1 
From North 

NE 123 ST 
From East 

87 95 40 0 222 
95 122 39 1 257 
99 95 40 0 234 
98 101 39 1 239 

379 413 158 2 952 

Rig 
ht 

Rig 
ht 

135 19: 382 5 2487 

5.4 790 0.2 

1.3 '94 3.8 0.0 24.5 
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